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HUiLANB CITY NEWS
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

War Not Over

for

Many

Primary School Money

Vets: Red Cross Speaker
-hifg think before we question
mounded veterans and don’t sympathise too much," was the advice given by Mrs. Dorothy Bennett, Red Croaa senior social worker at Percy Jones hospital in
Battle Creek, as she addressed the

annual meeting of the Ottawa
county Red Cross chapter Friday
night in Hope Reformed church.
About 135 attended.
"Let’s hope that the returned
veteran finds his community the
type of community he went overseas to fight for," she said after
describing emotional upsets and
the trying transitionalperiod that
faces every veteran.
"The war is not over for many
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Grand Haven, Nov. 21 (Special)
-William Woods. 21. 1201 FrankIin St., and Carl H. Wesaman. 30,
Mancelona resident who came
hero two weeks ago for employment at Eagle-Ottawa Leather
Co., were taken into custody by
city police about 10 p.m. Tuesday
after several store windows In the
downtown section had been bro-

Grind Haven, Nov. 21 (Special)

—The

county treasurer’soffice reports the receipt of S75, 480.68
from the state for primary school
money which' is to be distributed
to the various townships and precincts to include thf following:
Holland city, $14,000.41;Zeeland
city. $4,344.76:Grand Haven city,
$8,466.50:Holland township No. 1.
$284.97: No. 2, $892.08: No. 3.
$433.65:No. 4. $446.04; No. 5
fractional. $615.37: No. 6 fractional. $590.59; No. 9 fractional.SI.329.86: NO. 10 fractional,$264.32;
No. 11 fractional, $293.23; No. 13,
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patients In military hospitals and
never will be over for aome of the
soldiers. They will be older and
wiser, and most of them will be
just a littlebit cynical when they
return, but try to understand and
be patient/’she said.
Mrs. Bennett, who is a sister of
Mr*. Rendert Muller of Holland,
described Red Cross social work
in the wards at Percy Jones hospital which she said was more attractive than 'moat military hospitals since it formerly was the $284.97.
Zeeland township No. 2. $408.87 ;
Battle Creek sanitarium. The solNo. 3, $305.62; No. 4 fractional,
dier population is from 9,000 to
$474.95- No. 5 fractional.$156.94;
12,000,Jhe said.
No. 7, $152.81; No. 8 fractional,
Four special services are offer- $243.67; Park No. 1 fractional,
ed at Percy Jones, amputations, $128.03: No. 2. $569.94; No. 3.
nerve surgery, deep x-ray for can- $551.46; No. 4 fractional.$2,126.cer and leukemia, and plastic eye, 95; Olive No. 1 fractional.$152,the latter a relatively new ser- RL No. 2, $144.55: No. 3 fractionvice. While Percy Jones is known al, $169.33: No. 4. $136.29; No. 5
primarily for its amputation ser- fractional,$330.40: No. 9. $268.45!
vices, Mrs. Bennett. said nerve Port Sheldon No. 1. $86.73: No. 2
surgery is probably running neck fractional.$330.40; No. 9, $268.45;

and neck with the amputees.She
said ill hospitalcases of European
casualtiesare now in this country
and there are relatively few in the

21, 1945
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Woods, who was recently discharged from the service, allegedly broke windows at the Gordon
Lauthead Co. and William Vienln,
Clothing store and Weatman
legedly broke one at the Green
Mill tavern.
Both were lodged in the county
jail and were to be arraignedtoday after damage could be ascertained by Police Chief Lawrence
De Witt. Woods 1* » son of Chief
William P. Woods o( the coast
guard.
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Estimate Fire
Pfc. Crncct Overkamp
day, have been together line*
their induction May 22, 1942. They
at
arrived in Holland Tuesday noon
alter passing through the separation center at Fort Sheridan. They
had arrived in the United Statca
at
lin. Her teaching background at a
Nov. 3 following 16 month* of
civilian is proving of value to her
charges the same day at Fort aervlee in the south Pacific. I
Damage estimatedat $3,000 to
section which is setting up the
William’s wife it the formtj
Sheridan. 111.
ed icntionalplan for the youth of ,$4,000 resultedTuesday night from
The brothers, Pfc. William Antonella Bakker. route 2, and-/
Germany in the U. S. zone. (Signal a fire which swept the boiler room Overkamp,30, and Pfc. Ernest they have a son, Billy, Jr. Ernat’a
Corps photo).
wife is the former Jean Bakker.,
of the Hill Crest creamery at 620 OverKamp, who will be 27 Saturand their son is named Ernest, Jr. 1
Michigan A\c., just south of HolIf these coincidencesweren’t
land hospital.
enough, the parent*, Mr. and Mr*,
A. C. Overkamp. 145 Ea*t 14th
With patients at the hospital
St., had the additional pleatura
having
“grand
stand"
seats,
fire
le
of welcoming hoihe a third aon, J
was confined largely to the north
Sgt. Raymond George Overturn*
A paratrooper, on the aame day. ’
ond. Dr. Carl S. Cook the third end of the 40 by 50 foot frame
Raymond, whose wife lives in
and Dr. William Winter the building.The boiler was considerGrand Rapids, had returned after
fourth. Drs. Harms. Cook and ably damaged and engineers were
many months of service In the
Winter all are with the navy. Dr. investigatingto determinewhethEuropean area, and will report to
Clark was promoted to the rank er it could be repaired.The boiler
North Carolina shortly for hi*
is needed for processing and pasof major a few months ago.

Pfc. William Ovtrkamp
brothers who entered the
service on the same day, whose
army* careers were identical, who
have sons named after thepuelvis
and whoae wives are slaters residing on route 2, are now home in
Holland after being granted dis-

Two

Damage

Victory

Loan

Dairy

Local

$4,11
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‘The next six months will see
Students in the public and parCOCAL WAC AT WORK
a
tremendous shrinkage in mili! Sgt. Anne Whelan. 201 West
ochial schools of Ottawa county
tary hospitals, but Percy Jones is
to
14th St., is at work as a stenograwill compete for special prizes in
scheduled to continue," she said.
pher in the public health and welthe Victory loan drive, County
She mentionedthat Percy Jones
fare section of the office of miliChairman D. J. De Free of Zeelhad one of the two cases on record
tary government. U. S., in Berand announced Tuesday.
of quadruple amputations and
First prizes are silk flags that
that the patient so far has both
were to be worn on the backs
artificial arms. He is about ready
Plans arf being completed for
of American paratroopers.Chinese
for artificial legs, she added. A the premiereshowing of the moflags for the American troops in
triple amputee, awaitinghis last
the Chinese invasions,plain Amtion picture, "Stork Club." starartificial limb, has worked out all
erican flags similar to the original
details for duck hunting.It all ring Betty Hutton and Bary Fitzparatrooper’s flag worn in the infalls in with the idea, ‘There isn't gerald, which will be given Thursvasion of Africa and Europe, and
anything a man can't do if he day. Nov. 29. at 9 p.m. in Holland
the American flag with seven difr
wants to do it," she said.
theater in connection with the Vic- Mi
ferent languages used by troops in
Mrs. Bennett said the Red Cross
the Asiatic theater.
tory Loan drive.
Only 30 flags are available for at the hospital maintaineda staff
The premiere, the eighth to be
of 80 professionalworkers and 1,distributionin Ottawa county, 15
620 volunteers.She said Red Cross held here in connection with a
to be allotted to Holland, seven
First Lt. James Brooks, veteran discharge
Major Clark explained that the teurizing the milk.
is usually called upon for solv- bond drive, will be sponsored by
B&
A fourth son, Richard M., the
to Grand Haven, three to Zeeland,
Albert Speet. owner of the dairy, of 28 months of service in the
field haspitals are set up clase
ing the little problems not covered the Junior Chamber of Commerce.
first of the family to enter the
and one each to the south half of
to the front lines and are the first said today that deliverieswould
AAF having served as a radar service when the national guard
the rural area, the north half, by army rules. The Red Cross, Tickets will be provided with the
places where the injured are tak- continue.If equipmentin the dairy
among
other things, tries to pre- purchase of all types of bonds, one
been discharged from the separa was called in October,1940.^T
Coopersville and Hudsonville.
er. The 36th field hospital, equip- cannot function, the milk will be
pare
the
visitors for the altered ticket each with $25 and $50
Winners in each area will be
ped for 400 beds, moved often. pasteurized and bottled at other tier base maintainedby the AAF killed in New Guinea in Decern- \
appearance of the patient, who bonds, and two tickets with each
those who have made the most
The shortest length of time at a dairies.
at Santa Ana. Cal. HU wife U the (yUllani and Emeat wear iden* J
likely as not wrote his mother he purchaseof $100 bonds and those
sales of bonds to individuals.In
The first alarm was sounded former JoAnne van der Velde. t|c>| ribbons and medals which iiwP
given point was two weeks and
was
“slightlywounded” when his of larger denominations.
cases of ties in the same area, the
the longest four months, although about 6:30 p.m. and another at
Premiere tickets may be obLt. Esther H. Hinkamp of the elude the Victory medal, ths ATO^
total value of the bonds will de- leg was blown off.
the unit was on le Shima for six 9:30 p.m. wheq smoke persisted.
ribbon, the Asiatic-Pacific
She
said the Gray Ladies have tained when bonds are purchased
termine the winner.
months since V-J day intervened. Firemen, who were on the scene Waves, daughter of Prof, and ribbon witli four battle itan,
been immensely helpful in writing at either of the two banks, the
Mrs.
Paul
E.
Hinkamp,
64
West
The second prize in each area
Maj. Clark worked in both sur- for over an hour on the first alarm,
Philippine liberationribbon
Building and Loan association,the
is a Pointie Talkie book which letters; moving patients, sewing
,gery and medicine, although had told the family to keep a look- 14th St., ha* been discharged from
one star, and the Good
post
office
or
the
theater.
These
the
navy
after
37
months
of
actwas a great help to American chevrons and insignia, altering
out
for
other
outbreaks.
surgery occupied most of his time.
ribbon. They went through
clothing and wrapping Christmas tickets should be exchanged for
forces in getting across to the
•He said casualties were heaviest, Aided by a brisk north wind, ive duty. She was in charge of
ns on New Guinea,
gifts. The arts and skills program, reserved seat tickets at the theacommunications
and
issuing
navy
natives the messages they desired
on Guam. Leyte and le Shima smoke poured into the dairy proilpelago,southern
at any time. Seating arrangepublications
to
merchant
’ capIn addition to these special maintained by the Red Cross, pro- ter
per
resulting
in
smoke
damage
to
anq doctors often worked 24
and Luzon.
ment is determined by the denomprizes a U. S- treasury certificate vides a voluntary occupational
hours a day. Facilities of the 400- the walls and other equipment.
ination of the bond and the
therapy
program
for
the
patients
will be given to each school^ boy
bed hospital often, .ware- taxad. by. Many bottles were dama
promptness in which the exchange
Pfc. Lloyd H. Nivlson, son
heat and will be disposed of, Sped
or girl who sells 1500 in E boh«- who need the hand -exerrise: B#'
MaJ. Nelson H. Clark
as many as 800 patients.
of tickets is made.
Ray L. Nivlson, 317 East 12th St., with a few other ailments comor who makes 10 individualsales. diers are seen knitting, weaving,
Most
of his work was caring said.
Major
Nelson
H.
Gark.
who
mon to the tropicilareas.
Bert Selles, war activities chairWhile the family was out fight- and Pfc. Donne I L. Kuizenga, aon
The terms and basis upon which making pottery and even making man for the Junior Chamber, is
for the wounded and he attribuhiefly
Now they are concerned dittos
was the second local doctor to
ing the flames, a daughter. Bent- of Mr. and Mrs. P. Kuizenga. with finding homes for their
these awards are to be made has doll clothes for children,she said.
ted
the
saving
of
many,
many
serving as general chairman.
enlist in the medical corp.- in
The
Red
Cross
motor
corps
route
2,
have
been
discharged
been worked out by a committee
lives to the uses of penicillin, plas rice. 21. had the presence of mind
families.
1942. is back in Holland on n rma and sulfa drugs. The hospital) to remove five milk trucks and a from the army at the Indian town
of school men who plan appropri- meets all families called in case
minal
leave
after
spending
more
passengercar. one by one, from Gap. Pa., separation center after
ate presentation ceremonies later. of serious illness, does innumerthan two years in the Pacific cared for air corps, navy and
The prizes will be on display in able errands and takes patients
army
casualties.Malaria and the building.After all the vehicles more than throe years of service.
area with the 36th field ho.sp.tal
dengue fever also accounted for were safely removed, she fainted. Nivlson. a member of the famed
store windows in Holland, Grand who are able to such outside actiwhich was first established at numeroas patients.
vities
as
bail
games.
Cause of the fire was undeter- 78th infantry division, was among
Haven and Zeeland.
Engebi in the .Marshalls,then at
The recreationaldepartment of
Major
Clark was among the mined, according to Speet and the first infantry division troops
Guam. Leyte in the Philippi;'-.
the Red Cross, organizes all types
many to witness the arrival of Capt. Jack Knoll of the fire de- to span the Rhine, crossing the
Bismarck archipelago, le Shima
of sports in the gymnasiums and
the Japanese envoys as they stop- partment.Firemen laid two lines, Ludendorf bridge, at Remagen.
and Okinawa
Spring
Child also arranges for showing of
Kuizenga served overseas with
[XHi at le Shima to board an Am- or about 900 feet of hose.
Dr. H. P. Harms was the fust
Mrs. Dena Van Dyke. 51. 336
motion pictureson a 16 millimeter
Since the dairy is located on live 1st army in England. France,
erican plane for Manila to arrange
Three merrfiants have passed 1
West 20th St., wife of Albert G. physician to enlist. Clark the >ec- for the surrender.He also saw US-31, one of Holland's mam Belgium and Germany. He holds
camera in the wards.
their
assigned quotas in the VicAbove all. the Red Cross acts Van Dyke, died at 11 p.m. Sunthe envovs on iho return trip to thoroughfares, several traffic tie- the French Croix de Guerre.
Is
as liaison workers in all typos of day in Holland haspitalwhere she
SpecialistIvan G. Cook. 14 West lory loan campaign, the retalll
ups resulted.Swarms of people
Japan.
Major Clark entered the ser- gathered at the scone Police as- 16th St., has boon discharged from merchants' divisionof the ChamGrand Haven. Nov. 21 (Special) emergencies, from solving family had been taken three weeks ago
a major opera ion. She was
naval service at the separation
vice in October. 1942. after prac- sisted in directing traffic.
— Donald Moses, seven-vear-old problems, standingby families in aformember
her of Cdftimerce announced Tues- ;|
of Fourteenth Street
center at Bainbridge. Md.
ticing in Holland eight years. He
son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Moses, case of deaths, to lending a muchChrustianReformed church, the
day.
transferred
soldier
some
money
Among
those
receiving
disexpects
to
resume
his
practice
217 Mason St.. Spring Lake, reLadies Adult Bible class and SisHarry Prins, grocer at 16th St,
here shortly. He resides at 101
charges from Fort Sheridan, 111..
ceived chest injuries and several until his records <jatch up with
ters of Bethany.
West 26th St. with his wife and Retired
are Pfc. Harold D. Mouw, 333 and Pine Ave., has made sales of
fractured ribs- when he was struck him. Mrs. Bennett said.
"In serving his country, the Surviving are the husband; two
two children. James 8. and SasWest 19th St.; Pfc. Woodrow W. 500 per cent, selling bonds amabout 2 pm, Saturday in Spring
NoV 0] (S M.:an „ an. 6. His discharge will he efSlagh. 315 College Avo.; S/Sgt. ounting to $2,687.50. compared .|j
Lake by a car driven by Gerrit soldier has last out financially, daughters. Mrs. Harold Bergman,
Richard Bonge. route 1; T 3 El- with his quota of $500.
Yonker, 37. of Nunica. who was he has been torn from the comfort and Miss Shirley Van Dyke both Jujgp gFred T. Miles Saturda> .sen- fective soon.
of Holland; a son, Corp. Harvey tenced Weldon Duncan. 60. KalaIllness mer J. Van Dyke. 247 West 13th Dutch Boy Baking Co., with a
The major landed at San Pedro.
traveling west on the main street of his home and family and subjected to the rigidity of the army Van Dyke of Ft. Benjamin Har- mazoo papcrmill worker, to servo Cal.. Nov. 2 and arrived here a
St.; 1 Sgt. Eugene F. Stanford, quota of $2,000, has gone just ov- -j
of the village.
Donald and a playmate were and put to grueling tests. Now he rison. Ind.; two grandchildren 7i to 10 years m southernMichi- few da>s ago.
Dr Albert Knooihuizen. 81. died 273 East Ninth St., all of Holland; er the top with sales of $2,043.
her father, I>ane Brandt; a sister. gan prison at Jackson, after DunEli Food market at 27th St .||
crossing the street and the com- is returning to a relaxed situation,
at Holland hospital at 10:30 a m. T/5 James R. Dannenberg, HudMrs. Cornelias Plakke and a can was found guilty Tuesday of
panion ran back when he saw the and the transition period Is very
Saturday after a long illness. He sonville;T/4 Everett E. Graham, and Michigan Ave., has more than
brother, Bert Brandt, all of Hol"assault with intent to d" great!
oncoming car driven by Yonker. hard. It sounds brutal, but many
had been moved from his resi- Pfc. Louis Stcenwyk, Pfc. An- doubled its $150 quota by, selling/T
but 'Donald continued on and was
patientsafter 60-day furloughs land.
bodily harm, less than murder"
dence. 155 West 12th St., to the drew Blatiwkamp. Zeeland; T/4 bonds amounting to $356.
Sales
Funeral services were held The charge involved the kn.fingi
Chamber of Commerce head- |
struck. After receivingmedical at home say they are glad to be
haspital last April. He as a resi- Harvey M. Veeneman and T/5
today at 1:30 p.m. from the of his estranged common-law wife.
attention he was released and back in the hospital. Let us all
dent of the community all his life. Richard W. Kllcoy, Coopersville; quarters meanwhile Is the clear- |
taken to his home. Yonker was be very very patient," Mrs. Ben- home, private,and at 2 pm. from Pearl Tanner Duncan, and her
He was graduatedfrom Hope col- Corp. Robert
Ncvins. Plain- ing house for all supplies for the i
Fourteenth Street ChristianRe- employer. Brooks MacDinald. Aug.
$90,(100
given & summons by state police, nett said.
lege and received his medical do- 1 wHI; S Sgt Frank H. Ceilings, current war loan. All merchants |
formed church. Rev. William Van
who investigated, charging him
18 in Plainwell.According to testigree from the Detroit medical col Hopkins; Pfc. Howard C. Toed. should report their sales at least
Directors named for three-year
Peursem officiated.Burial was
with having defective brakes.
legr. He practiced medicine here Allegan;T/5 Elden V. Belcher, once a week there.
terms were Paul Cambum, Mrs.
mony
brought out at the ti.al,
Individual
bond
sales
for
the
An accident involving two cars Stanley Seven and Harold Klaas- be in Pilgrim Home cemetery. Duncan and Mrs. Tanner had liv- week ending Friday night in Hol- for a time, and later was connect- Otsego.
Each place selling $300 will get 1
Members
of
the
Ladies
Adult
occurred at the comer of Sixth en of Holland city. Mrs. John E.
ed together for several years in- land total $32,563.70.Statistical ed with (he Holland Furniture
Dischargeesfrom Camp Grant. a special award.
Bible
class
and
the
Sisters
of
and Washington Sts. abbut 6:55 Kraai of Blendon. Mrs. Henry
Co., for many years. His wife HI. include T/4 John H. ChrftBethany attendedthe services in cluding six years in Plainwell.and Chairman Clarence Klaascn anp.m. Saturday when a car driven
after difficulties in June, 194-1 he nounced Saturday. This brings the died laM January.
Bowman of Jamestown,* Mrs. a body.
poll. 19 River Ave.; T/4 Edward
by Theodore Banasiak, 27, of Walter Van Bemmelen of HolSunning are four sisters, Mrs. J. Glatz. 195 East Ninth St., Holwent to live in Kalamazoo, partly grand total since the opening of
Grand Haven township, ran int<f land township. Miss Stephania
because of bus drinking. Resent- the Victory war loan to $90,611.20. Jacob Lokker, Mrs. Jeanette land; Pfe. Basil Corbett, Grand Grandville
the rear end of one driven by
ing the interest shovvh between The week'se sales are divided as Muyskens and Miss Laura Knooi- Haven; S/Sgt, Charles Stasik.
Yurick and Miss Jean Newell of
Mrs. Clara Meinel, 614 Fulton St.
MacDonald and Mrs. "Duncan." follows; Industrial. $8.684 95; mer- huizen. all of Holland, and Mrs. Fennville; T/4 Howard E. Oviatt,
Grand
Haven
city. Mrs. F. W.
Olive
Both cars were traveling weft on
Duncan was enraged and "warn- chants, 8.200; schools.$15,191.25; Oscar Strand of Grand Rapids.
Kennedy
of Allendale township. A.
and Pfc. Kenneth E. Rogers. Killed at
Washington St. and the impact
Funeral senices were held on Plainwell.
ed"
the
homes $487 50. The grand total is
Firchan
of Crockery and Mrs. J.
crumpled the trunk of the Meinel
On the stand, he said he had divided as follows: Industrial, Monday it 2:30 p.m. from the Recently discharged through
car. The front part of the Ban- J. Miller of Wright. Those named
Grandville, Nov. 21 -Rev. Wilin
not intended to kill lit* couple hut $39,841.20; me -chan is. $19,325; Nibbelink-Notier chapel. Rev. the U. S. navy personnel .separato
two-year
terms
were
Mrs.
Herasiak car was damaged.. Banasiak
that ho last control of himself schoo*LV*$23, 49 25 ; homes. $8,295.-Marion de Velder officiating. tion center at Great Lakes. 111., liam C. Stccnland, 37, pastor of j
was given a ticket by city police jnan Laug of Polkton township.
Burial was in Pilgrim Home cemwere Lt. James D. Boter, Waim Hope Christian Reformed church.v|
charging him with reckless driv- Mr*. Roland De Bruyn of Spring
Herman Hemmeke. 66, of West when MacDonald turned and 75.
etery.
"sneered"
at
him
jast
before
the
Lake
city
and
Mra.
Bernard
Hesse
Friend tavern. Virgil E. Harper, here since 1942, was fatally ining.
Olive died in Holland hospital
303 East 15th St., and Francis D. jured Friday night when a loco- |
Another accident occurred at of Spring Lake townaliip.
this Monday following a lingering stabbing.
CLINIC SCHEDULED
In pronouncing sentence, the. New Licenfe Plates
J. E. Telling, president, illness.
Nash. 479 Washington Ave., and motive crashed into his car a$.;;]
the comer of Seventh and WashAllegan. Nov. 21—
crippled
preiided
and
in
the
course
of
her
court
remarked:
"It
seems
clear
Raymond J. Van Hemert, 172 the VVilscn Ave. crossing here.
ington Sts. at 12:45 a.m. Sunday
Surviving are five sisters, Mrs.
To Go on Sale Dec. 1
children'sclinic will lie held in AlA native of the Creston dlstr
when a car driven by Gene Con- iwurki mentioned two letters Cornelias Dornbos. Mrs. George to the court from the evidence The new 1946 license plates for legan Health center Nov. 27 from East 14th St., all* of Holland;
Frank Parcheta, Edward Morse of Grand Rapids, he was
nor, 712 Clinton St., and owned which had come recently, one Beeuwkes. Mrs. Peter Selles. all of your previoas threads;your motor vehicles will go on sale
8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m., sponsored
by Robert Baldus, 7121 Clinton charging that the chapter did not of Holland;Mrs. Gene Kewm of habits of drinking, your having Dec. 1, Alex Van Zanten of the jointly by the Allegan County Med- of Grand Haven and Wayne J. luated from the Grand JhH
Christianschool. Calvin col
Livingston, of Otsego.
St., was struck by a car driven by publish a financial report, and Chicago and Minnie Hemmeke. of driven from Kalamazoo armed local license bureau announced
ical society, the County Health deand Calvin seminary. He hcl
Sgt. Harold V. Van Tongeren of
Charles Kohloff, 131 Fulton St the second that the chairman was Lapeer; also two brothers, Fred with a deadly weapon, and from today. The new plates will be partment and the Michigan Soccharges at Conrad, Mcnt., and
paid
a
large
aalaiy.
"Our
finanyour
method
of
attack
from
the
the
marine
corps
is
one
of
1,580
as the Balsas car was backing
of Detroit and Edward of route 2.
white on slate color The deadline iety for Crippled Children. Dr.
out of a parking stall on Wash- tml statementha* been diatributFuneral services were held backs of these people that you as in other years will be Fteb. 28. Homer Stryker, orthopedicsur- high-point marine veterans re- Dcs Plaines, III.
Sun iving are the widow, the j
every year, and the only per- today at 2 p. m. from the intended to kill them both. Had
ington Street. Kohloff was travelHalf-year plates will go on sale geon of Kalamazoo, will act as turning to the United States from former Frances Lam pen of Zeel-'.
ing east on Washington and the aons receiving Red Croaa remun- NibbeUnk-Notier funeral chapel they not received immediate medPearl Harbor aboard the USS
itf January or February.
consultant.
grille of his car was damaged, no eration in the county are the ex- with Benjamin De Boer, home ical attention, you would have
Maryland. The ship left Pearl and; three small sons, William Cr‘|
arrest was made by city police ecutive secretary,three assistant!,
Harbor Nov. 6 and was scheduled Roger Lee and Kenneth G.; his i
_________ miiiionary, officiating. Burial was been tried and no doubt convictBUYS
DRUG
STORE
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
who Investigated.
Total
of
642
Register
for
nurees aide teachers, water safety in Pilgrim Home cemetery
to arrive in San Diego Nov. 12.
ed of murder in the first degree
Zeeland, Nov. 21— Nelson Staal,
Steenland of Grand Rapids, {ind a.
Instructors and janitor aervice,” _____
«•
and then sentenced to life imprisPfc. Louis A. Stasik of Saugaregistered pharmacist and native
sister. Mrs. Frank Dykehouse
CAB CIA8HE8 TREE
she sjdd. Total paid for salaries
onment. Because your effort to Unemployment Benefits
tuck was aboard the SS John P.
of Zeeland, has purchased the
Plainwell,Nov. 21— oJseph Pra- the past year was $4,535.04, while
Pleads Guilty
A
total
of
642.
440
of
whom
kill failed, this does not make your,
Mitchell which docked at Boston Grand Rapids.
t«Y 29, Otsego, was seriously in- volunteer service amounted to
were Women, registered for un- stock and fixtures of Vaupell's Sunday,
,•*
act
less
vicious
than
had
you
sucTo Ferfeqr Charge
Jwred Monday when a car he was 411,000 hours, she said.
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Muskegon pleaded guilty ki circuit trouble between you. had you not
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Dminf
said Prater apparentlylost consince
1039,
will
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from
busipage mimeographedbooklet at forgery and her case will be dis- fore to support herself,had you employment compensation comand
Mrs. William Reeks, route
trol of the car. He, was alone at
ness but will retain ownership of
each plate. Receipts for the year posed of Tuesday at 10 a.m.
refrained from drink and fits of mission, announced Friday.
received his timy
the timo.of the accident and was
the
building.,;
\
Holland’s payable unemployed
ended June 30 amounted to $88,week, peeks compiled 87 i
She was arrested by the sher- anger not justified by any related
taken to Criape hospitalhere.
St.. •Zeeland, who was arrested by.
681.94 of which . the roll call iff’s departmentin Muskegon Nov. facts, the court might feel there for the week included 397 women
for service in England and
Lester
Boeve
of
the
sheriff’s dePLAN
PUPPY
SHOW
brought $80,105.33.Disbursements9 after allegedly cashing a check was aome basis for your claims.” md 172 men, a total of 573.
ADD
,
A
puppy rnatcn, sponsored by partment in Holland township ope which made hkn eligibi* I
Houghton,Nov. 21 — The Michi- totaled $76,524.34 of which $51.- of $14 at- the McLellan store in
the Kent County Humane society Nov. 11, charged with drunk driv- discharge.
RETURNS WITH BUCK
gan College of Mining and Tech- 828.15 was remittedto headquart- Grand Haven Aug. 23. Hie check THREE PAY FINES
He was. awarded fqw
and who entered a plea of not
for
its
animal
shelter
fund
and
by
City Clerk Oscar Peterson was
Kenneth Lehman. 18. route 2.
nology has added to its eight en- ers and $9,69031 tor home ser- was made payable to Mrs. Edy when arraigned before Jus- stars for action with the
the Grand Rapids Kennel dub,
gineering degrees*a ninth, in en- vice.
ward Riemerema,signed fay Joaeph Hamilton, paid fine and casts of back on the job today in the city will be held in Grand Rapids Civic
George V. Hoffer on Nov. 12 army at Normandy, to
The dinner wa* served by the Sharphom. dated Aug. 21 and $5 on * speeding charge in muni- hall after spending more than a
gineering physics,and to its three
France; the Rhineland 1
auditorium
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will and posted $150 bond for trial
cipal court this week. Mrs. Ken- week in northernMichigan on. a
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which was set for Tuesday, chang- Europe.
be
accepted
until
$
p.m.
when
Pater Kfttnann is chairman. FavShe was ordered to make ar- neth. Campbell,route 1, and Ger- deer hunting trip. He brought
entered.
judging starts, and will include ed his plea to guilty Monday after- PS***
the form of early Pilgrims rangements with the McLellan ald Houting. 18, 165 East J7th St, home a *ix-po!nt buck weighing
won vvl Was sentencedto pay HH2.Hii
puppies
of
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under,
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THE HOLLAND CITY

As Col. Doerr Spoke at Legion Armistice Day Banquet

Ditchineii, Bocs

Six Persons

Battle fo 7-7 Tie

Six applicationsfor

Hope m Few Hours

building

Dr. EKott

Speaks

To Rotary

(M

Dr. Eugene B. Elliott, superintendent of public instruction,Lanfing, addressed the RoUry' clul,
at the regular weekly lunebeor

week with City Clerk Oscar
Peterson, a decrease of $2,424
from the previous week’s total of
$7,519 representing13 applicalast

Holland High and Grand Haven
foptball teams battledIn tradition*
al- fierceness on Green Hill field
fcKSrand Haven Friday night to
T-Tdraw.

Thursday noon at the Warn:
Friend tavena, commending thi
rity for the community kiteresl
expressed here and the two memben of’ the legislaturefrom Hotland, Senator William Vandenherg and RepresentativeHenry

tion.-;

Tiie applications follow:

The Buccaneers were much

Paul Van Raalte. 5 West Eighth
St., interior remodel upstairs,$75;

more satisfiedwith the tie than
.wju Holland because the Holland
ers hold the upperhandmost of the
Wjay. They pushed the Hues around

Kryn Kalkman.

G^nga. toMha

contractor.

John P. Roels, 171 West 27th
St., build li story residence,26 by
28 loet, $4,300; Harm Zoerhof,

manage

a score until the final minute oi
the second quarter when Billy
Kings tossed a couple of complet
ed passes and Joe Caravia carried
the bail over on line plays.
.'Hie second half was nip and
tunic and in the fourth quarter the
Bucs took advantage of a strong
wind behind their backs to quick

K

Shoots Buck;

perm its totaling $5,095 were filed

*

in the first half but didn't

Seek

Building Permits

Chsh

(a Comity

I

NEWS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1945

* Speaking on the subject, "Implicationsof Educationki a Free
Society, " Dr. Elliott emphasized
the trend of religion In education in many landa over the world.
He reminded his audience that
this Is American Educationweek,
sponsored by the American Legion, the National Education asaodationand the Congress of Par*
ent Teacher clubs.
He stressed the fact that the
schools fit America’sneed today
from the school district to the
higher educational institutions
Seventy years ago, he said, there
were 80,000 students in the secondary schools and 60,000 in the
colleges. Today there are 7,00ft000 in secondary schools and, with
the end of the war, enrollmentIn
colleges will reach an all-time
high of 1,500,000,he predicted.

contractor.
Hi

Merest Creamery, 620 Mich-

igan Ave., raise roof on garage and
extend two feet. $100; Warner De
Leeuw. contractor.

Harold Brower, 417 West 22nd
St., modernizing kitchen with

new

cupboards, also new plastic board
on three ceilings,$250; self con-

kick and put the Dutch in the hole.

tractor.

Holland tried unsuccessfullyto

Peter Japinga, 186 East 10th
reroof part of house, $120;
Vander Laan Roof and Siding Co.
of Hudsonville, contractor.
Mrs. Abel Baker. 194 West 15th

brin gthe ball out into the middle
of the field but the strong wind,
Which reached gale proportions at
times, held Warren Nysson’s two
puts to a. total of eight yards and
Grand Haven finallyscored with
three minutes remaining in the
oontest.

St.

. enclose front porch with glass,
$250: Van Dyke and Beyer, con-

St

tractors.

Lloyd Beekman booted Grand
Haven's extra point and Kenny
Kuipers accounted for Holland's
aaventh point
Miss Marjean Meldema was the
. The two teams share the cellar
guest of honor at a hardtinuf parof* the Southwestern conference
Bach without a league victory, ty given by her mother, Mrs. T.
Meidema, at her home here refour defeats and one tie.
The Dutchmen received the op- cently, the occasion being her
wing kickoff and drove into the birthdayanniversary. The guests
wind for 55 yards and four first were attired in appropriatecosdowns before the Grand Haven de- tumes and decorations and gifts
fense stiffenedand took control of carried out the theme. A lunch was
the ball. Grand Haven fumbled on served by the hostess.
Rev. dnd Mrs. G. Rezelman of
their first offensive play, Hollanc
taking over on the Buc's 21 yan Litchville,N. D., who announce
line. Again the Buc defense held the birth of a daughter, were
and Grand Haven took over on formerly from this place, having
served the local Reformed church
That was much the story in the a number of years.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Grasmid are the
mt half but as final minutes in
second stanza ticked away, parents of a son born at Huizenga
Hinga unleashed a pass to Memorial hospital at Zealand on
Kuipers for 13 yards down to Saturday, Nov. 10.
Several local women were en<2w»d Haven's 27. He then tossed
ta*Leo Vander Kuy for 18 yards tertained by’ Mrs. H. Herrick at
Ml the ball rested on the eight her home here Friday evening,

North Blendon

l;®*1*1' Doerr of Grand RaP*d*. who served as a chaplain with
the 32nd division In the southwest Pacific, ia photographed as he delivers the main address at the annual Armistice day banquet of the
Willard Leenhouts post, American Legion, Tuesday night In the Virginia park hall. Mrs. Doerr 1$ shown at the right and Comdr. and
Mrs. T. P. Rhodei, Mr. and Mrt. Ben Rutgers, Mr and Mrs. Henry
Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Dalman and Arthur C. Prlgge on the left
p®1-

Douglas
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
There was a regular meeting of
Douglas chapter No. 203, Monday
evening. Nov. 12.
Frank Wilson of Ganges is a
patient m the Community hospi-

Thespians to Present

tal

Stephen N. Millar

is visiting

Chicago for a few days.
Stephen Millar, Jr., has received
an honorable discharge and is
friends in

Play on Thanksgiving
"Smothered”, a three-act comedy. will be presented Thanksgiving night in Holland High school of Handel's "Messiah."in Hope
auditoriumby the Calvin college Memorial chapel. Dec. 18, by a
Thespian players, under auspices large chorus and a quartet of Chiof the Holland Christiart High cago soloists.Miss Trixie Moore
school alumni association. The pre- will direct the chorus and tyrs. W.
sentation here will be the first Curtis Snow will preside at the orperformanceof the Thespians' fall gan. Nucleus for the chorus will
be the Hope college chapel choir,
play.
The play takes place in Eng- Mrs. Snow, director,and Miss
land during the Victorian period, Moore’s Holland High school a

home.

Mrs Herman Bekkcn
ing a two

is spend-

help they had

Hart and Cooley Relief
Society Holds Meeting
A banquet held Tuesday, Nov.

12,

In the Woman’s Literary club
marked the sixth annual meeting *

Don V.n Gelderen, 25, 220 W««t 14th St., display' ths aplfehorn
buck hs shot about flva minutes after daybreak Thursday whllt
hunting alone In Newaygo townshipnear White Cloud. He downed

of the Hart and Cooley Employes
Relief society. About 275 members attended. Jack Steketee.
president,presided at the business
meeting.

the buck with three ahota from his deer rifle, the third entering the
buck’a eye. Van Gelderen waa back In Holland by 11 a.m. He had
been discharged from the army air forcea Nov. 1 and had no time for
elaborata hunting plana, compromialngon one day which was cut
short by his extraordinary luck.

The group was

entertained by
Dornfield, master of ceremonies. He presented a novel y
act in which the audience took
part. Chick Thomas also gave a
novelty act wearing a uniform of
(From Friday'* Sentinel)
World war I, and playing the part
Jerry Barendse. son of Mr. and of August Schultz. Maida SherMrs. R. Barendse, underwent a man presentedaccordion and pimajor operationin Holland hos- ano music.
Board members of the organizapital last week, and is improving.
tion are Mr. Steketee, president;
Mrs. Simon Sluiter has returned
Herman Vander Leek, secretary;
to her home after being in the hosClifton Dalman, treasurer' Peter
pital two weeks. Their son. StanVer Schure. Charles Sarr, Earl
ley, who attends Grandville High
Beerbower, Dick Brandt, Robert
school, was also home foe the
New house and Albert Lambers.
week-end.
Members of* the Sixth Refomied
The school children enjoyed a church Ladies Aid served the dinhalf day vacation, school being ner.
Bill

weeks vacation in Wash-

ington.D. C.

l

The Busy Bee club was entertained recently in the home of
Mrs. Everett Comey.
(From Friday’* Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Monticthof
Rev. I. Van Westenburgwas
Elkhart, Ind., were guests of
guest preacherat the Beaverdam
friends over the week-end.
Reformed church Sunday, Nov. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kingsley
Miss Cynthia Lammers led the
are spending the winter in FlorC.E. meeting Sunday evening.
ida.
cappella choir.
Mrs B. Doombos visited with
Joe Caravia peeled off three yards Nov. 9, when a representative which calls for the entire fast to
Jack Jennings is home from her children. Mr. and Mrs. HerSingers in the city who have pregave
a
brush
demonstration.
speak
with
an
English
accent.
The
on the next play plunged over
Members and friends of the Wo- cast is unusuallylarge this year viously sung in "Messiah” per- England and has received an hon- bert Doombos Wednesday.
fbr the touchdown.
formances are invited to partici- orable discharge from the army.
Mrs. D. H. Vande Bunte of HolGrand Haven was a rejuvenated men’s Missionarysociety met at and includes many talented playMr. and Mrs. Norman Winfield land called on Mrs. Hattie De
pate again this year. First rehearthe
home
of
Mrs.
J.
Lamer
at
Zeeers
who
have
performed
in
other
tv Ifcll dub in the second half and
sal is scheduled for Monday. Nov. and Miss Donna Sargent of Grand Kleine Wednesday.
battled the stronger-lookingDutch and on Wednesday, Nov. 7. Plans presentations."Icebound” was giv26, at 7 p.m. in the chapel, and Rapids, have been recent guests
Those taking part in the play
craw on even terms. When they were made for a mass meeting en by the Thespian group last
all singers are requested to bring in the George Drought home.
entitled. “The Big Front." are Mr
got the wind at their backs in to be held on the afternoon of Nov. Thanksgiving.
The Ladies Aid of the Congre- and Mrs. H. Doombos. John LamPrevious plays presented by this their own copies of the score.
fourth quarter, they punted 29 when Mrs. E. W. Koeppe, miscloseu for teacher’s institute
Zeeland Civic chorus will pre- gational church was entertained mers. Henry Ter Haar. Mrs. R. B.
' down with the ball roll- sionary to China, will be the speak- group under the auspices of the
Thursday at New Gronigen.
in
the
church
parlors
Wednesday
alumni association, have always is^n,t.it»wiXthannual Performance
Stilwiil, Mrs. R. Van Noord, Mrs.
i tatf out on Holland’s 14. La Verne er.
Pfc. Bernard’De Vries has been Richenbacher Aid Will
afternoon. Nov. 14. Mesdames W. Henry Grit, Mrs. A. Ocoback,
Me*8ia?1" ?ec 4 ^er the
^ Boeva's quick kick had carried 47 Mrs. Brueklander left on Mon- had a popular reception.Included
discharged from Percy Jones hos
C.
McVea
and
Henry
Bekken
direction
of
Harold
P.
Gcerdes.
Miss
Fanny
De
Kleine,
Miss
Vicday for her home at Pella, la., in the cast are players such as
Speah in Local Church
; yards.
were hostesses. They served re- toria Van Westenburg.Henry pital and is 'going to make his
The Dutch tried two line plays after spending a few weeks at the Mr. Barrett of ‘The Barretts" and Soloistswill be Agatha Lewis, so- freshments.
home in Zeeland.
Capt. James C. Whittaker,sec*
Bowman and Harold De Jonge. Sgt. Edwin Schutt has been In ond in command of Capt. Eddie
and faillng to gain, Nysson punted lome of her children, Rev. and others who have entertained here prano; Ruth Ann Poppen. contralMrs.
Harry
. Newham of Sau- Tills play will be given on the
to;
Peter
Kelder.
tenor;
and
John
aid! the wind caught the ball and Mrs. H. Zylstra and Bruce Allea before.
hospitalfor some time with a hand Rickenbacker'splane which
Mrs. G. Elzinga and baby TheoThe Thespians will give one per- McDonald, bass. With the excep- gatuek opened her home to mem- evenings of Nov. 22 ad 23 at the infection,and is now in Manila. crashed Into the Pacific while
carried it bade to the line of scrimtion of Miss Poppen who is a sen- bers and guests Thursday evening local Commuity hall.
nutgp where a Grand Haven player dore have returnedto her home formance here besides performSchool Director Henry De Kid- Hying a military mission, will
Several children are confined to
hare from Zeeland hospital.
ances in Muskgon, Grand Rapids ior at Hope college, the soloists are Nov. 15, for the Music Study club'
der and wife and our teachers, speak In Trinity Reformed church
from
Chicago.
The
study
subject
was
divided
in
their home with an attack of
Edward Papp who was a hce- ard Kalamazoo.
tricky lateral play was then
Mrs. Wecner and Mrs. Yonker at- FTiday, Nov. 23 at 7:30 pjn. The
three sections, "Cathedrals and chicken pox.
The play will begin promptlyat
up by the Dutch and Grand jital patient at Zeeland returned
tended the South Ottawa Teach- officer appeared in the city Oct.
Choirs"
with
Mrs.
J.
E.
Allen;
The
local
deer
hunters
have
was towed back to Hoi- home Saturday, Nov. 10, and is 8 p.m. with doors opening at 7 p.m Two Scout Patrols
ers' club meeting at Zeeland High 17 before Hope college student*.
'Mysteries
and
Miracles.'’
Miss
again gone on their annual trek
21 y*fc! marker and Holland able to attend school again.
His talk in Trinity church Is
Irene Campbell and "A New Age to the northern pa>t of the htate. school building Wednesdaynight.
Rev. and Mrs. H. Zylstra were
over. Holland brought the ball
Mr. Clark, commissionerof Kent sponsoredby the Young Women's
Are
Entertained
Two
Churches
Elect
Begins"
with
Mrs.
Russell
Force.
Mrs.
R,
B.
Stilwiil.
Mrs.
J.
to the 27 yard marker and was i Holland and Grand Rapids one
Members of the Panther and Mrs. James William and Miss Isa- Palmbos and Mrs. B. Hall attend- county, vas the main speaker and *eVU«- An offering will be used
ih forced to punt. This time day last week.
for Christian work among disabled
Consistory Members
Golden Eagle patrols of troop six. jbel Salem were hostesses and serv- ed the Christmas party of the spoke on saving the rural schools. veterans.
Mrs. Eaton is hospitalizedat St.
wind pushed Nysson’s punt out
Roger Van Wieren, a seventh
Budgets
for 1946 were adopted Boy scouts, winners of a recent refreshments.
Friendship
club
at
the
home
of
Mary’s in Grand Rapids.
bounds on Holland’s 35.
--------- Mrs. Richard Brummel Thursday. grade pupil, is leaving this district
Howard Dean, infant son of Mr. and consistory members elected at contest held in the troop,
‘John Van Stratt gained a yard
TO BE DISCHARGED
congregationalmeetings in two guests at a party given in their
Miss Shirley Bolthouse of Wyo- as the family has moved to their
and
Mrs.
C.
Meeuwsen
of
Muskeinto the center of the line. Boeve’s
new home.
Mrs. Thurston J. Rynbrandt.
local Reformed churches Thurs- honor by Mrs. Fred Van Lcrte Luncheon Is Held by
ming
park
was
a
week-end
guest
the former Miss Julia Gebben, has
m PMS was incomplete. Van Stratt gon became ill at the home of his day night.
in
the
Van
Lente
home
Thursday
of
Miss
Arlene
Bowman.
Van Raalte Relief Corps
received word that her husband,
pawed to Boeve for 11 yards to grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Elders named In First Reform- night. After a chicken dinner, the
Mrs. John Van Noord and Mrs Former Chaplain Will
Holland’s 23. Boeve completed an Zander Molen-lastThursday and
Lt. (s.g.) Rynbrandt, U.S.N.R.,
A
one
o'clock
luncheon
was
hold
ed church are John De Boor. John scouts enjoyed group singing folPeter Van Noord were joint hoswill arrive at Philadelphia about
aerial to Jack Hoffman for eight was taken to a Grand Rapids hos- De Kraker. A. A. Nienhuis. Walter
/in the G AR. room at the city tesses at a shower given in honor
lowed
by
talks
by
patrol
leaders
Address Federation
Dec. i. and will be discharged at
yards to Holland’s 15. Van Stratt pital for treatment for pneumonia. \ ander Haar. John Brinkman.
’hall Wednesday by the A. C. Van
of Mrs. Howard Poortenga.nee
Roger Northuis and John Rietsma
Jahan Mulder of Coopersville Is that time. Lt. Rynbrandt.on duty
The Women of the Christian ReMt center for four to Holland’s 11.
Raalte
Relief
corps
The
tables
John Van Leeuwen. Walter Huiz- and former patrol leader Paul
Ruth Van Noord. at the lormer's announced as speaker for the
24 months in the Pacific, spent
Hbeve gained six. Van Stratt two formed church held their semi- inga and John De Haan. Deacons
were attractively dec-oratedin home Wednesday evening.
Birthisel.Games were played.
semi-annualmeeting of the Fed- the last 18 months on the light
annual
sale
of
ready
made
artithen Boeve went over making
keeping with the season and each
are Nelson Kragt. Julius KleinhekCharles
Idema
and
Creighton
Scouts attending the dinner person attendingreceived a coreration of Men’s Bible classes, to cruiser USS Columbia.The cruicles in the church basement Thursscore 7-6.
sel, Henry Pol, Peter Dryer and were Roger Northuis. Keith Pas.
De Groot were recentlydischarged be he’d Nov. 26 at 7:30 p.m. In
ser is one of the two major ahips
Holland receivedthd* kick off day evening, Nov. 15.
sage
of
chrysanthemums.
Arthur Slag
from military service.
Bob Boss, John Kruid, Jim Sell
Sixth Reformed church. Mr. Mul- afloat holding the navy unit citaRev. F. Netz occupiedthe puladd showed a powerful ground
Following the luncheon. Hie
Rev. Bastian Kruithofwas giv- and Don Northuis of the Gold
der Is a former diaplainin the tion and also holds the cruiser
attack. Play atarted on Holland’s pit of the Borculo Christian Reannual ins|)ectionwas conducted
en a bonus for 1945 and it was deLobsters have increased in price armed services. Men of all churchrecord for enemy planes shot
SKICulpersgained six yards twice formed church on Sunday. Nov. 11, cided to give every family of the Eagle patrol; John Rietsma. Gene by Mrs. Kathryn Sheldon, past 400 per cent since 1880.
es In the city are invited.
down.
w Accession, and then he and Jade while Student Frank Sinfeld had church a subscriptionto the Zoct. Bob Vinstra. Roger Kraft. department secretary from KalaKaye Don Hoogerhyde,Howie maoo. Mrs. Sheldon was presented
Van Dorple peeled off yardage and charge of the services here.
Church Herald.
»t as far as Grand Haven'i 37 Mrs. B. Martinie called on Mrs. Trinity church voted $1,000 to Poll, Paul Birthiselof the Panther a gift from the corps.
patrol; Ben Mulder and "Lefty
G. Piers at Butterworth hospital
When the contest ended
It was decided that a wheel
Grace Reformed church. Dearborn, Van Lente. leaders, and Mascot
chair is to be purchasedand preI Oddly, neither team took ad- on Monday evening, Nov. 12.
of which George Sehuilmg is pasi sented to Perzy Jones hospital in
of the wind until the Little Morris Gene Klinger who tor. and decided to contribute a Joann Jalving.
has
been
in
isolation
at
St.
Mary's
honor of the young men and woquarter. Holland, of course,
Thanksgiving offering to the
men from the families representlew necessityfor punting with hospital because of polio is able stricken people of the Netherlands.
Brother and Sister
ed in the local relief corps ort. wind than Grand Haven be- to have visitors again.
Elders elected and reelected inOn
Friday
evening.
Nov.
2.
Ted
ganization- who served in the armcause 'the Dutch offense was aldud John Van Dyke, John K. Van Receive Discharges
ed forces. The corps also has two
ways moving.
Lucas of Noordeloostook as his
Lente. Dr. Waller Van Saun, Dr.
Mrs. John D. Selby loft Nov 15 wheel chairs to be loaned to anyGrand Haven was playing In- bride Miss Evelyn Haverman. T. Vergeer, George Wolterink. Bert
for Odebolt, la., to join her hus- one ip need of them.
spired football. It was obvious
Wieringa. and Arthur Schaap. Dea- band. Lt. (j.g.) Selby, who
Honored guests at the luncheon
they were the underdog once the FUNERAL IB HELD
Allegan. Nov. 21 — Funeral ser- cons are Harry Kramer. John is returning from the Pacific. were Mrs. P. T. Boot of Holland,
game got underway but they were
Siebelink,
Edward
Oonk
and
GarA yeoman 3/C in the women's and Mrs. J. Allen of Kalamazoo,
always trying, and it finally paid vices for Eben P. Thorpe. 84. re- ry Vandenberg.
naval reserve, Mrs. Selby was both past department presidents.
tired Monterey township farmer,
r «f*
granted her discharge from the Other guests from Kalamazoo
All the boys gave their best. were held November 14 from the
Gordon
funeral
residence
with
burservice
Oct. 14 at Great Lakes. III. were present also.
Plans
for
‘Messiah9
However Holland's quarterback,
She Is the daughter of Lee HarThe luncheon was prepared and
Jidc Van Dorple, turned in by far ial in Grand Junction cemetery.
rison of Ottawa beach.
served by Mesdames J. F. Crowle,
JjJ* best running game and Jerry Surviving are five children, 18 Are Announced Here
Her brother, Elmer H. Harris- Jack Shaffer, Frank Harbin,
Initial plans have been comGrotors,tackle, probably played grandchildren and 15 great grandchildren.
Ms best game.
pleted for the annual presentation on, was given his discharge at George Bocks and Jack Dekker.
Camp Grant, III., Oct. 26 after
II
four and one-half years of service. NAME JCC OFFICERS
First downs ....................... 12
After completinga course in the
Plain veil. Nov. 21— Don S. SlifYards gained rushing .. 189
motor major mechanics school at ford has b^en elected president of
Forward pisses attempted8
Ft. Benning, Ga.. he participated ,hc newly-organized Junior ChamForward passes completed3
in the battles of Normandy. North- lber of Commerce here. Other ofYards gained forwards
Total yards gained
ern France, Ardennes.Rhineland, ficers arp Robert Nogel, Earl
and Central Europe, receiving rib- ^irck, and Alfred Graham, vicePunts .........................
Ilf1'
Average dis. of punts
bons for ihe eastern theater with presi(*fn,j5: 1)011 F’ines, secretary;
h v?
Silver Star, Good Conduct. De- Frank Oviatt, treasurer; Robert
back of punts ...........
tries ...........................
fense theater, American theater Wbeeler and Allen Gould, audifumbles recovered
and European African theater. tors.
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Couple Is Surprised

Score by quarters:
„

..................

Haven

..........

0 7 0
0 0 0

C
7

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Brewer
were surprised with a party Friday night in their home on route
4 on their fourth wedding anniversary. Mr. Brewer was recently
discharged from the army. Refreshments were served to the

Scoring:Caravia,6; Boeve,
1; Beekman, 1.
Holland: Nysson and Vander
cndl;.M,cClur*and Groters,

vMcCnrmick and

Bflek,

Exo, center; Van Dorple,
ick-, Harrington, full;

;

right half; Caravia, left
.
t ;' s Ui: . «

t

.

Haven: Foaheim

and

;sara-sas
,
t .’

py.

-’fl

^Essriss
Hoffman, right hilt.

Sufar Coupons
li

Nmabcr 30

'

canning sugar coupons
M invalid Nov. 30 for
use. the local OPA of
1 today. Most couainco bean turned

HAS JBST

w k

m

civilians

beginning to flow from the

is

ofl to a

good start, -

*

...

with project*coating over *5,000,000 already under wy.

We’ve begun to

install telephones in those areas

where

.

only telephone instruments are needed to provide service.. By next

m

sdfel
fmm.

amShiif,' 'l"

1

and improvement program

Those present were Mrs. John
Brewer, Sr., Mrs. Mulder, Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Brewer, Mr. and Mrs.
Herm Brewer, Mr. and Mrs. John
Brewer, Jr., MT. and Mrs. Cornel
Brewer and family, Mr. and Mrs.
D. Kluitenberg, Mr. and Mrs. William Mokma and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Cornel Groters, Mr. and Mrs.
William Timmer and Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Brewer and Sheryl.

iifSi

ANNOUNCE ENGAGEMENT
The engagement of Miss June
Arlene Nicol to Donald A. Hein,
eon of Mr. and Mrs.. Fred Hein of
Corunna, is announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nicol,
route 5. No date has been Mt for
the wedding.

:

;

spring, we expect to clear up virtuallyall orders of this

type-more than

one-third of the 125,000 waking applications.

To fiU the ochre orders, cable mu* be product^ placed and spiked)
complex twkchmg' equipmeiit nkist be engineered, manufactured end
fitted in

Wayland, Nov. 16— Funeral ser-

vices for Bert Sager. 70, who died
in his home east Of Bradley Tuesday, Nov. 13, were held Monday
at 2 p.ni. from the Archer funeral
CAKE
home of the bride’s Parents
home with burial in' Elmwood
Hr. and Mrs
_ Wilbur E. Meyers Beecbwood. Mrs. Meyers
ers, ia the cemetery. Surviving are the
It their wadding cake following
fora*r Aliie Marie We
enzel.
widow, a daughter, a son and a
riara Saturday in tS«.
photo), granddaughter.

BEGBN

factories.Michigan Bell’s 5-year *120,000,000 expansion

FUNERAL 18 HELD
L'-

j

Telephone equipment for
is

group.

WM

JOB

...BIT THE

On Fourth Anniversary

widfadsdng apparatus.

.This

work

is

In

many

cases,

b
v

new buildings must he erected*

be2n| rushed. But the job b so big that it will be 1947

before enough equipment is ready to serve everybody who

wants

-

;

£

a telephone. That means we must still ask your understandingand padoice.

MICHIGAN Bill
0tf«

UtMOMM

POIT-W4* PIOJMAM Hi

TRUraOM COMPANY

.'-I

CM'
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Rev. Jonker to Leave
Sixteenth

SL Church

Rev. Peter Jonker, pastor of
Street Christian Refomted church for the past 16V4
year*, has accepted a call to the
Xyle Alim Ringewold, 272 Fair- Ebenezer ChristianReformed
banks Av«.f U home with his dis- church of Leota, Minn., he ancharge from Camp Grant, 111., af- nounced to his congregation Sun-

21,

1945

Teunis Schomagel and wife. Lota
1 and 2 Swan's Subdivision Township Grand Haven.
Peter De Kock and wife to Harry Boenen et al. Pt NWI Section 15-5-13 Township Jamestown.
Title
Egbert Israels and wife to
George Jansen and wife. Pt. SI
ConferenceSUadlofa
NEI Section 9-5-15 Township HolL T Pet.
land
Muskegon Heights
0 0 1.000
Charles C. Whistler and wife to Muskegon ...........
1 0 J00
Walter H. Carlson and wife. Pt Benton Harbor
2 0 .600

Muskegon Hrights hospital

Wns

League

W

Sixteenth

..

SEI NEI

—
. .

Section 28-8-16.

Kalamazoo

0

.400
3
Estate Frances Kuipers Deceas- Holland ..........
4 1 .000
ed by Administrator to Dick Kui- Grand Haven
4
1 .000
pers and wife. Pt. E| SEI Section
Muskegon Heights' 7-6 victory
......

......

ter three years in the service.He day.
Rev. Jonker
entered the army Aug. 12, 1942,

.

Express Your Thanks by
wi

Wednesday with i fractured right
ankle, the remit of a fight netr
the downtown section. Rlordtn
had been drinking, wttnewea told
police. No arrests were made.
Harry Olson, 65, 333 Central
Ave., was treated in Holland hoe*
pital Sunday afternoon for a compressionfracture of a vertebra

Victory Bonds, Geerlings
'This is the month when the
American people express to God
our Itanktgivingfor the material

and

wa

haak
receivedand this is a year in
which we can tingle out our nasuffered when he fell from the
tion aa one that has vary special
roof of his home.
being gmUftll,"
grateful," Rep.
Mrs. John Grevengoed, 78 West reasons for being
15th St., is spending a month
C^erllngs. clty^bMd chairdaughter. Sgt.
UHjn* ***'
her son-in-law and daughter,
and Mrs. Baldwin De Korne, and residents to buy
their infant daughter,Kathleen, Victory war loan drive.
'Our individual and national
at El Paso, Tex. Sgt. De Kome
is stationed at Biggs field, Tex. »acc and security have been
Mrs. Grevengoed made the trip threatened. The sky over our
spiritual blessings

Set.

with

mattw of pnhmA
have reason to

,

tf

The
Ament smong m h
take courage.

. There are mans
gretitade thfc
Inf Day. We. are a „
people.We hare had .

our bordm. Wa hire
naliy prospered.
Adrianna Johanna Vander San- over Muskegon Saturday afterand left for overseas Oct. 14,
de and wife to Zegar Heyblom and noon at Hackley field in Muske1944. He was with headquarters the people of Holland, he stated
wife. Lot 3 Blk. 5 Bolt wood's Ad- gon netted the Tigers the Southare stm war and rumori
company of the 97th signal bat- today, and leaves the community
dition Grand Haven.
western conference championship.
but we hope that In ea
Estate Thomas C. Rogers Detalion and served as a mail clerk with Kluctance. Rev. Jonker has
The Tigers had a perfect record with the sergeant’* parent*, Dr. heads was darkened by war time nations will agree
ceased by Administratorto John in conference competition. In oth- and Mrs. J. C. De Korne of Grand cloud*. There have been times --- Al.
for a time and as electrical drafts- not announced the date of his deG. Wierenga et al. Pt. Lot 4 and er games last week Grand Haven Rapids. Dr. De Kome, director of when our minds were disturbed
man for his battalion.He saw ac- parture for his new charge.
The men and
wonun
Jr fire
Pt. E| NEi Section 14-8-16.
I
^
.....
tma. 1
Because of the change in location in France, Belgium, the Nethand Holland battled to a 7-7 tie in ChristianReformed missions, is over the trend of events.
armea lorces are returning.TMy
Russell
Verplank
and
wife
to
erlands and Germany, and also tion,, Rev. Jonker Indicated that
Grand Haven.
touring the mission stations In
have rendered great asevtoe.
his connection with
Henry Buikema and wife. Lot 9
took part in the Ardennes, the
that part of the country.
"But there la itiU a Job
tian Reformed Board of
Blk. 23 Munroe and Harris AdRhineland and the central Euro(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
done. We have had
of
which
he
is
a
memdition
Grand
Haven.
pean campaigns. He is a graduate
Rev. Marion de Velder will
drives. We hare
Gerrit Hieftje and wife to Adof Holland High school and before ber, also the chUrch committee on
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
preach on "Holy Ground." at tha
ally. We are aticad to
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
rian Komejan and wife. Pt Lots
entering the army he was a gas South America and the missionary
Mr. and Mr*. John Hetvllin one more. This is the
10:30 a m. service In Hope church
Sunday-school
lesson
committee
Ralph
Bouwman,
Jr.,
and
sons
50 and 51, 53 Lot 54 HighUnd
station attendant. His parents are
Sunday.
have received word from their loan. Thii money la
__
Ralph III and Benjamin, and John
Park Addition Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ringewold. of thh church.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. •on, Flight Officer Charles Hegvi- Ing ships. It is not for bullets. It
Ptter Jonker
Isaac Kouw and wife to Russell Bouwman were in Ann Arbor Sat- John Boeve, route 3, Nov. 8 in in, that he hu retnUsttd In the is not for tanks. There are ftiU
S/Sgt Robert Klomparens, son
A. Klaason. Lot 33 Chippewa Re- urday for the Michigan-Purdue Koster Maternity home.
of Henry Klomparens of 127 West Odes lor Ploy Are Set
air force*.He hu been stationed thoucamh of our
game.
sort Township Park.
16th St., and husband of Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. George Yff of at Columbus, MUs., for several overseu. We mint
John Borgman and wife to The daughter, born Nov. 11 In Oakland, announce the birth of a months and expects to remain in home
Helen Klomparens of 234 West By North Holland Group
soon
Henry Brinks and wife. Pt. NEi Butterworthhospital,Grand Rap- daughter, Nov. 12 at the Koster the air forces until June 30, 1947. must supply and
32nd St., has been discharged
"Johnny Grows Up," a three-act
ids. to Mr. and Mrs E. G. RaterNEi NWi SecUon 25-7-14.
through Baer field, Ind., after comedy, will be presented ThanksMrs. Edith Martin entertained •miles of occupation. There aw
Maternityhome.
Isaac Kouw and wife to Cor- ing. 242 West 18th St., has been
more than 29 months overseas as giving evening and Friday pt 7;45
A/C Eugene Groters, who last Mesdames Ida L Sherman and the wounded and disabled vetnelius Klaason and wife. Lot 30 named Kathy Lynne.
an airplane mechanic with the p.m. in North Holland school, unweek received his discharge at France* Sheeham at dinner Tues- erans to be cared for. We mult
Mrs. Sena Dieters who has been
Chippewa Resort Township Park.
ATC at Marrakech, Morocco, and der the ausj)ices of the Girls’
AmarilloAir field. Amarillo, Tex., day evening; on Thursday evening clear the decks for reconverslac.
Edith Lyzenga to Richard Borr visitingher daughter, Mrs. Gar and his family, are again residing her dinner guests were Mr. and We must help America beds te
at Oran, Algeria.
Leaaue for Service of the North
Theodore S. Russell to George and wife. Lot 183 Steketee Bros. ence Zuidewind and family in
Others receiving their discharges Holland Reformed church. M
U
in their home, 62 Madison place. Mrs. Charles Sheffer of Allegan the ways of
Ruster and wife. Pt. Lot 24 Laug s
Grand Rapids, returned to Holland Mrs. Groters and their two chil- and Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Wads"These are solemn
from Baer field were Pfc. Eugene Chris C&s is directing the play and Assessors Plat No. 4 Coopersville.Addition Holland.
Ray W. Wilson and wife to Louis Sunday and at present is at the dren, Darlene and Steven, have worth, and on Friday evening Mr. that must be faithfully
F. Barendse, aon of Mr. and Mrs. Mine? Cyltoda Raak and Julian
Ada Falls to Tony Verplank. Lot
Jack Barendse, 98 West 16th St.; Slagh are on the play committee. 24 and Pt. Lot 26 Waters View H. Osterhous and wife. Lot 17 2nd home of her son-in-law and daugh- been living in Texas for the put and Mrs. R W. StiQlon of Gan- The soldiers and
SubdivisionSpring Lake Town- ter, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ragains year.
men and marinas havb finishad
S/Sgt. Carl E. Ritterby, husband
TlM*e taking part in the pro- Plat Township Spring Lake.
and family, 183 West 16th St
ship Spring Lake.
Mrs. Mildred Slppola hu re- their jobs. Now K ii up to i» to
of Gertrude Ritterby, 299 West duction are Alice Stoel as Betty
Capt.
Thomas
Longstreet,
air
Edward Brouwer and wife to
Robert Heasley, recently pro- transport command pilot, has re- turned from Minnesota where she fhplb our Job. Buying Victory
William A. Herbst and wife to
18th St., and T/Sgt. Walter S. Stephens; Lillian Stegenga as Andrew Boeve. Pt. Lot 8 Blk. 32
moted
to sergeant, la now stationHarry
B.
Duer
and
wife.
Pt.
Lot
called 10 days uo by the IB- bonds is the only way we can da
Burke, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Grace Stephens; Laurice Veld- Original Plat HoHand.
turned home after 13 month* of
5 Blk. 2 Munroe and Harris Ad- ed in Korea with an engineering service in the India-China-Bunna
of her father.He wu to un- it"
Walz, 272 West ,16th St. The lat- heer as Johnny Stephens;Luella
Jacob B. Elhart to Henry G.
construction battalion. His wife,
ter spent 18 months overseasas Knoll as Mother Stephens and J. Boerman and wife. Lot 71 Bu- dition Grand Haven.
theater, to spend a 10-day leave dergo an operation this week. Mrs.
Herman Van Beukeringand wife the former June Baker, resides with his wife and aon at 248 West A. B. Dorrance taught in Mrs.
an engineer-gunner and also was a Preston Dalman taking the part walda's Addition Zeeland.
'• place a few days,
to John Casemier and wife. Lot with her parents on route 4.
prisoner of the Germans for sev- of Father Stephens. Arnold Slagh
23rd St., before reporting to CinHerman Telgennofand wife to
The Hope collegechapel choir of cinnati,O., for his discharge. He
C. Hutchinson will go
eral months.
will play the part of Dr. Bates; Joseph D. G. Meengs and wife. Lot 4 Van Bemmelen’s Subdivision
100 voices was in Grand Rapids
ngton, D.G, today on holPfc. Bernard W. Borgman, 294 Howard Bauman will appear as 28 Roosenraad’sSupervisorPlat Grand Haven.
holds the DistinguishedFlying
Isaac Dombos and wife to Clar- Sunday afternoon to sing as a Cross, the Air Medal with oak leaf iness for a few days.
River Ave., has been discharged Roger McClain; Pauline Ebels as No. 2 Zeeland.
Mias Mary North grave of Vicksence W. Boseker and wife. Lot 112 feature of the Temple hour. Mrs.
from Billings General hospital, In- Sister McClain; Allan Slagh as
Walter Veurink and wife to Mel- Rycenga’s Assessors Plat No. 1 W. Curtis Snow is the director. clusters, and wears the Atiatic- burg is visitingher brother, Wildianapolis,Ind., after three years Ralph Johnson and Pauline Ste- vin F. Nelson and wife. Lot 29 and
Pacific ribbon with three battle
liam Northgrave, and family for a
S/Sgt. Gordon Bouwens, son of stars.
Grand Haven.
in the army, part of which was genga as Mrs. Johnson.
Pt. Lot 32 SummerlandPark
few weeks.
Mrs.
John
J.
Bouwens,
of
ZeelHerman Weaver and wife to
A fire starting In a quantity at
spent in the south Pacific.
Lt.
John
D.
French
arrived
home
Township Spring Lake.
George Bergman and wife. Pt. and. has been discharged from In- Friday afternoon from Selman Oeon Scarlett and son, Walter, waste paper about 7:11
S/Sgt. Cornelius S. Baldwin,
Earl
Robinson
and
wife
to
Marie
Mist Peterson Feted at
SWi SWi SecUon 19-5-15 Town- diantown Gap, Pa., .with 102 field. Monroe, La., and will report left ’Dieaday to hunt a week at Thunday In the basement of
route 5, has been dischargedat
J. Connell. Lot 46 Plat Longview
Crystal Falls. Lut year Mr.
points. He was overseas 33 months
ship Holland.
to Baer field. Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
Indiantown Gap, Pa., after 25 Miscellaneous Shower
Township Spring Lake.
Tower building wu
Oscar Hallquist and wife to Wil- with the Seventh army in Africa. Monday, where he expects to re- Scarlett shot a bear there.
months overseas with the 66th
Adrian Veurink and wife to liam Whitsitt and wife. Pt. Lot 7 Italy, France and Gemany and
Miss Ann Peterson, who will be
Edmund
Brandebeny and his quickly by firemen and
ceive his discharge from the army
(Panther) division which partici- married In the near future, was Ralph Alsterda and wife. S* SEi
Heneveld's Supervisor Plat No. 3 wears the Bronze star and Purple air force. He is the son of Mrs. J. father, Frank Brandeberry,have resultingin little or no
pated in battle actions in France, complimented at a miscellaneous Section 1-6-15 Township Olive.
Heart for action in Italy. He al- D. French, Park road, and hu gone to hunt at Munising. On the buildiflg;v-.
Township Park.
Belgium and Germany. He was shower Friday night arranged by
Floyd J. Riegling Sr. and wife
their return the Brandeberry’s
Rose
D. Cartier to Henry Zysk so wears five stars on his cam- been in the service27 months.
employed as branch manager of Mrs. A. Van Liere jand Mrs. B. to Ray W. Wilson and wife. Lot
plan to move to Allegan where maze inrougn a bases
and
wife. Lots 71 to 88 South Park paign ribbons. Bouwens had nevthe Holland Furnace Co. before Peterson, of Grand Haven, in the 15, 16 and 17 2nd Subdivision
they have bought a home. The and notified tha fire
Subdivision Township Grand Hav- er been home on furlough since
entering the army In May. 1343. Van Liere home, 204 West 21st Spring Lake Beach Township
former is now located at the Al- The driver took a _ __
his entrance In the army.
en.
Among those receiving dis- St Prizes in games went to Mrs. Spring Lake. Pt. Lot 23 Cole’s
legan foils conservation diatrict. building only • tow doom
Fifteen members of the Hope
charges from the Great Lakes C. Bouman and Mrs. Frank Wier- Park Subdivision Township Spring Rose Bremer Vayda to Henry
Dntdi
Mrs. Clifford Smith and her broke a basement window aadl
Zysk
and
wife. Pt. Nt SWi SEi college Dames went to Kalamaseparation center are Ensign Wil- da.
Lake.
slater, Mrs. Albert Konlng, re- the fire out before crowdal
zoo Friday afternoon where they
NEi
SecUon
32-8-16. *
liam A. Jesiek, Macatawa park;
Those present were Mesdames Berendina Gosling et al to Gus- ClarenceMackus to George W. were guests of Mrs. Wynand
turned Wednesday from New Jer- gather.
Lt. JeroM B. Faasen, 234 West James Nyhof, Lester Kramer, tavus J. Nyhuis and wife. Pt. NWi
sey where they had visited their Police laid there was little d«H
Boynton
and wife. Pt. Si NEI and Wlchers, formerly of Holland. The
Bocs,
12-6
23rd St; Ensign Robert L. Hamm, Henry Schrotenboer, Gerrit Strab- SW* Section 32-5-15 Holland.
sister, Mrs. Alex Boyle for several ger of the fire ipreadlni as tim
Dames are wives of faculty memPt SEi SecUon 2-6-13.
358 Washington Ave.; Lt. Sander bing, Percy Peterson, Fred PeterHenry Wierenga and wife to F.
days. Mil. Boyle and baby, Conin tin
- bers.
Gertrude
Smidderks
to
Gordon
J. Kleis, 144 East 14th St.; Al- son, Cornelius Van Liere and Earl Parks Jr. and wife. Lot 25
Holland High’s reserve football stance Mary, accompanied them ment
Pfc. Robert W. Grabofaki of the
Van Putten and wife. Lot 33 Rutvin P. Dykema, 98 East 17th St; Misses Joan Strabbing, Mary Ruth Hendrych’s Supervisor Plat No. 1
4th marine division,received his team defeatedthe Grand Haven here and plana to spend the wingers AddiUon Township Park.
and Laveme C. Mills, 266 West Schrotenboer, Audrey Schroten- Township Grand Haven.
Effie Gunn et al to Edward N. discharge at Great Lakes Sunday reserves In the lut 20 seconds of ter with her parents and other
Ninth St., all of Holland; Leonard boer and Betty Schrotenboer, all
John H. Vender Meiden and wife Lee and wife. N% Ei E| SEI Sec- and returned to Holland last
relative*while Lt. Boyle is over- May Now Send 11 ftttfc
play Friday afternoon, 12-6, at seu,
A. Phelps, Leo E. Tuttle and Glenn of Holland; Mrs. 0. A. Peterson, of to Ray W. Wilson and wife. Lot
night He is the son of Mr. and
Uon 11-5-16 Township Park.
To
Moo Oronoti
W. Coryell, Grand Haven; Rual Grand Rapids; Mrs. Forrest Bott- 69 Original Plat Grand Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smeed will
Forest A. Schoonard and wife Mrs. WilUam Grabofaki, 210 East Green Mil field In Grand Haven.
Foftmaster Harry Kramer
Bowles, Otsego; Vemie A. Teach- house of Ecorse; Mrs. Barney PetRay Koetsier and wife to Ed- to John N. Vermeulen and wife. 16th St., and has spent 29 months Clyde Kehrwecker’i pass to have a toort viait today from Ms
out Plainwell; Leonard R. Aspin- erson of Grand Haven; Mrs. An- ward Prins and wife. Pt Si Lot 1
nephew, Lawrence Reid of Eu- today that parcels for army
Pt. Lot 10 Blk. 39 bHand.
in service. He paiiidpated in the Roger Kramer won the game for
jwweighlt
wall, Allegan; Levi R. Wills, Grand drew Peterson of Spring Lake and Hlland.
gene,
Ore., who hu been a pilot sonnel overseu may now'
the
Dutch
In
the
final
20
seconds.
Perry Me Williams to Dick Oost- battles of Saipan, Tinian and Iwo
Haven.
Otto P. Kramer td John Loken- ing arid wife. Lot 73 Bay View Ad- Jima, wears the presidentialunit The play started on Grand Haven’s In the air forces in the aouth. He pounds inatend of the nrtvloui
Mesdames Frank Wierda, Peter
pound limit, but that a lattt
Receiving discharges from Fbrt Wierda, Henry Bouman, Arthur burg and wife. Pt. Lot 30 Harringcltatipn, American Theater and 12 yard line and Kramer caught
dition Holland.
request still la nereamy.
Sheridan,111., were S/Sgt. Ray- Hooker, Carl Anderson and Miss ton Westerhofand Kramer's Addithe
ball
on
the
two
and
stepped
Cornelius Van Hekken to Albert Asiatic-Pacificribbon with three
maximum length of the pare^to
mond G. Vos, route 6; Sgt Henry Gertrude Beukema of Muskegon. tion No. 2 Holland.
over for the victory.
Kloosterman and wife. Pt. NW stars and the Victory medal.
42 inches and the length and
Being
discharged
from
service,
he
Vandenbrink,route 3; Pfc. Ernest
Walter Veersma to Henry Ketel frl i SW frl 1 NW frl i SecUon 19Holland made 12 first downs to
Peter Sinke of Grand Rapids
and wife. Lot 25 Beverly Hills 5-14.
will return to his home in Oregon. girth combined may not be ovto J
and Pfc. William A. Overkamp,
seven
for
Grand
Haven.
spent the week-end in Holland as
Bronze Star Awarded
72 inche*. The new regulationdost i
Subdivision Lot 6 Holland.
145 East 14th St.; T/4 Paul P. McThe Dutchmen scored soot after He 1* a son of Mrs. Louis Reid not include navy personnel,hr
Joseph Bertoia and wife to Ralph guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
and
the
late
Alfred
ReiJ
both
Carthy, 169 West Eighth St.; T/5 Here to Johir Walters
Nelson Ryzenga and wife to Maginity and wife. W| SEi SEi Sinke, 49 West Eighth St.
receiving the opening kick off.
James J. De Vries and wife. Pt. NWi Section 6-8-15 Township Lt. William G. Winter, navy They marched in a straight ground parents having been Fennville said.
Russell L. Sakkers, 53 East SevPfc. John Walters, route 4, son
Lot 10 Blk. 5 Visscher's Addition
enth St; T/4 Robert F. Camp,
medical officer, 291 West 12th attack with the exception of one resident* in their chUdhood and LEADS GROUP MEETING
Crockery.
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Jack WalHolland.
until after their marriage.
route 1, all of Holland.
Susan Borchertet al to City of St., has arrived home on leave pass. With play starting on their
Mrs. Marguerite
John E. Schroeder to Albert Holland.
own
20
yard
marker.
Holland’s
Pt. Lot 4 Blk. 29 Orig- from the Pacific theater.He
SUr medal Tn? the Good
erviaor of the Ottawa county bow
Fort Sheridan include Pfc. Don- medal. He received his discharge Franz Dernbergerand wife. Pt. inal Plat Holland.
Bernie
Veldhouse
gained
14
Thirteenth Birthday
arrived at San Francisco by plane
reau of social aid, served sts dta*
ald F. Storrs, Coopersville; Pfc. Aug. 15 after three year* of ser- SWi Section 22-6-16 Township
Russell Boeve et al to Alfred M from Iwo Jima where he was sen- through center and then Don Van
sion leader at one of the group
Port
Sheldon.
Oceaeitn
lor
Forty
Victor J. Herley, Grand Haven; vice in Africa,Sicily, Italy, France
Hekken
went
for
15
around
end.
Arentz and wife. Lot 36 and 37 ior officer in a naval base hospimeetings Thursday at the Joint,
Maynard Heyboer and wife to
T/5 Dennis Jongekrijg. Hudson- anu Germany.
Marlene Le Jeune celebrated annual conference of the MteMton,
Country Club Estates Township tal for eight and one-half months. A pass from Kehrwecker to KraIveaux
F.
Miller
and
wife.
Lot
12
mer
was
good for 31 yards putting her 13th birthday anniversary
ville; Corp. Robert M. RettinPreviously
he
was
at
Aiea
Heights
Holland.
The citationread in part: ‘Tor
house, Nunica; Pfc. Edward S. heroic achievementIn action Mar. Sheldon Heights Subdivision John Frederick Kleis and wife na/val hospital on Oahu in Hawaii the ball on Grand Haven’s 20. Saturday with a party. A lunch- Society for Mental Hygiene mid
Grand Haven.
Veldhouse and Kramer carried eon wu served and games were the Michigan Welfare league
Lakeman, Spring Lake.
26, 1945, in Genpany. Before dayto Gyde A. Bolt and wife. Lot 13 for six months. He has been in
Carl L. Mead and wife to Leo
the
ball to the 12 and then Van played, prizu going to Donna Thursday.Friday and Saturday in
Allegan county dischargees from
the
service
22
months,
and
will
Country Gub Estates Township
break, Pfc. Walters volunteered
Detroit.Her conference dealt with
Fort Sheridan include Pfc. Glen to place a light on the far shore Tuttle and wife. Pt. Si NEi Sec- Holland.
report to Great Lakes Dec. 7. Hekken, who played an outstand- Souter, Betty Oettlnger,Joan case work with vetorsna* famllie*.
tion
2-7-16.
ing
ronning
game,
sliced
off
tackle
L. Lawrence, T/Sgt Teddy H. of a river to guide amphibious
Hlndert,Joyce Dombos and AlHenry P. Zwemer and wife to Mrs. Winter met him in Chicago.
ElizabethVan Lopik Lucas to
Czerwinski, Corp. Joseph K. tanks to their exit point. Under
Week-end guests of Dr. and for a touchdown giving Holland berta Reagan. Others present
Gyde
A.
Bolt
and
wife. Lot 12
were Shirley Victor,Patsy Areptz,
Barnes, Otsego; T/4 Willis M. Es- direct enemy observation and fire Russell Powers and wife. Lot 4 Country Gub Estates Township Mrs. Irwin J. Lubbers w*re Mr. 6-0 lead.
The second quarter
un- Josephine Anderaon, Patricia
sink, Hamilton; Sgt. Edward H. he crossed the river, placed the Blk. 9 Leggals Addition Grand Holland.
and Mrs. G.H. Waechter,Mr. and
eventful with the teams battling Dau^fetey,Suzanne Thiu, Patri
Hammer and Corp. Martin P. light and returned. En route he Haven.
Jacob K. Poel and wife to Her- Mrs. .B. Van Houweling,Mr. and
SERVICE
Jeune and the guest of
Wynne. Allegan; Sgt. Gordon M. discovered several drowning men, Peter H. Van Sweden and wife man Meyers and wife.' Lot 14 Blk. Mrs. B. Baron and Mr. and Mrs. in the middle of the field.
29 last 9th
Phene
to
Harold
A.
Woltman
and
wife.
Grand
Haven
scored
in
the
honor.
Brewer and Sgt. Frank R. Jack- whose assault raft had been sunk
Bd Cook, all of Pella. la. Mrs.
Lot 89 Harrington's 4th Addition 3 CuUer and Sheldon’sAddition RJ. Vandenberg and Mrs. Tunis third quarter following a blocked
Gilbert Vender Water, Mg*
son, Plainwell.
by enemy shell fire. Without hesiGrand Haven.
punt. The Little Buca recovered
HOLLAND; MICHIGAN
Those discharged through Camp tating, Pfc. Walters went 'to their Macatawa Grove Township Park.
Elberdene Essenburg to Adam Prins, who also came from Pella the punt on Holland’s 30 and then Couple Given Party on
H.
A.
Lucas
to Russell Powers
Grant were T/4 Earl R. Nieboer, rescue and returned with six men
Krenn
et al. Lot 179 J. C. Dunton s for the week-end,were guests in
and wife. Lot 4 Blk. 9 Leggats AdHope dormitories. The group cel- powered their way down to Hoi Birthday Anniversary
route 2; and Pfc. Henry J. Zych, to the near shore for medical atAddition Holland.
dition Grand Haven.
land’s seven from where Bud Ver
U8I
54 West First St., Holland; T/5 tention.Pfc. Walters' courage reJoe P. Vandermeiden to Edward ebrated the birthday of Dr. LubA birthday party wu held WedHarold A. Woltman and wife to
Murlen drove over on fourth
Robert D. Martin, Nunica; Pfc. flects great credit upon himself
Poel
and
wife. Lot 33 Rycenga's bers Sunday in the president's
nesday night at the home of Mr.
Frank Terpsma and wife. Lot 89
down making the score 6-6.
James A. Vegter and T/5 Warren and the military service."
Assessors Plat No. 1 Grand Hav- home on Hope campus.
Van
Hekken
set
up
the
final and Mrs. AugustineDe Witt, 199
Harringtons
4th
Addition
MacaMr.
and
Mrs.
W.
J.
Olive
of
E. Bolling.Spring Lake; T/5 Buren.
The medal was presentedper*
Dutch tally with but a minute Weat 19th St., in honor of Mr.
this city, and Dr. and Mrs. John
en G. Osterberg,Douglas; Pvt. sonally by Brig. Gen. Roland tawa Park Grove Township Pant.
,
and
a half remaining in the game and Mrs. Wallace Folkert who
Welchie De Went to Henry De
Stryker and their three children
Vernon Dunklee and T/4 Robert Walsh, who came to Holland from
celebrated
their
birthday
anniverOn
a
play
starting
from
Grand
Went et al. Pt. SJ SEi NEi Sec- Hope Students Exceed
Liquid,Tablets, Gafve, New Drega
of Grand Rapids were supper
E. Orr, Otsego; T/4 George M. Ft. Sheridan, 111., Nov. 15, for the
saries on Nov. 8.
tion 22-6-13 Pt SWi SWi NWi
till ONLY A$ DlftlCTlD
quests of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Haven’s 45. Van Hekken went
Robinson and Sgt. David R. Kay- presenution.
Those present were Mr. and
Section 23-6-13.
Goal in Mission Drive
V
DePr?e and family Sunday night wide around end all the way to
lor, Allegan.
Mrs.
Mannes
Folkert,
Misses
Friethe
12
yard
marker.
A
bad
pass
Russel L. Oosting and wife to
Hope college students pledged in the DePree home on West 12th
Capt. Lucy Tagg, daughter of
Harold Osterink and wife. Lot 6 $1,219 Nov. 12 in the annual mis- St. The occasion was Mrs. Olive's from center lost six yards aik da and Irene Folkert,Miss Marian
Hone Extension Leaders
Mrs. Lucy Tagg of Allegan,
then after Van Hekken gained it Slagh, Jay Folkert, Dale De Witt Service Men and WornBlk. 8 Hope College Aduition Hol- sionary fund drive sponsored by birthday anniversary.
rived home last week on terminal
Mr. and Mrs. A. De Witt, Mr. and
land.
To HoU( Two Meetings
the Y associations,$219 over their
Mrs. CJ. Westrate left Satur- back with a line smash, the touchleave after serving nearly three
Mrs. W. FoBcert and Kendall DI6CHARQID WORLD WAR H
Albert Overweg and wife to Ot- set goal of $1,000. Dick Vriesimn day for Washington D.C. to meet down pass was thrown.
Two
all-day
training
meetings
VKTCRAN6
years overseas with hospital unit*
Outstanding in the Dutch line Douglas and Rodney Folkert.
tawa County Building and Loan presided and Miss Gertrude Maas- her husband Lt. Col. CJ. Wesin North Africa and Italy. She for local leaders of the 22 Allewere
Bob
Sundin,
Paifl
Douman
Association. Lt 72 Bay View Ad- en led devotions in the program trate, who arrived Thursday from
was stationed with the 45th gen- gan county home extension groups
dition Holland.
held in the chapel.
overseas. He will be discharged and Bill Bocks while the entire Youth Pleads Guilty
eral field hospital,serving aa we scheduled for Tuesday, Nov.
backfieldof Kehrwecker, VeM
• ' r -jlatiM ’)A*, , *.•/«
Fred J. Kolmar to Webster J.
Rev.
Emmett
Waite,
missionary
rZat
)he
Wayland
school
and
from IndiantownGap. Pa.
chief nurse of surgical service at
j^t
house, Kramer and Van Hekken, To Larceny Chirp
Kamerer and wife. Pt. Lot 14 among the migrant workers of the
Wednesday,
Nov.
28,
at
the
GrisMrs.
Henry
Hospers,
26
the hospital in Naples.
Heneveld’s Supervisor Plat No. United States, expressed to the 12th St., Mrs. P.A.J. Bouma and )layed the entire game for Hoi*
Grand Haven, Nov. 21 (Special)
Peter A. Damsgaard, Jr., Pull- wold auditorium In Allegan, ac 16 Township Park.
and and looked good.
cording to Mary E. Bullia,home
—Arthur John Vyn, Jr., 19, 534
students the needs of the mi- Mrs. WJ. Duiker are leaving
man, Was the first to enlist in,
2nd Floor Tower Bldg.
Edmund Oonk and wifj to grants. He told of their backward Tuesday for Grand Rapids to
extension agent
Lake Ave., wu arraigned before
the tegular army from the new
Henry
Junior Moes and wife. Lot ways and ideas and of his work spend the Thanksgiving holiday Mn. Miry Larry, 88,
110 Rlvsr Are.
Justice George V. Hoffor Friday
specialist in
office lh Allegan and Lewis Rob22 Highland Subdivision Pt. Lots among them. Services are held on with Dr. Duiker at his residence
afternoon
on
a
charge
of
larceny
Michigan
ert Akers of Shelbyville was the
Open every afternoon St §mtag
Of Grand Haven Diet
State college will demonstrate 3, .4 A. C. Van Raalte's Addition river banks, on the top of a hill, there.
by conversion and upon his plea of
second to
No.
2
Ho’.'.and.
First Lt. Wilfred Nienhuis, B-24
or in any sheltered place, he said.
Grand Haven, Nov. 21 (Special) guilty wu sentencedto pay $30
^ ©M coats of paints
.................
Maynard H. Van Lente, pharm- J™ ^
William Selles and wife to Petknd varnishes ss well * how to
After hearing the speaker, stu- pitot, arrived Sunday at the home —Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Larry, 88, fine, $6.80 costs, make restitution
acist'smate 2X2, is on his way
put on new finishes.
er Kampa and wife. Lot 19 Blk. dents were asked to pledge dona- of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.W. died at 8 pjn. Friday in the home of |30 within 60 days, and
home from Pearl Harbor. The
4 Proapect Park Addition Holland. tions. These amounts were read Nienhuis, 165 East 26th St., after of Mrs. George Rowell, 406 North placed on one year’s probation.
U6S Texas was scheduledto arHerbert M. Coburn and wife to aloud and the results recorded three years of service in the army Sixth St, following an Illness of
Oty police allege Vyn borrowed
rive In San Francisco about Nov. Two Mob in Hoiphal
Anna C MitcheU. W| Lot 10 Blk. on a hugh scale which had been air force, 10 months overseu.He two weeks. Mrs. Larry, whose a gun from John Butcher for the
12 and Van Lente, 29 East 14th
C Weat Addition Holland.
erected on the stage. Final results is on tenninal leave until January. husband,James, t Civil war vet- purpose of hunting and Mid the
St, was scheduled to go to a In Separate Acddenti
I*onard Kievit and wife to Lar- indicated that the pledges over- He participatedin 20 bombing eran, died 43 years ago, lived gun to Walter Fritz of Grand
separation center near home.
George Zuverink, 58, 266 Lincoln
etha E. Demlng. Pt Lots 6 and 7
irriaalnn*over Burma and 36 with Mrs. Rowell whom she raised Haven for $30 and then spent the
Pfc.
Doqnel L. Kuizenga of Aven suffered a fracture of the Blk. D Bosman'a Addition Holland. balanced the goal.
transport-missions over the from a child.
money.
The
money
raised
will
be
used
Holland wia ’aboard the S. S. third lumbar vertebra in a fall
Outtlea Zwiera and wife to to purchase portable organs and "hump." He wears the Asiatic-Pa- She wu bom In Vernon oounty,
Marine which docked at New from the roof of a building at the Stanley Roy Berghorstand wife.
dfle ribbon with three battle Wis., June 24, 1857, and had livYortc last Saturday.T/4 Lyle R. Five Star Lumber Co. this morn- Pt Lota 1, 2 and 3 Buwalda's Ad hymn books to be used among
•tars, the Burma Star, a Britirii ed in this vicinityfor the put 20 Beethwood Mothers’
the
migrants.
Rau of Holland was aboard the ing. He was taken to Holland ditlon Zeeland
metfcl, and two air medals. His years, coming from Sparta, Wls.
Club Plans Meeting
•.t ______ which docked at hospital where he was placed in a „Frai^ Scholten and wife to
fiance, Miss Doris May Knight of
Funeral services were held
New JFork last Saturday, Pfc. cast.
The Beechwood Mothers' dub,
Henry R. FothergiU and wife. Lota
Akron, O., is also visiting at the from the Kinkema funeral home
Walter Bocks, 5ft, 412 Howard 4
organized this ton, held
West
Nienhuis home.
Sunday
at
2:30
psn.
with
Dr.
E.
St., employed by the Smith Agri- Township Spri
Mr*. James Lange jans, 360 H- Boldrey of the Methodist November meeting Friday
•* culture Chemical Go., suffered
John Long aand wife to Howard
pm. in the school. Mia. 1
Jackson, Nov. 21 — Kil-Care West 16th St, who underwent a
church officiating. 17m body wu
lacerations when he caught his Row and wife.
wlchers, a registerednurse,
Belle, a pointer, owned by J. Rem- major operation Tuesday in Holt. Pt Ei Lot 323 Ortaken
to
Sparta
where
services
ARRIVtS
in a cog wheel while at iginal Plat Grand Haven.
on home nursing.
inga of Holland and handled by L. land hospital. 1* improved and
were held Tuesday afternoon. TbC organization’sfirst
work this morning and was taken Johanna Beukema et al to Dailey of Holland, won the all-age
may have caller*.
Burial wu in ML nope cemetery
to Holland hospital for treatment James •Huiaman and wife. Pt Lot stake in the field trials for gun
taking, the hot lunch project,
Mr. and Mrs. Nell Van Leeuwen
and further examinationof other 168 Original )Plat Grand Haven.
operating successfully,'and
dogs held In the Waterloo area spent the week-end in Albion as
possible injuries.
Estate Cornelius Van Dam De- last week under auspices of the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Don White
dub intends to promote other
gen. in Grand Rapids after having
ceased by Executor to Harriet Jackson Oounty Setter and Point- and family, former Holland res- De Vriei
Letter
jects for the welfare of tha
received his dischargefrom the DDES DURING VISIT
Shaw. Lot 18 Harbor View Addi- er club.
dren qwd the school.16
idents.
air force at March field last WedAt Weiteni Mickif
Otsego, Nov. 21— Harry Irwin, tion Grand Haven.
The trials, held under ideal
be held cn the third
Jacob
Buter
la spending some
nesday. He has been in the service 52, died Thunday night following
Jason De Vries,
Harriet Shaw to Harry A. Sut- weather and field condition, were tfane in Holland in the interestof
each month, and all int
since Feb. 23. 1943. In June, 1944 a heart attack while visiting a ter and wife. Lot 18 Harbor View witnessedby a large representaPine Rest Christian Psychopathicon Holland High*
he was reported missing in action •tram, Glen Meyer, in Matoon, AdditionGrand Haven.
tion of dog fans. Thirty-four dogs hospital at Outlerville. The hos- team, wu awarded a
Watson townMargaret R. Swan to Donald L. competed in the two day event
pital now hu 340 patients, in- ter at Western Michigan
Rietdyk and wife. Lots 5 and 12
De Vries, a ragged
•ns of the event said It cluding several servicemenwho
D
Subdivision Township was
wu placed on the
most successful from the

came to Holland
from Lyndon, Wash. He hss a
warm feeling for his church and
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Sunday School

Holland

Lesson
November 25, 1945
Christians Working Together
' the Community

In 1914

NEWS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21,

cago arrived in Holland today to
open up their cottages at Macstawa
George Smith, who has been
spending the winter at West Palm
Beach, Fla., returned this morning

15th St* where Miai Boer it employed.
Miss Evelyn Van Dam and Mita
Lol« Vande Bunte of Foreat Grove
furbished special music at the Sunday afternoonservices in the lo-

1945

Responsibility Stressed

For Women

of

AAUW

Woman's Club Is
Scene of Wedding

Arbor and Bird day which ac- to his home in this city. He made cal church. Miss Keizer accomPalms, ferns and chrysantheChallenging her listeners to took aa her subject "Our Postwar mums decorated the Woman's
cording to the proclamationof the return trip up the Atlantic panied them.
The young peoples’ Bible class "give all you have toward re- Responsibility."
John 17:20-23; Acts 15:22-29 Gov. Ferris is to be observed in coast as far as Philadelphia.
Literary club for the marriage of
By Henry Geerllngs 4 Michigan May 8 is to be celebrat- The Rev. D. R. Drukker, pastor met in the chapel Tuesday even- building the world, to stand up
to order to under* land current Miss Henrietta B. Van Dis, daughof the First Christian Reformed ing.
During its entire career the
event* and the part women are to ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dil*
ed in Holland this year on a bigger church at Zeeland, has been called
Sunday a special collectionfor and be counted for thoee things play, it is neceteary to know some- Sr., of East Saugatuck, and Henry
church has tended to set its Weals
scale than it has ever been, began to the pastorate of the Third the building fund will be taken. which are eternal and right and
thing of the background of the Volkers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Here
over against those of secular so* a story in the Tuesday, April 21, Christian Reformed church at KalThe consistory of the Vriesland to speak the truth asi you see present world aituaticn,ahe aakL man Volkers, also of East Saugait,"
Mrs.
Judith
Lowe
of Michiciety. From the very beginning, issue of the Holland Daily Sentinel amazoo. Since he entered the min- R( 'armed church met on Monday
gan City, Ind., gave an inspiring as she gave Intimate glimpse* into tuck, which took place at 7 psn^
the Hebrews considered them- published in 1914. At a meeting of istry 19 years ago, Mr. Drukker evening in the chapel.
the life of a corrupt Spain where GO Nov. 15. Rev. S. P. Mlersma
selves a holy people. They had the Holland TeacJwrs’ association has been tendered more than 40
The Christian Endeavor met on address before member* of Hol- she saw the beginning and death officiatedat the double ring cereH»w Hon* «r Iht
holy convocations, holy days, holy held esterday afternoon plans calls to other fields.
of the new republic;France, where mony performed in the presence
•OmA City N»w»
Preliminary steps were taken
garments, holy habitations, holy were made to plant trees, to arouse
publlabed Every Tbur*
the people were betrayed by their of 90 guests.day
night
In
an
interest
in
birds,
to
impress
upH
last
evening
at
the
meeting
of
the
the
home
of
Mrs.
places, holy things, holy moundiscussed was ‘Thanksgiving."
d*y by tbe Sentinel
politicians,and England, whose
Mrs. Alvin Koops played "PerLeon
i
Me
Prlntl nc Co. Office 54 44
tains and hills. The central place on the pupils of the schools and A. C. Van Raalte Post, G. A. R.,
The Christian Endeavor execuWent Klchth Street. HoiMn. Lowe, who has spent many people “know what it means to fect Day,” and the wedding march
of worship was called a holy tem- upon the public In general the for ti e proper observanceof Me- tive committee met at the home of
lend, Michigan
,be loyal to a government."
and accompanied Gilbert Van
ple. The Jew's looked forward to significanceof the day and to morial day in Holland, began a Miss Esther Meengs on Tuesday years in foreign countrie* ju, a
Mrs. Lowe saluted the English Wynen who sang "Because" and
teacher and observerand as wife
Entered ta second clean metier et a time when all nations would make the day count in the appear- story in the Thursday, April 23. evening.
women for their good sportsman- TTie Lord's Prayer."
the poet office et Holland.Mich., un- recognize the claim of God.
ance of the city. The meeting of issue. The orator of the day is to
Jerry Dunning has recovered ofa prominent newspaper man, ship, the French women for their
der the Act of Confreai, March S.
The bride, given in marriage by
the teachers yesterday was an en- be the Rev. A. F. Bruske, pastor from his recent operation and atJesus
had
a
social
vision
that
1879.
Interest in economy, and pitied’ her father, wore a white satkt
included the entire world. He thusiastic one, Supt. Fell intro- o: Hope church. The Memorial ser- tended church serviceson Sunday.
the Spanish women for their lack wedding gown featuring a sweetC. A. FRENCH, Editor and PublUher spoke of His followersas the ducing the subject of the observa- mon this year on the Sunday preMr. and Mrs. Syrene Boss of Mrs. Hakken Addresses
W. A. BUTLER, Bualneea Manager light of the world, the assumption tion of Arbor and Bird day and Dr.
of freedom. She begged the wo- heart neckline, long sleeves pointceding Memorial day is to be de- Galewood were Sunday guests at
men of America to free them- ed at the wrists and full skirt
Church Mission Group
Telephon Newn Itenu 3193
being that the radiance of the Leenhouts,member of the board liveredby the Rev. M. Flipse,pas- the Henry Boss home.
Advert teTog end Bubecrlptiona, 1191
selves from prejudice, to become Her finger tip veil fell from a
Mrs.
Bernard
Haaken,
missionChristian life would affect all of of education, giving a talk regard- tor of Third Reformed church.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Vander
crown of pearls and she carried a
As a result of work begun by in- Kolk of Grandville,Mrs. John ary to Iraq, spoke at the meeting infoimed on both sides of every
The publisher ehall not be liable ones environment for good. The ing it.
for any error or errora In printing apostolic church began to make
The EducationalProgress club terested people last fall the Maple Brouwer of Drenthe. and Mrs. W. of the Maplewood Missionaryso- question. ‘The peace of the world white Bible with white streamers'
any advertisingunless a proof of Jesus' words a practical reality. of the high school has secured Ave. school now has a playground
depends on us, and lip service and red rosebuds. A single strand
Vander Kolk of Vriesland attend- ciety Wednesday night in the
such advertisementshall have been
alone will not solve our problems," of pearls, gift of the groom, comchurch.
Mrs.
H.
Ten
Clay,
presiBy
His
teaching
He
had
rejected
Denny
Upton,
coach
of
the
Central
whore the boys and girls can keep ed the 25th wedding anniversary
obtained by advertiser end returned
by him In time for correction with materialismas it was commonly High school of Grand Rapids, to busy with good wholesome play celebrationof Mr. and Mrs. James dent, presided,and devotions were she declared. 'The task before us pleted her costume.
such errors or Correct Iona noted
Her sister, Miss Lillian Van Dia,
conductedby Mrs. R. Staat. Spec- is greater than one country, and
plainly thereon;and In such case If understood, and He rejected force speak before the club Friday after- during their spare time. Two sets Koopman of Overisel on Saturday.
bridesmaid, wore a gown of soft
humanity
is
far
greater
than
poliial
music
In
the
form
of
a
trio
was
any error so noted it not corrected, as a method of achieving victory noon
of swings with three swings each
The next Sewing Guild meeting
publlshm liability shall not exceed over the enemies of His people.
rose taffeta and carried a bouAt the quarterly meeting of the have been set up and are in use will be held the first Thursday in presentedby Mesdames A. Van- tics."
such a proportion of the entire space
"If all would acceed to qm
one
rule. quet of white and pink mums and
denberg.
J.
Westerhof
and
M.
OetAlthough
Himself
a
royal
Jew,
Adult
Bible
class
of
the
First
Recontinually
by
both
boys
and
girls.
December.
occupiedby the error bears to the
whole space occupied by such adver- yet He shared with John the formed church last night it was 'Teeter-totters
have also been Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Ver Hage man. accompaniedby Mrs. E. Tell- the ‘Golden Rule,’ we would leave yellow roses. Little Virginia Mae
tlsement
int
a rich heritage for our children— Hulst, the bride’sniece, as flower
Baptist the belief that some Gen- decided to build a small addition erected. Besides these, a basket- were Sunday evening guests of man.
Mrs. Hakken told the group a world at peace," she said in girl wore blue taffeta with ruffled
tiles would find more favor before to the class room on the east side ball court has been built and a Mrs. A. Canning of Drenthe.
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
skirt, and Jerome Klein, nephew
year W OO: Six months 1140; God than did the Jews. He de- of the church. The addition will game is generally in progress
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Holwerda about life in Iraq and the customs closing.
ontha 75c; Single copy 6c. SubThree mom
Mrs. J. D. French presided at of the groom, as ring bearer, wore
of the women.
scriptionspayable In advance and will clared that the kingdom of God accommodate 50 people. It will be among the older boys at all times and family of Grand Rapids were
he promptly discontinuedIf not re- was at hand. In His mind ma- a brick structure.The officers and when there is no school.
Election of officers at the busi- the meeting and announced the a white linen suit and carried th#
Sunday guests at the Mrs. D. G.
newed.
terial prosperity was at best a various committees made their reness meeting resulted in the re- appointmentof Mrs. J. J. Brower ring in a caila lily.
The
Sons
of the Revolution will Wyngarden home.
Subscriberswill confer a favor bv
Stanley Klein was best man
reporting promptlyany Irregularity secondary considerationin the ports and short talks were given hold the last meeting of the preMr. and Mrs. Henry Boss of electionof Mrs. Ten Gay as pres- of the local branch as state Arts
la delivery.
r. Wnte or Phone 3191
kingdom. When He was being by D. Dykstra, the Rev. H. J. sent year tomprrow evening at Vriesland and Mr. and Mrs. Syrene ident; Mrs. J. Noor was named chairman by Mrs. William Hub- and ushers were Mavies and Bert
tempted to compromise His sprit- Veldman, Dick Boter. Jake lx>k- the home of Dr. G. W. Van Verst. Boss of Galewood motored to Cha- vice-president;Mrs. Henry Schaap, bard. recently elected president of Van Dis.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hulst servual
emphasis He said that man ker, Bert Slagh, Abel Smeenge. A paper on 'The Monroe Doc- nute field. 111., on Saturday where secretary; Mrs. C. Beltman. trea- the Michigandivision. Mrs. BrowTHE BOOMERANG
can not live by bread alone.
H. Woltman and Ldward Wilter- trine ' will be given by Chester they met Captain Elmer Boss, who surer and Mrs. M. Bade, assistant er outlined tentative plans for ed as master and mistress of
OF THE FUTURE
organization of a creative writing ceremonies at jhe reception which
In addition to His emphasis on dink.
Leolnnd Beach. Another interest- received his discharge which be- secretary and treasurer.
Minority Leader Joe Martin's
followed. Mrs. Arthur Peeks and
the spiritualelements of vital reCapt. Everett Zwemer of the ing feature of the program will be comes official on Dec. 3. Capt
Refreshments were served by group in the branch.
campaign for the two-teim limitaligion. He wanted physical needs itc ...... The Manchester, which ar address by Hoyt Garrod Post, Boss will be at the home of his Mrs. H. Kleinheksel and Mrs. W.
Miss Lavina Cappon, social stu- Mrs. Wallace De Zwaan were in
tion for the presidency is a bit of satisfied. He taught His disci- recently was damaged by fire who has just returned from a
dies chairman, gave her report, charge of the gift room. A twoparents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss Poll.
stressing current legislation. Miss course lunch was served by Mesirony for the Republicans now, ples to pray for bread. He was while in dry dock in Milwaukee, week’s trip to Washingtonand this month, he will then go to
but the irony may be turned on remembered as one who went said it will be ready for sailingin many other historicplaces in the Evansville, Ind.. where his wife
Marion Shackson was appointed dames Lambert Lubbers.Willard
Shower Compliments
chairman of the Christmas tree Schaap and Misses Angeline Im*
the Democrats in the future. There about doing good. He taught that about a month.
east, as state delegates to the na- resides. He has been in service for
project for the local coast guard mink, Ruth Brink. Willy Wittewas a time, in the twenties, while mankind ought to live as a family. The Holland Christian Reformed tional meeting of the Sons of the nearly four years and made 26 Miss Beatrice Timmer
station.
veen, and Hazel Maatman. Mrs,.
the Republicanswere in power, He spoke of God as His Father church at Zutphen will dedicate its Revolution.
trips across the ocean.
bridal shower in the form of
Several prospective members Johanna Schaap and Mrs. Bert
when the Democrats suggested and taught His disciples to say new pipe organ next Thursday Last evening a silver medal con- Harold Ter Ilaar was a Sunday a Adinner
was held Wednesday and guests were introduced.
Tien catered.
such a limitation.But then the Our Father. He thought of the evening. W. Wlnseminus of Grand test was held by the W. C. T. U.| caller on his mother, Mrs. Fred
night in the Tulip room of the
The social hour was in charge A program Included a pian«
Republicanswere not interested Father as being intimately con- Rapids will preside at the organ of this city in Second Reformed Ter Haar. of Drenthe.
Warm Friend tavern for Miss of Miss Elizabeth Lichty, Mias duet by Mrs. Alvin Koops and
enough to take it seriously— an cerned for the welfare of all life and addresses will be made by church of Zeeland. Miss Anna
Beatrice Timmer. who will beearth, even animal life. God Rev. H. Bakker of Jamestown and Lundberg of the high school was
Shackson,Mrs. C. K. Van Duren Mrs. Justin Roelofs; piano and
attitude for which they paid dearcome the bride of Kenneth Gus- and Miss Margaret Gibbs.
knows
even
the
sparrows.
He
Rev.
R.
L.
Haan
of
Holland.
Youth
Pleads
Not
Guilty
to
trumpet duet by Carolyn and Bob'
awarded
the
silver
medal.
Speak
ly In the forties.
tafson next month. The party was
In accordancewith the annual ers and the institutionsthey repMiersma; favorite hymns of th#
Today the Democrats are just said, and the very hairs of our
given by her aunt. Mrs. Mae Mcbride and groom sung by Mr. Van
naturally against the proposal. head are all numbered. As for custom in recent years, Voorhees resent were as follows: Anthony Night Entering Charge
Lachian
of
Grand
Haven.
DinGrand Haven, Nov. 21 (Special (
Wynen; a skit by Miss Lillian Van
Since their standard bearer, the man. he is the crown of creation, day will be observed at Hope col- Meer.gs. First Reformed church;
ner music was played by Mrs.
Dis and Mrs. Arthur Peeks; readlate Mr. Rooaeveit, has smashed ,of more value than many spar- lege Friday, May 8. in commem- Miss Clara Yntema. Hope church; -Roger Dale Van Dyke. 18. now
Frank Cherven and the evening
ings by Harm Volkers; a budget
the traditiontwice, they have de- rows. Man may be sure that God oration of the birthday of Mrs. W. Diekcma. Hope church; Miss residing with his parents on route
(From Friday1* Sentinel)
was spent in playing games.
cares
for
him.
4.
pleaded
not
guilty
in
circuit
Elizabeth
Voorhees,
donor
of
the
Ruth
Rich,
Methodist
church;
Harby Jerry Hulst and remarks anq
veloped a kind of sense of ownerEvert
Haber*.
210
Ea*t
16th
St.,
Out-of-townguests were presJesus held that man will be Voorhees girls’ residence. During old Ostcrhoff. Hope college; Miss court Monday to a charge of
prayer by Rev. Miersma.
ship In the new tradition of unbreaking and entering the Essen- ent from Grand Haven, Grand underwent a major operationin
Mr. and Mrs. Volkers left on X
limited number of terms. So they judged on the basis of how he the afternoon the women's oratori- Lundberg.Holland High school.
acts
toward
his
fellow
man.
Since
Holland hospital Monday night. wedding trip to Canada, the bridi
cal
contest
will
be
held.
The
winburg Produce market in Holland Rapids and Muskegon.
J
udge
Edward
P.
Kirby
of
Grand
oppose the proposal with a pasMr. and Mrs. Herman Brewer, wearing a three-piece suit of
sion that goes beyond ordinary the family of God has a great and ner ill be Hope's representative Haven and Miss Ruth Harrisonof one night recently, and was adgood heavenly Father, then the in the next state contest to be hold Toronto, Canada, were married at vised by the court to consult an
route 4. have received word from black and white check with black
partisanship.
Joint Meeting Is Held by
their son, T/5 James Brewer, stat- accessories.They will be at horn#
9 o'clock Wednesday morning in attorney. Date for trial was not
They might better take a hint members of the family should act in March.
set.
L. Goldman of Chicago has Toronto.
Allegan County CE Union ing that he has arrived at Nago- after Dec. 1 at their home id
from the poetic justicethat over- like brothers.In Jesus’ day as
In a previous confession to city
I I! - took their Republican brethren today, material wealth was a ma- bought the old stand of the Ot- Erwy, C. Reid of Allegan, pubMore than 150 persons attend- ya. Japan, where he is stationed East Saugatuck.The groom, who
jor decisive factor between man tawa Iron and Metal company, lisher of the Allegan Gazette and officers and sheriff's officers,
and remember that it can happen
ed the Allegan county Christian with the 25th division, Sixth army. is a carpenter, was dlschargea
and man, and x therefore a peril formerly conductedby Joseph former postmaster in that city, young Van Dyke implicated Melto them too. Suppose Mr. MarEndeavor union meeting Monday He is with a quartermastercom- from the army two months ago.
against brotherhood.Jesus did Brown. The name of the firm will has entered the race for the state vin Borgman but the case against
1
Out-of-town guests were Mrs,
tio’s proposal should lose out as it
night
in Bentheim Reformed pany and was previously in the
not argue against having wealth, be the Holland Iron and Metal Co. senate in the fourth district on Bergman was dismissed in Grand
Theodore Derks of Lansing,* Mr,
very well may. Then suppose the
church. Among the churches re- Philippines.
but He warned men to use it for Mr. Goldman has already started the Republican ticket.
Haven last Thursday due to the presented were Martin Reformed. Mr. and Mr*. Wallace Folkert and Mrs. Cornelius Van Dis and
Republicansshould come to powsocial ends.
business.
The Singing societyof the Niqth inconsistent stories told by Van Hamilton Reformed. Maplewood and sons, Kendall and Dougla*, son of South Haven and Mr. and
er fairly soon, sa they very probAgainst this background of JeRoy L
L. Newman, manager of the Street Christian Reformed church Dyke. Van Dyke was residing Reformed. South Haven Reform- spent last Friday and Saturday in Mrs. Claude Hutchinsop of Fennably will Then suppose a Repubsus' humanitarian teachingswe Apollo theater in this city, and will render the sacred cantata, with the Jacob Borgman family
Detroit at the home of Mr. and viUe. A brother of the bride, Lam-‘
lican F. D, R. should appear on
ed. West Casco United Brethren,
see fc world that was aocialiy in
Mable Weis of Flint were ‘The Resurrection Hope." tonight on route 2 when the offense took East CaJSco United Brethren, Dun- Mrs. Myron Kollen. They also bert Van Dis, is overseas, but i*
the scene; this too is not improbdeperate straits. Historiansare married at Flint. They are now at the church, under the direction place.
spent a few hours in Ann Arbor expectedhome for Christmas,
ningvilleReformed.
able, the temper of the country
agreed that human poverty was making their home in this city.
of Charles Van Hemert. John Van
being what it is. Suppose finally
A seng service was conducted visiting their brother and aiiter-inmore prevalent in Bible lands The latest information from Appledorn will accompany the
law, Mr. and Mr*. Wilbur De Witt.
that after two teims in office that
by
W’ilbur BrandJi. Hope college
McCall Is Assigned to
during Jesus' lifetime and for Washington as regards an actual chorus.
A musical service will be con- Couple Celebrates
' Republican should build up a crisis
student,
and
devotions
were
led
three centuries following than at start this year with the proposed
ducted
by Salvation Army workThe Rev. and Mrs. Isaac Van G.H. State Police Post
at just the proper time.
by Rev. Albert Mansen. pastor of
45th Anniversary
any mother time in history.Evers. Mr. and Mrs. Arie Van Tright,
After supposing all this, It is erything that the common man federal building in this city is de- Westenberg of Marion. N. Y„ are
the
Bentheim
church.
Vocal
solos
Grand Haven, Nov. 21 (Special)
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pieper of
cidedly encouraging, accordingto the guests of Mrs. Van Westenformerly
of
Rotterdam,
now
of
not too difficultto suppose that touched had a blight upon it. He
were presented by Bob Van Voorst
a story appearingin the Wednes- berg's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ben — Max McCall, a former lieutenHamilton.
Ont., at the Salvation East Saugatuck were pleasantly
that Republicanleader would had little food, poor clothing,
ant colonel in the U.S. army, has and Mr. Brandli. A pantomime of
surprised on their 45th wedding
have s fairly easy time to win squalid and filthy living quarters, day, April 22, issue. Congressman Kamferbeek of Graves Place. Mr. reported at the Grand Haven post the “Old Rugged Cross" was giv- Army citadel. 178 Central Ave., anniversary, Nov. 13. by a group
Saturday
at
8
p.m., when Dutch
Mapes
gives
information
as
fol- Van Westenberg is in receipt of a
S third term, and a fourth; per- brute ignorance, utter lack of edof the Michigan state police as a en by the West Casco church and
songs will be sung. Sunday ser- of relatives. Present were Mr. and
haps a fifth and sixth. It would ucational opportunities, disease. lows: "The supervising architect's call from the Immanual Reformed trooper.
a short Thanksgivingplaylet was
vices at 11 a.m. and 7:45 p.m. will Mrs. John Pieper. Mr. and Mrs.
office informedme that the draw- church of Grand Rapids.
be quite easy because of the pre- Whatever medical knowledge the
After serving 58 months In the presented by the Hamiltonchurch. also be conductedby these Salva- Gerrit Meiste. and Mr. and Mrs.
ings
are
practically
completed:
cedent set by Mr. Roosevelt. But world had at that time, limited
Rev. H. J. Ten Clay, pastor of
army, 26 of which were in the CBl
Harry Becksvoort. Hymns and
tion Army workers.
that the specifications are now
it would be just as hard for the its benefits to a very few. Hardsector and at Okinawa, he holds Maplewoodchurch, spoke to the
psalms were sung, and a gift was
being
prepared
to
be
completed
Mrs. Fannie Weller, oracle,was
Democrats to swallow such a ship and distrew led the people the latter part of June or first of
six bronze battle stars, the Asia- group on the subject "Gardens of
presentedto the couple. A twoin charge of the Royal Neighbors
president for an indefinitenum- generally to believe that the air
tic-Pacifictheater ribbon and the Gratitude.'' Refreshmentswere
course lunch was served.
(From
Tuesday's Sentlnel)
July; then bids will be advertised
meeting
Thursday
night
and
the
ber of terms
tei
as it was for the Re- was alive with demons, eager to
American defense badge. He serv- served by the Bentheim group.
Mr. and Mrs. Pieper have two
The Sewing Guild
.
for a month or six weeks, and the
month’s committee, Mrs. Ruth
met.......
in
publican* to swallow Roosevelt. plague them.
ed as commander of a military
contract let; so that the building chapel Thursday with Mrs. Irving
Hertz, chairman, arranged a so- sons and four grandchildren, all
The Democrats of the future may
of East Saugatuck.
Jesus came into a world that ought to be actually started in the Hung^rink as hostess.Others pre- police battalion and provost mar- Entertain With Dinner
cial time. Prizes in carda went to
shal in the air force.
yet cune the day when they knew nothing about brotherhood early
fall."
sent were Mrs. H. Kruidhof, Mrs.
Mrs. Jane Vandenberg.Mrs. Alice
McCall joined the state police
fought against limiting the terms. TTie Roman Empire ruled by
The Calvin college glee club, J. De Jonge. Mrs. H. Boss, Mrs. on Oct. 1, 1937. and has served For Son on Furlough
DeWitt and Mrs. Lillian Van MiscellaneousShower
It would seem to be the part of force. To be sure, philosophers
which lx to give a concert in Hol- J. Morrcn, Mrs. C. Van Haitsma. posts at New Buffalo, East LanMr.
and
Mrs.
N.D.
Simpson. Dams.
wisdom for both Democrats and voiced sweet pamaceas, but their
land Friday evening, made a groat Mrs. J. T. De Witt. Mildred De
Mrs. Rensie Overbeek.393 Pine Compliments Bride-Elect
sing and West Branch. He enlisted 25 East 16th St., entertained with
Republicansto fix the limiution counsels did not agree, and nothhit before a great crowd Monday Witt, Mrs. E. Brower. Mrs. M. D in the military sen-ice on April 7, a Thanksgivingdinner Sunday in Ave., returned to Holland WedMiss Kathleen Peterson, brideif legal means. The fears of ing was ever done about them. evening in Muskegon. Richard Wyngarden, Mrs. W. Vander Kolk,
elect
of Frank Bass, was complihonor
of
their
son,
Pvt.
Russell
nesday
night
after
an
absence
of
Wiaahington and Jefferson applied No steps were taken to bring
1941.
Pousma ii the leader of the glee and Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden. The
Simpson, who has been spending a two weeks in which she spent four mented at a miscellaneous showed
not only to their day but still peace and free understanding club.
scripturewas read and prayer was
days in Chicago and then visited Thursday night planned by Mrs,
15-day furlough in Holland.
more to our time. It can happen among nations. With all its stuInvited guests were Mr. and tier son-in-law and daughter, Ma- George Bass and Mrs. Benjamin
Washington.April 22-The Am- offered by Mrs. H. Kruidhoff, af- Local Youth Pleads Guilty
“TT; ®*her 1 Democrat or Re- died skill in administration and erican forces began an advance to ter which all the members took
Mrs. Alfred T. Sirrine of Grand jor and Mr?. Lester Musgrove and Poll, in the latter’s home. 56 East
publican of the future can attempt control, the Roman empire pretake the entire city of Vera Cruz part in a short Thanksgivingpro- To Using Fictitious Name
Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. Rex C. Sir- son. Robert, in Detroit.Major 25th St. The wedding will take
r to make himself president for life; sented the worst exhibition of at 8 o’clock under guns of the war
Grand Haven, Nov. 21 (Special ( rine of St. Johns; Mr. and Mrs. Musgrove has been discharged place Thanksgiving day in Klis#
gram, readings and singing made
09 £ Socialistor Communist. No bigotry that one could find.
r
vessels, according to a report from up the program. Lunch was serv- —Roy D. Herron, 19, route 4. Hol- Jack Stroop and Claude Pelton of from the army air forces and is chapel, Grand Rapids. Games were
matter how indispensable such a
During the whole period the Consul Canada, receivedat the ed by Mrs. Brower and Mrs. Hun* land. pleaded guilty Saturday Virginia park; Mr. and M-s. An- now back as a captain with the played with prizes won by Mrs,
president might regard himself as sensibilities of men were benumbnight before Justice Peter Ver- ston Seif of Holland.
PCA airlinesworking out of De- Marvin Wabeke, Mrs. Jerry Vart
atate department at 10 o'clock gerink.
!
being, he would not be truly repre- ed by incessant war and blood- this morning.
duin to a charge of using a fictiPvt. Simpson enlisted fn the troit. Mrs. Overbeek's sister. Mrs. De Vusae, Mrs. Join E. Lam and
Mrs.
Gerrit
Boss
assisted her
sentative of our democracy.
shed. Although a forced peace
The principal subjects consider- sirter, Mrs. John Mast, with the tious name for the purchase of air corps July 31, 1944, and was Elmer Schepers, was with her for Mrs. Minnie Ortinan. A two-course
prevailed when Jesus was oom. ed by the members of the Woman's
beer and was sentenced to pay $5 called into service June 23. He the Chicago trip.
lunch was served by the has less
care of Mr. and Mrs. John Coopnevertheless the world was filled Literarysociety yesterday were
fine and $4.30 costs. The arrest was sent to Keesler field, Miss.,
Births at Holland hospital assisted by Mrs. G. Bass, Mre. G.
Conple It Given Party
er's children in Holland last week.
with cruelty and inhumanity. Thomas Edison and vocational
was made by the sheriff's depart- for basic training and was trans- Thursday night included a daugh- Ortman. Mrs. Herman Ortman.
Rev. R. C. Schaap. Mrs. R. C.
Gladitorialshows were a sign of school* for the Negro. Mrs. Chamment alleging the offense occur- ferred to Scott field, 111., In Oc- ter to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Swank, Dorothy and Arlene Poll.
On 42ni Anniversary
Schaap, and Mrs. T. W. Van Haitthe times. Crucifixion,the most pion’s paper. ‘The Wizard of Menred on or about Nov. 1 when Her- tober. Two weeks ago he receiv- 188 West 15th St, and a daughter
Others attending were MesAnd Mrs. Jacob Molengraff.
sma were Thursday callers on
m:.
*
E*1* Fifth st.. were surpris- horrible punishment ever devised, lo Park," was read by Mrs. J. Van Mrs. Joe De Hoop at the Potta- ron allegedly used someone else's ed orders to report to Greensborg, to Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Genzink, dames John Ortman, Jr., John
was a common practice all over Putten, Jr. Mrs. Wheeler's paper
birth certificate.
N.C., for an overseas assignment. 22 East Ninth St.
Keen. Sr, John Keen, Jr., Berned by their children Monday. Nov.
watomie nursing home near Grand
the Roman empire. After a slave told of what was being done in the
Subject for the ChristianScience ard Keen, John Kolean, Andrew
He
left Monday and will spend
I 12* on their 42nd wedding anniverHaven. Mrs. De Hoop is ill.
revolt in Rome, the roads leadtwo days with Miss Lily Ann service Sunday at H a.m. will be Baker, Andrew Klynstra, Herman
were m«»Tied Nov. 12, ing out from the city were lined vocational schools for the Negro.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mast and fam- Wedding Anniversary
;
Parrott and her parents, in St. "Mortals and Immortans,” The Essenberg. John Ortman, Sr. Sena
Traffic was held up on the main ily have moved to Zeeland on
1903, by Seth Vander Werf. A social evening was
was enjoyed and „ for ten miles with writhingvic- line of the Pere Marquette last Cherry street. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Occasion for Gathering
Louis, Mo., en route to North Car- Sunday school meets at the same Kaimink, Harvin Zoerhof, Harold
l dal
tims nailed to crosses.
hour in the church building 125
olina.
night when 9 freight cars were de- Roelofs and family have moved inP, v j two-course luncl. was served.Gifts
Ortman and Miss Albertha OrtMr.
and
Mrs.
John
Vander
West llth St.
And no one protested. He railed at Waverly. In the darkness
Pccaented to the honored
man ail of Holland and Zeeland;
If
would have been crucified also. Henry Vrleling,an employe of the to the Mast house in Vriesland. Zwaag. route 2. celebrated their
John Maassen who was dis- Mre. C. Petereon and Miss Margie
District
Officers
Are
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Leet45th
wedding
anniversary
Wedr
Scourgings, beatings, and revoltcharged from the army Nov. 8 at
road, accidentally walked off the sma and family have moved onto nesday night with a gathering at
attending the party were
Westrate of Grand Rapids.
i'ort Sheridan after three years of
Guests
of
Kiwanians
JJ». Henry Hoffmeyer. Mr. and ing torture* of every kind, the railroad bridge and fell 15 feet, the Roelofs farm.
the homo of their son. Henry Van.service, is spending a few days in
Mrs. Otis Barlow. Mrs. Earl Lee breaking of bones and the gouging landing on a pile of stone. His inHolland Kiwanians were hosts
Shortage of Jute from India for
Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden was a der Zwaag. 447 College Ave.
K4 Wttloy and Sandra Sue, all of out of eyes with hot pokers, were juries were considered serious.
Holland as a guest qf' Delbert
burlap bazs is being felt in Brazil
Friday
afternoon
guest
of
Miss Games were played and a two- to the lieutenant governorof disan
accepted
part
of
the
regular
Vander
Haar,
route
2. H# arrived
Holland; Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Mr. and Mrs. F. Blandfordand Jennie Boer of Holland at the course lunch was served.
trict No. 3, Ken Sanderson, of
and Ecuador,where it is used for
on the east coast Nov. 3 after the sacking of coffee.
Hartman and famil:* of Grand Ha- procedure. Practically no limit Mrs. Kollins and son. Jean, of Chi- home of George Steffens. West
Those
present were Mr. and Hastings, and also the lieutenant
was placed upon the extent of
many months overseas and after
Mrs. Harry Vander Zwaag and governor plected for the coming his discharge went to Friesland.
***«*»' an(* hlrs. Jacob MolenRnii) Jr., and family of Zeeland; torture that could be Inflicted on
children, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence year, George Tough of Grand
Wis., where his parents, Rev. end
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Molengraff slaves. With no redress whatevVander Zwaag and children. Mr. Rapids, at their meeting Monday Mrs. Herman Maassen, now reer. they were forced to witness In
I
•nd family, of Olive Center.
To Be Thankful For
and Mrs. Gerald Vander Zwaag night in the Tulip room of the side They formerly lived in North
court under torture that would reand children, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Warm Friend tavern.
Holland. John and his lister, Gersult fatally if the unfortunate vicVander Zwaag and children, Mr.
Speaker for the evening was trude, * student at Hope college,
Mrs. Rath Brasse and
tim refused to say what the court
and Mr*. Henry Vander Zwaag Harold O. Robinson, president of
will leave HoUand Wednesday
waned him to say. And If his
and children.There were 14 grano- Robinson Foods, Inc., of Battle lor Friesland to spend ThanksgivJvh* Hyman Married
testimony incriminated himaeP
children present.Also ‘attending Creek. He pointed out the necesing da^ with their family.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hyman spent he died anyway. Incidentally,mar
were Rev. and Mr*. Kramer and sity of a proper diet in his talk
week-end in Holland visiting nage laws and family Ues were
children.
on "Planning for Health.”Presfriends following not legallyrecognized in the case
Mitt Agatha Kamphmt
ident John Van Dam ’presided.
twrUge Nov. 9 in Cham- of slave*.
Other guests attending the
pajjpjjai_Mrs.Hyman Is the forCommissioner Benwell
Women in 'particularwere held
meeting were John D. Plewes of It Honored at Shemet
Ruth Brusse of -Holland. under the yoke of brutal custom.
Holland,
Max Sukkes, Elyria, O.; A mlscellanqous shower was givReturning
to
Europe
They were discriminated against
ray
William
R.
Brown, Port Clinton, en recen'
A letter from Commiiaioner AlWomeii werd always subject to
O..
and
W.W.
St. Cyr. Grand huis,
fred J. Benwell of the Salvation
their husbands, widows to their
Mis*
Rapids.
Army in the Netherlandsreceived
wn*. and
fl unmarried women to
Mrs, Alvin Molewyk* at the horn#
r
11 pw,ent ^ on * their father*.;
her*.1 Most of the unlast week by the Netherland*InHighwayopened,
of the latter on rout# 3. Games
M** jad Mrs. Hyman will eon- pfeasant and revolting thing* that
formation bureau here revealed Fifty Attend Meeting
were
played
and
a
two-eourse
me tour and later have tenthat the commisiioneris returning
Charged to any society
lunch was served by the hostesses.
Fulton aj
to the Netherlands via England On
Price Progi’am
were true in the Ron
Roman empire.
' ^woaanU.i
Those present were Mtases Vila
very shortly.
About 50 representative*of Van Slooten, Marjorie Bakker,
1 ator, 1922.;
on U.S.O. programs.
Since he spoke on Holland about local retail firms gathered in the
hunters get fox. dees
Irene Berkompat,
>as, Geneva Haasefour month* ago, the Salvation marine room of the Warm Friend voort, Hermina Hassevoort, Carol
David p* Enter. 75 East Ninth
'I'll-, ’’i . *hot » red fox around noon
Army officer has traveled wide- tavern Monday night to receive Molewyk, Ella Woltere, Ella Berfines in munt- Monday while hunting in the Black
ly in the south, central and north- information on the OPA pricing
kompas and Mesdames Ed Haasethe past f<
ern states.*1 am returning to the program covering such articlesa*
voort, Herman Haaeevoort,
-IfcnbgMng Day,
trm
th*
Joe*1
7. Ugbt plant. Richard Vander Yacht,
Netherlands .iVith many expres- apparel, phoes, gifts and furniture. Vanden
“
sions of admirationand sympathy
route 4, on t northern hunting
1 G. Llevense of the Grand
P1
of the people of the United StoW'
aaot a 140-poundbuck Saturdistrict OPA office led thi
In
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THX HOLLAND CITT
Sunday, Nov. 25, a student
from the seminary will be in
charge of the service.
Dr. H. W. Pyle from Holland Is
expected to preach on Thanksgiving morning at 9:30. The offer*
at
Ing will be for missions.
The teachers and officers of tbs
Among products handled at the Sunday school met at the chapel
Fynewever Super Service itation Tuesday night. Mission boms were
are Standard Oil product! such as opened and contained.$385. All ofStandard White Crown, Red ficers were reelected.Mrs. CornCrown gasoline, Iso-Vis und Quak- eal Vereeke served refreshments.
er State motor oil. The service
Mrs. Martin Tubergen spent
•tation, operated by B. J. Fyne- Friday and Saturday in Qrand
wever, is located on U. S. 31, one Rapids with Mr. and Mrs. John
mile north of the city.
Berghorstand Raymond who has
Chassis lubricationand tire ser- been ill, suffering from malaria.
vice are the specialties of the itaMr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet have
tion in addition to general ser- been calling on their father, Mr.
vice and car conservation.Mr. Tknmer In Byron Center. Mr.
Fynewever also handles batteries Timmer is very 111 st his home.
and carries a full line of acces- Mrs. Jake Hop entertained
sories.
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. M. TuMr. Fynewever has been asso- bergen. Mrs. C Vereeke and Mrs.
ciated with, and has sold, Standard H. Bowman.
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Staadard Products
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Beaverdam

“Man

live with his fellow men,’’ he said.

HKH

Continuing, he stated,“One recognizes man as chattel or slave."
TTiis trend was traced from andent history, dbwn through the
"divine right" of kings theory,
through the Gvil war in our own
country. "rViis position* is not
proper, right, or morally tenable
that man should own his fellow
ing the month of November, 10,000 man," continued Dr. Lubbers.
of the new modela, or 500 a day,
Tracing the second trend, the
are acheduledto roll off the as- speaker suggestedthat the Jews
sembly line, H. H. Curtice,general emphasized freedom during their
manager of Buick motor division of years of Jubilee.Greek and RoGeneral Motors corporation, an- man histories were quoted to
nounced today.
point out that free men are great
Four-doorsedans of the 50 and have the greatest opportunity.
series, first in production, are be"Any American is equal to any
ing shipped to dealers and every other American. People are equal
dealer in the huge Buick sales net- as human beings, regardless of
work will have at least one car for their capacities,”he stated In conhis showroom.
clusion.
The pre-war rate of production Introduction of the speaker was
is expected to be reached by next in charge of William J. Olive.
March when Buick cars will be Music was presented by a string
produced at a rate of 39,000 per quartet, Joyce Brandt, Peggy

(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
The neighbors of Mr. and Mrs.
Atty. Arthur Van Duren, 71, 24 thing that motorists of this vicinEd Veidman gathered st their
East
14th St., sufferedbruises ity will not want to miss," states
home on Tuesday evening aa
Mr. Ter Haar. 'The new cars are
surprise to welcome them to the Thursday at 9:30 pun. at Eighth not only highly refined in every
new neighborhoodas they recent St. and Ontral Ave. when he was detail but once more incorporate
ly moved into the village. A pleas- hit *by t car driven by Ray Metzmaterials which have not been
ant evening was spent playing ger, 14, 81 East 22nd St.
available since 1941," he stated.
games and refreshments were
According to* Information given
Production of the Buick* is
served by Mrs. Nienhuis and Mrs. police, Van Duren waa walking
alk
rapidly being accelerated and dur- month.
Be kins. Others present beside across Eighth St. proceeding

“

“ "

those already mentioned were Mr.
and Mrs. George Ohlman, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Ohlman, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerrit Huyser, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrene Huyser, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Bowman, Mrs. Malloy Huyser,
Lesley Bekins. Mr. and Mrs. Rob-

ert Barnes, William Barnes and
Mrs. Justin Palmbos and son.
Rev. H. Rozendal of Kalamazoo
declined the call extended him by
the local Reformed church.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence De
Vries left on Tuesday by train

south. Metzger, who was traveling
east on Eighth St., said he did
not see the pedestrian until he hit
him. The left headlight and hood
of the car were damaged.

Van Duren was taken to his
home. Witnesses listed by police
were Keith Wallace, 64 East 22nd
St.; Rod Boertma, 158 East 24th
St.; Don Piersma, 28 West 30th
St.; Kenneth Bouman, 124 West
23rd St., and Paul Van Eck. 88
East Ninth St., all passengers
with Metzger; and Mrs. R. Smitter, route 5, pedestrianon the

for the east where they are visiting with Rev. and Mrs. Dave Bo- aidewalk.
gard at Little Falls, N. J.
Rev. Henry Vermeer of Central
Park Reformed church conducted Heart Ailment Is Fatal
sen-ices at the local Reformed To Sangatnck Resident
church. He was a dinner guest at
Saugatuck.Nov. 21 (Special)
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Purl
Mrs. Anna Louise Blaine, 68, died
at 2:50 a. m. Friday in her
home on Butler St., Saugatuck, of
a heart ailment. She was born in
Saginaw Dec. 5, 1876 and lived in
Tune up tht faithful old motor Rockford most of her life. She

—

MOTOR TUNE-UP

beforo cold weather eeta
We’ll do It for you

—

BATTERIES

In.

—

ACCESSORIES

MUFFLERS - TAIL

PIPES

PTOWN

U

SHELL SERVICE
CARL TASKER,
N.E. Cor. 7th

A River

Prop.
Ph. 9141

Battery Service
Accessories

PRIMS

came

Saugatuck in 1924 and
taught English and Latin in the
to

Pearl Harbor. Hawaiian islands,
for the past six months, has arrived in Holland and is staying at the
home of his son-in-law and daugh-

Mr. and Mrs. John W. Van
Putten, route 1. He left Pearl
Harbor Nov. 8 on the U. S. S.

SERVICE
8th and Columbia

TEXACO PRODUCTS

REAL ESTATE
SERVICE

Hornet. He plans to be in Holland
until the first of the year when he
will leave for Florida.
Mr. Tasker was surprised to
read in "Late News Flashes.’’ a mi-

French, Prudence Haskln and
Mary Houtman. ExchangiteEver-

Fennville

South Blendon

27 Ytart

FOR RESULTS
U8T YOUR
PROPERTY
WITH

OF

PRINTING
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Hsnry

When You

Order Your

OOSTINQ

Printing From

Realtor

6EORGE SCHREUR

CALL 2371

PRINTING CO.
Between 7th and

THE DUTCH BLOCK

ard Swanty, chairman of
county AAA committee.

the

man

221 Rlvsr

Av*.

Holland
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BUMPING

8t

If. BIG
It’s

I

B.

Phone 4406 177 College Ave.

DISPLAY!

—

TIRII

Jenison.
Pvt. Robert Elzinga of Ft. Benning, Ga., arrived at the home of
his parenU, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Elzinga last Friday for a 15-day
furlough.

Robert Curtiss

of

Hudeon-

ville spoke at the C. E. meeting Sunday evening. Alvin Ensing
of Zutphen provided the special
music.

Avo.

.

HOLLAND WKLDINO
SIRVICK

Wrecker Service

150 Eatt

8th

Phona 6422

UICK-PONTIAC DEALER

Body and Fender
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PORTABLK ILICTRI0

Repairhg

AVE.

VRIELMft
16!

RIVER

MOTOR SALES
RHONE SIN

MOTORISTS

-

LET US INSPECT

YOUR TIRES

REGULARLY

Trowbridge

Grange hall, Wednesday, Dec. 5.
Gun Plains,Silver Creek school,
Wednesday, Dec. 5.
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Phene 8417
Michigan

Ave.

Pbes

Thanksgiving Dinnar
Served 12 to 5:00 P.M.

P.

ill?

VAN RAALTE, Owner

—

Fireproof, weatherproof,rob
proof, rot-# roof, termite-proof,
strong durable. Big asbeotoecomont building bosrdo ... 4
ft x 8 ft No priorityneeded:
buy oil you want for Interior
walls, partitions, eelllngo; exterior sidewalls, roofe, skirting; garagoo. poultry houses,
brooder houoeo, hog houooo...
forme, homos, factories.Bosy

5 West 8th Street

service.

- CALL
C. H.

LAKE

SON

A.
Furniture Upholstering
Repairing
179 E. 8th
Phone 9658

8L

to work with ordinarytoolsYou’ll bo
tfcnlled

at the Mtootlona

WRECKER SERVICE
BODY and FENDER

in fine designs of

BUMPING

WALL

and

PAPER

PAINTING

Uooro delightedwith low pries,

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC CO.
61 W. 8th St

HAAN MOTOR

PRINTING

high quality. Wo recommend
Stonewall board.

Circuit ro, Stationery, Mailing

Forme, Blettera
and Catalogs

Piece o,

See Your Lumber Dealer or

GEO.

MOOI ROOFING CO.

Phono

SC28

28 last 8th Street
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—
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Texaco Products
thoroughly oxportoneod

refrigerationmochanlco work oh

IDEAL
DRY CLEANER

Phuims

LIFE

-
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AMU

FIRES
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PROMPT DELIVERY

WEENER A

10th

Phene SRSt
"Complete PrinUng House"

• gist

SALES

' COM,

FUEL OIL

STEKETEE-VAN HUI3
PRINTING HOUSE, INC.

HUDSON DEALER

Phone 4811

Only

PROMPT

TAVERN

DON'T WAIT

DETERS AUTO CO.
BUN DBTBfti, Mgr;

Qlva your old shabby aulta
New atyla, new comfort and new

Win Help Yon Avoid
Future Tiro Troubles

FRIENI

WINTUt GIMt

Distributorsof

About 86 per cent of Australia’s
saidents are native-born.

HI Keep up yaar

•Hall keep

(fa Tima Ta Change

Garence De Fouw of Muskegon,
fortnerly of Holland, shot an eight

KILDIR whenever yea gap
A superb glam ef bear

In.

• last 7th Street

4)0 Weet 17th ttreet

Rhone 9777

S

RESTAURANT

TWO MOBE GET BUCKS
Carl Volkema, route 1, has returned home from a hunting trip
at Watersmeetwith a 10-point
220-pound deer. IBs companion,

fellowship

Ir the ^Infenml
tmoophoro of tfl* Blglt

WARM

DUTCH MILL

Watson, Osborn school,Monday,

Trowbridge,

Oood

WILDM

ESSENBURO

Telephone 2587

Otsego, former Ford garage,
Friday, Nov. 30.
Lee, Town hail, Monday. Dec. 3.
Salem, Town hall, Monday, Dec.

%

A PERK-UP
AFTER

Please Call for Reoorvatlono

Manlius, Town hall, Tuesday,

TER HAAR AUTO CO.

MARY

MSTAURANt

Dec. 3.

Psistisg

CLOSES ON
SONOBYS

LUBRICANTS

Mra. Henry G. Vruggink and
her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Gerald
Redder of Grand Rapids, attend26.
ed the silver wedding anniversary
Dorr, Town hall, Monday, Nov.
last TViursday evening of Mr. and
26.

Dec. 4.
Martin, Martin Town hall, Tuesday, Dec. 4.
Valley, Millgroveschool, Tues, Dec. 4.
Saugatuck, Sailgatuck Village
hall, Wednesday, Dec. 5.

m

FYNEWEVER

Building A Lumbar Co.

Mrs. Effie Vruggink of Beaverdam apent last Thursday with
Mrs. C. Wabeke.
Visitorsat the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Poskey the past week
w-ere Mr. and Mrs. J. Nleuwima,
Mrs. W. Poll of Grand Raplrs, Mr.
and Mrs. H. H. Vander Molen of
North Blendon and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Poskey and daughters of

3.

NOW ON

,

We win Be

Brink.

Nov. 30.

BEAUTIFUL
It’. BUICK

PAINTING

•

w

at Zeeland.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Zuverink
and children of Borculo visited
In each community,farmers will Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elzlnga Sunelect three regular committeemen day evening.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Hogerwent of
and two alternates.Elected at the
Grand Rapids spent last Thursday
same time will be delegates to a evening with Mr. and Mr*. Harvey

heart attack. She was taken 27.
Thursday afternoonto CommunWayland, Wayland High school,
ity hospital at Douglas, where she Tuesday, Nov. 27.
Fillmore,Town hall, Wednesday,
is now greatly improved.She is
in a room with her neighbor. Mrs. Nov. 28.
Hopkins, HopkinsburgGrange
Mamie Newcombe. who is still in a
cast because of a broken hip. She hall, Wednesday, Nov. 28
Monterey, Town hall, Wednes
expects to be in the cast two or
day, Nov. 28.
three weeks more.
Ganges, Ganges Grange hall,
About 20 member* of Bethel
chapter, O. E. S., attended the Thursday, Nov. 29.
county association at Shelbyville.^ Leighton, Town hall, Thursday,
Mrs. Marian Knight of Detroit,
Overisel, Town hall, Thursday,
worthy grand matron, and Mrs.
Arline Huizenga,of Plalnwell, Nov. 29.
Heath, Hamilton Farm Bureau
garage, Friday, Nov. 30.
Laketown, Town hall, Friday,

Row..

ir

Hope colleee freshmen girls won FoDowifif DischtTf!
Savt Money and Sat#.
op honors Monday •«Sh»
night in the rFirst
Li v/rwy
Orley Van Dyke
Dyke recetv•~r
u«i mi,
annual Nykerk cup contest against ed his discharge from the army air
Your Carl
the sophomore girls. Out of a pos- force Thursday at Ft Sheridan
sible score of 400, the freshman and Is staying with hla wife, the
tallied 361.25 to the sophomores’ former Betty Schlppers, * “
346.66. Each class presenteda home of her parents, 303
musical nlunber, an oration and a 17th
V
iWlled Workmanehtp
one-act play. The program was
Lt. Van Dyks participatedIn 34
staged In Holland High school au- mission* over Japan as'a bombar*
Decker Chevrolet, Inc.
ditorium.
dler mi t B-29. Hah
Hi had been over* Hh at River Ave. Rket
Ruth Koop presented an oration eees since April He
graduated
entitled
____ of
__ the
___ ______
"What
Future T“
for the freshmen. Their musical
number was "I Heard a Forest
Praying," De Rose, sung by a sexUntil
tet competed of Judy Mulder,
Janet Snow,, Clair* .Wierenga,
Marie Buttlar, Alice Marie Parrot
Stinlifd Sspir
and Barbara Van Dyke.
In the freshman play, a comedy,
Snnrloo
"Polly,Put the Kettle On," were
Shirley Martin. Eveline Grey,
— Complete
Pauline Viening, Mary Vande
LUBRICATION IBRVICI
Wege, Carol Prlgge, Jean Sibley
JANS.
and Arlene Wieten. Peggy Prins
ATTIftllt
was captain of the freshmen and
ACCIIiORII!
Ann Vander Veer was Junior coach.
The sophomore oration , "Our N. River
Ph. BIBl
Ml? H.urt 11 to I m.
Efforts Toward Peace," was givI to I ML
en by Jean Wataon. Under an arch
of flowers, Phyllis Darrow sang
"Tis Morning," Speak*. “Girls
Must Talk," also a comedy, was
presented by Virglnls Hemmes,
Joyce Sibley, Mildred Ver Metre,
Lois Van Wyk, Rosemary Finlaw and Carol Jean Hermanc*. “Stub" Wlorema — I. P. Bmlth
Alice Laughllnwas the senior adWelding and Cutting Contrast*!1*
visor and Ruth Hoffman was the

—

county convention to be held Dec.
7 when a county committeewill be
elected for tne coming year.
The AAA chairman laid approximately 5,000 farmers are eligible
to cast ballotsin community elections. This number includes all
fanners who are cooperating in
the agriculturalconservation,sugdaughter, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer ar, or crop insurance program.
Leitz and family.
Under next year’s program, AlMrs. William Hoxie of Wyom- legan county has been allocated
ing park was a guest In the James $147,671 for soil conserving pracMlchen home from Friday to Sun- tices, and committeemen will have
day. Mr. Hoxie came for her Sun- more responsibility in working
day. They expect to go south for with their neighbors to round out
the winter.
soilbuildingplans for each individMichael Crosby Gooding was ual farm.
bom Saturday, Nov. 17, at the Comnvinityelection meetings
Allegan Health Center to Mr. and will start at 8:00 p.m., and will be
Mrs. Kirby Gooding.He is their held in the following places on the
third son.
indicated date:
Mesdames Sophie Knowlton, Allegan, Town hall, Monday,
Henry Lockman and Emery Burch Nov. 26.
were Grand Rapids visitors last
Casco, Town hall, Monday, Nov.

8th on

College Ave.

Bonbarditr Arrhre*

Schedule Set

county O. E. S. meeting at ShelbyCheshire, Town hall, Tuesday,
ville last Tuesday night. Mrs. Lo- Nov. 27.
Gyde, Town hall, Tuesday, Nov.
la Jackson was stricken with a

FROM OUR

traditional bonfire.

AAA

meographed bulletinprinted on
the ship, an item concerning Holland's Tulip festival, cancelled
during the war. but to be resumed next May. The item mention- Wednesday.
About two hours after her reed the name of Earnest C. Brooks
turn from attending the Allegan
as chairman.

YOU GAIN

.

grand electa, were present. All of ett Kisinger was in charge of
musical arrangements. Opening
the county chapters were repreprayer was pronouncedby John J.
sented. Mrs. Leota Hutchinson
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hufchtn- and Mrs. Lorraine Chapmah of Riemerama, High school principal.
Guests of Exchangite* were
son and son, Lynn, visited her Fennvilleofficiated as chaplain
Dale Fris, Galr Van Llere, Roband
Ruth
at
the
Initiation.
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ert Van Zsnten and Dale Van
The house occupied by Mr. and Lente, all from Holland, and all
Tendick,at Holt from Friday to
Sunday evening. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. A. B. Dorr a nee has been dischargedservicemen.
Tendick and Mr. and Mrs. Getus sold and will be occupied by Mr.
ExchangiteMilton L. Hlnga anMoore of Lansing plan to spend and Mrs. John K. Andrews and nounced the annual football banThanksgivingwith Mr. and Mrs. son. Mrs. Andrews, the former quet for Monday, Dec. 3, at 6:30
Marianne Hutchinson,is a grand- p.m.
Hutchinson here.
daughter
of the late Mrs. Alice
Mrs. Edith Post and Mrs. William Link left Monday for their Hutchinson, who owned the house.
homes in Englewood and Ocala, Since his release from the navy,
Fla. Mrs. Post has been here all Mr. Andrews has been employed
Rev. J. Wolterink of Forest
summer and Mrs. Link the past at the Fennville Milling Co.
Grove and Rev. H. Fikse exchang- soph captain.
10 days.
ed pulpits Sunday.
Thanksgivingguests of Mr. and
Student Council President Alan
Mr. and Mrs. A. De Witt of
Mrs. D. W. Wadsworth will inElection
Borculo spent a day last week
clude their son, Raymond, Mr. and
with Mr. and Mrs. G Rynsburger
Mrs. Charles Sheffer of Allegan
“From pUns to past*
and children.
and Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Do man
Mrs.
Albert
Nyhuls
spent
Friof Ganges.
key
the homo of
day In Holland with her sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wadsworth
Mrs. Henry Leeuw.
left Tuesday to spend ThanksgivThe schedule for AAA commit- Mrs. W. Van Harn and son
your hoarfs desire”
ing with the latter’s family in
Batavia, 111. They will be Joined teemen electionsin Allegan coun- spent Sunday afternoon with the
family of Mr. and Mra. A. Hoffthere next Tuesday by his broth- ty was announced today by Leon-

high school for 20 years. She also
owned and operated a novelty er, D. W. Wadsworth and wife,
shop, Vanity Fair, during the sum- who will accompany them to Florida for the winter at Melbourne
mer months.
Surviving are two daughters, and Braden Castle where each
Mrs. Ralph Tyndall of Grand Rap- has a home.
Leon Shepard is recuperating
ids and Mrs. Norma Jelen of Saugatuck and Niles; also a grand- slowly at Blodgett hospital where
son, Steven Tyndall of Grand Rap- he submittedto a major operation
about three weeks ago. Mrs.
Shepard is with him.
E. C Richards is to undergo an
Finds Tulip Time Notice
operation at Blodgett hospital today.
In Ship’s News Bulletin
Mrs. Roy Sharpe went to ChiH. M. Tasker of this city, formcago Sunday to a^end a few
er restaurant owner who has been
employed in the navy shipyards at weeks with her son-in-lawand

ter.

a Global World" was

Lubbers, Hope college president,
addressedExchsngites Monday
noon at their meeting in the
Warm Friend tavern. “There are
two trends with reference to man
in this world and his trying to

Ths new 1946 Buick has arrived
at the Ter Haar Auto Co, 150 East
Eighth St, of which Arie Ter
Haar is manager. “With new’ advanced atyllng, scores of important changes and Improvements in
appearanceand design makes our
exhibit of the new Bullcks some-

n Accident

Hurt

In

the subject on which Dr. Irwin J.

NEW BUICKS ABI

Local Attoney Is

MX?

______

Station

Oil products for the past 20 years,
13 of which have been at his present location.William Habers assists the owner with his work.

-Harry Redder at the Zeel- Staver presidedat
_
ths program
and city hall.
and presentedthe
ba cup to Peggy
Harvey EUnbaas and Stanley Prtns. Hi* numerals
rala of the freshVrugglnk returned home Saturday man class will be engravedon the
from the north, each bringing cup.
Tex., Kansas State
back a deer.
While waiting for the dedaton hattan. and Santo
A harvest sale was held at the
the
Mrs. W. Oirtia son of Mr. and
school house last Friday evening Snow, Dr^ESn HoUaabach and
with the proceeds of $46.90 going Prof. William Schrier, student
mw mm win v*
to the PTA. Herman Brink was council representatives,gave out
He was a former
auctioneer.
penalties to a large number of Sentinel
Mr. and Mrs..D. Vroggtnk spent freshman who had not followed
last Thursday evening with Mr. rules during the wearing of the
Winston Churchill’s
n««n. Bun
Bunny Goff led group singand Mrs. Harold Helhn.
Jennie Jerome, bon In
Immediately aftor the contest, New York. Her father,
ths student body preceded to the ust Belntont, started bona
Hope athletic field where the
In the United States.
freshmen burned their pots In the

Mrs.

your equipment whoa you

.eall

2150 for service

Work done

fimo
Our specialists know eommorelilref rigs rollon and hew to koop K officiant
right the first

Is ohospost always.

Stitch In

Time Sevee Nine”

PHONI TVS
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Made Up

of

Ten Dollar Pay

Hinting Death

CHS Cage Team
Vets

amber

21

Five more practice wttiems remained todAy for the experienced
Chrii¥an High school Maroon
baaketball team beforfe they open
the 1945-46 season in a game with
^eetern State High school In
Kalamazoo Nov. 30. They have a
Jong way to go if they hope to
top a veteran Western State crew
which last season beat the locals
1b the second game of the season,
30-14.

Coach John “Cooney’Tuls has
been working with his boys every
night for the last two weeks and
has a first string working on offense and a second string work-

Michigan In

Bob Altena and Fred Brieve, forwards; Earl Dykstra and Kearney
Zoerhof. guards and Dale Artz,

Marv

qlass A teams, fans are doubtful

that the Maroons can improve

in Manchester, Sept. 22. The bride
their record of nnie wins and 11 MARRIED IN ENGLAND
Dorothy Mary Swift, daughter wore a white gown of silk taffeta,
losses of 1944-45.
Now a class B school, Christian of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Swift, a 20-year-old tulle veil and carried a bouquet of white carnalost only two men from last sea24 Hardcastle Ave., Chorlton- tions. Pfc. Bernard J. Kole, broson's team and they were both
reserves.Mart Stegink and Walt Cum-Hardy, Manchester 21, Eng- ther of the bridegroom,was on
land, and S/Sgt. William M. Kole, special leave from the Third army
Boerman.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin in Germany to assist his brother
• Last season’s Maroon and White
Kole, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben- as best man. Sgt. Kole has been
aggregation was a hot and cold
jamin Kole of Central park, were in England for 22 months with
dub. When they were right, they
married at St Clements church the Eighth air force.
were stiff competition for strong

teams, but when they were off,
they were easy victims of weak
teams. As an example, they defeated Grand Rapids South, one
of the power teams in the Grand
Rapids city league, 36-28, but were
badly, beaten by KalamazooSt.

,

j

' Fifteen of the nation’s majorIndustries have been created in
the last 60 years, providing jobs
for 15 million

persons.

Woman

’s

Literary Club

Hears Review of Book

Augustine, 45-28.
Mrs. James K. Miller, Jr., of
Christian has two good scorers
in fred Brieve and Bob Altena and Grand Rapids charmed members
these two boys, in addition to Dale of the Woman’s Diterary club
Artz, give the team considerable Tuesday afternoon with her recital
height The gang is scrappy, paced of the story of "My Indian Famby Artz, aggressive Keamey Zoer- ily, ’’ based on the book of that

hof and hard-workingEarl Dyk- name 'by Hilda Wehmer, an
stra. They are fairly strong in re- Austrian woman. Although the
serve strength with George Slik- author called it fiction, Mrs.
kers and Jim Dampen as the best Miller pointed out that the book
each, standing some chance of apparently was based on fact
Impersonatingthe mother, and
freaking into the starting linespeaking in the first person, Mrs.
Miller made the story of the young
It’s generally agreed that if the
boys set their minds to it, they Austrian girl who married the
Indian scientist, a very real one.
could bring Christiana highly
It was a poignant story, revealsuccessfulcage season. It remains
ing the differencesof religionsand
to be seen whether the strength
customs in a land where they
that lies in their ranks will be
"produce miracles with great
brought out occasionally or con-

,

.

,

Proposed Vacating of Alleys at the
j following locations: /
X- That part of the alley between
16th and 17th Streets from Maple
to Washington Avenues abutting
on Dots 11 to 15 inclusive,awl'
Lots 22 to 26 inclusive, of Vanden
-

Bosch's Subdivision.
2. That alley between 20th and
21st Streets from Van Raalte Avenue and running east to a poinH
approximately110.7 feet west of

company said.

But the union wants a flat 30
By Esther Van Wagoner Tufty
per cent raise.
Washington,Nov. 21— Although
both Democrat and Republican If granted, the union's scale
would give the typical worker
politiciansagree that Pearl HarS1.49J an hour, or $71.00 for a 45
bor will not make a good election

Beelen, George Slikkers, Roger
Kole, Jim Dampen and George
Menken.
The Maroons of this season are
a veteran outfit but with a rugged
schedule, which includes several

mented at a miscellarfeousshower
given Thursday night by Mrs.
Dennis Steinfort in the Harry
Steinfort - home, 536 Washington
Ave. Games were played and * r
‘ vo-course lunch was served.
tH» guest list included Misses
Arlene De Ridder, Betty Vender*
Wege, Carma Maatman, Evelyn
George, Adele McAllister, Ruth
Kruithof, and Letty Barnes and
Mrs. Harry Steinfort

•

cent increase with a 45 hour work
week. This would give the typical
worker an average of $60.09, the

Washington

pee-

bride-to-be, was compli-

I

During its negotiationswith the
union since V-J day the company has offered a flat 10 per

ing on defense. First stringersare

'3

«

The 1945 Michigandeer hunting Detroit,Nov,
-Theaccident toll Wednesday climbed average General Motors factory
to 18 with report of two more worker has a JlO-a-week pay raise
deaths. The wounded toll remain- at stake In the strike against the
ed at 34.
nation’s biggest corporation.
Newest fatalities included;
That’s approximatelythe' difFloyd H. Green, 36, Flint, died ference between what General
of a cerebral hemorrhageafter Motors has offered and what the
united automobileworkers union
hunting near West Branch.
James MacGillivary, 66, Bay (CIO) demands.
The typical GM factory worker
City, died of a heart attack in a now earns 31,12 to $1.15 an hour
West Branch hospital.
in base pay.
Of tbe total number of deaths,
During the war, General Mot10 were caused by gunshot wounds, ors said, this typical worker put
one by an automobile accident and in 45 i hours a week. This brought
seven by natural causes.
him $55.49 weekly.

Fnin’ffCS Outfit

center. Second stringers are

l« Feted at Shower
Miss Harriett gtelnfort a

Raise at Stake

Toll Rises to 18

••

December Bride-elect

'

'

Washington Avenue.
3. That alley between 20th and

21st Streets running the entire distance from Harrison to Cleveland
Avenues.
Holland, Michigan, Nov. 9, 1945.
WHEREAS, several of the proSHOWN CUTTING CAKE
Diteraryclub. The bride is the perty owners abutting on 16th and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Volkers are former Henrietta Van Dls, daugh- 17th Streets from Maple to Washshown cutting their wedding cake ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dis ington Avenues, abutting on Lqta
at the reception following their of East Saugatuck. (Penna-Sas 11 to 15 inclusive,and Lot 22 to
Dr. Yoakum, University
marriage Nov. 17 in the Woman’s photo.)
26 inclusive, Vanden Bosch’s SubOf Michigan Dean, Die*
division, have requested that that
part of the alley in the rear of
Ann Arbor, Nov.
—Dr.
their premises, be VACATED, disClarence S. Yoakum, dean of the
continued and abolished,and
school of graduate study at the
By Bill Thake
any animals htit are slow to
WHEREAS, several of the
University of Michigan, died sudNow that the squirrel and rab- move and appear sick, shoot them property owners abutting on 20th
denly last night from a heart
bit hunting season is in full $wing and Jeave them lay. Never handle
attack at the dinner table of his
and 21st Streets from Van Raalte
the reporting of a few cases of any sickly looking animals with Avenue and running east to a point
home. He was 66.
The average hired man on a
Yoakum, who had been associa- tularemia is to be expected. It Is bare hands after shooting them. approximately110.7 feet west of
Minnesota fur farmer has Washington Avenue, have requestMichigan farm now makes $68.80 ted with the university for 15 a disease diiefly of rabbits and
a month— but it took a global war years, was appointed dean in Jan- squirrels.But all other animals trained an otter to retrieve small ed that the alley in the rear of
game and according to Emil Liors their premises, more particularly
to do it (in 1940 the average was uary, 1935. Bom in Deavenworth and even man are subject to it.
It is an infectiousdisease that the otter lias it all over a dog on
$29 a month.)
county, Kansas, he took his Ph.
described as Lot:, 3 to 16 inclusive,
in psychologyat the Univer- can easily be transmitted to man duck retrieving.
and Lots 33 to 46 inclusive, of Mcthrough an abrasion in the skin
If your metal tackle box shows
Conscientiousobjectors who have sity of Chicago in 1908 and in
Bride’s Addition, be VACATED,
whenever
direct contact is made signs of rust and wear, a little
served for four years or more, re- 1909 he was named head of the
discontinuerd and abolished,and
with
an
infected
animal,
or polishing with steel wool and a
gardless of age, are soon to be philosophy and psychology departWHEREAS, several of the prothrough eating infected meat that coat of enamel will make it aldischarged. Michigan had four out ment at the University of Texas,
perty owners abutting on 20th and
has
no*
been
thoroughly
cooked
most
as
good
as
new.
of 149 civilian public servicecamps serving there until 1917.
21st Streets running the entire disWhen feeding or sleeping,geese tance from Harrisonto Geveland
and projects in the United States. He joined the army attaining to completelydestroy the caustive organism.
always have at least one goose,
Wellston, 149 objectors; Ypsilanti the rank of major in psychologiSoon after exposurethe disease usually a gadder, on guard. Dur- Avenues, have requested that the
State hospital,75; East Dansing cal warfare service.He served as
makes the patient uncomfortableing the shooting season pheasants alley in the rear of their premises,
project, 20; Kalamazoo hospital, dean of literatureschool in 1929
more particularly described as
20.
at Northwestern university. He and a glandular swelling creates a are smart as a fox. Sometimes Lots 1 to 12 inclusive, and Lots 25
genera1
systemic
disturbance
that
they
will
fly
but
usually
they
was the author of two textbooks.
to 36 inclusive, of Slagh's Addition,
manage to keep out of sight of
Yoakum is survived by his wife, is frequently fatal.
Although assistant minority
be
VACATED, discontinuedand
And since it is a highly com- the hunter and sneak away as
leader Earl Michner did his level Louise Branch Story Yoakum.
abolished,
municable
disease, here are a few silently as a mouse, A mortally
best to make the Democrat house Services were planned for today.
THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLsuggestions to help avoid contract- wounded deer usually falls forDeader McCormacksay no legislaing this dreaded sickness. Always ward but a moose wtien hard hit VED, that the Common Council of
tion of importance would come up
Dairy Industry’s Eight
be suspicious of any wild game almost always falls back on It’s the City of Holland deem it advisto interfere with a Thanksgiving
able to VACATE, discontinue and
that lack pep and never under hunches.
vacation, there remains a possi- Point Program to Stay
abolish
the aforementioned alleys.
any circumstanceshandle any In eastern Tennessee the debility that somethingmight break
And the Common Council hereEast Dansing, Nov. 21
animals found dead.
scendants of a pair of wild Ruswhich would allow but 24 hours TTie dairy industry’s eight point
When cleaning game . always sian boar that escaped from a by appoints Wednesday, December
notice to absent congressmen.Mc- quality and efficiency program wear rubber gloves If you have
game preserve roamed the moun- 19, 1945, as the time and place
Cormack made that clear and then will be continued ir Michigan this any scratches or other abrasions tains and became so large in num- when the Council will meet to
added to the confusion by saying year, the Michigan State college on the hands. If you run across bers that the state established a hear objections to same.
he didn't e .pect any.
By order of the Common Coun.extension service announced toshort open season on them. The

issue— yet the hearingsare operating under a cloud of partisanship. Every preliminary step taken
by the joint senate-house investigating committee has been marked by controversy across party
lines. Some of the Republicans
have given the distinctimpression
that they are most interested in
convicting the departed wartime
president of negligence than in an
orderly presentationof the unbaised truth. Some Democrats may
have contributed to the suspicion
that pertinent informationmight
be withheld.

hour week.
At 40 hours of work the typical base pay now is $46.00. With
GM's 10 per cent offer it would
lx* $50.60. Under the union’s proposal it would be $59.80.
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Outdoor News and Views

A

D.

History

Army

charm.”
Mrs. Miller, who has appeared
The Maroon and White will before the olub on numerous ocpractice tonight after which casions, again justifiedher popthey take a four - day vaca- ularity with her artistic performtion during the Thanksgivingholiance.
day,. returning to regular pracMr*. Randall Bosch presided at
tice drills db Monday, Tuesday, the meeting. Announcement was
Wednesday and Thursday of next made of a meeting of the child
study group next Tuesday at 1
p.m. in the club house. Mrs. W.
Gomez of the Hope college music
Uriel BiU of Sale Be
faculty will speak on "The Parent, Child, and Music," and will
Used in Ynle Tree Sales
L. R. Arnold, Ottawa, county illlustrateher talk with records
agent states that thousands of of songs which she has made in
Christmas trees will be sold by connection with her new plan to
Ottawa county landowners and bring music to all children of

Making

Divisions

sistently.

'

•

try

4th Infantry Division
(Famous Fourth)

;

Even Santa Claus can't get the

M-

boars are hunted with dogs and

Special recognition will be giv- Urge Increase in Sale
rifles and are undoubtably the
best of whai’i left cf WPB . . .
en to the need for proper handmost dangerous game in Amer’
ica. Hiey unhestitatingly attack
Conspicuousfor bravery on D- there’ll .still be a toy shortage this ling of milk and cream from the 0( Small Size Bondi
and if the hunter misses t!ie boar's
day in Normandy. The divisions Christmas.Cupid is doing better moment they are produced on the Washington. Nov.
8th infantry regiment stormed . . . Diamond prospects are bright^ fami to the time they reach the State war bond chairmen were murderous tusks can make short
er . . .
consumer. It is hoped that by urged by the war finance commit- work of him.
ashore at Utah beach— the first
improving quality through better tee today to increase their efforts
American troops to touch the
Most demobilization complaints handlingmethods, maximum con- to reacn small bond buyers.
coast of France. Earned three unit
now coming to senators are about sumption of dairy products cac
The committee said gales in the Bell to Grant Higher
citationsfor heroic action in Nor$11,000,000,000Victory loan drivq
mandy. Fought at Cherbourg and lack of transportationfor GI's be assured.
stuck overseas with enough points
now are high, but only because of Pay to Returning Vets
St. Do. Stormed the Siegfried line
Detroit, Nov. 21— The Michigan
for discharge ... so says Senator STATE SELLS LAND
the large number of $1,000 bond
and fought in Huertgen forest. In
Bell Telephonecompany today anDavid Walsh of Massachusetts.
Lansing, Nov.
.-High- purchasers.
school age.
the Battle of the Bulge held the
urges all sellers of such trees to
way commissioner Charles M. Special drives have been made nounced that, in recognitionof exMrs.%Alex Van Zanten and Mrs. line in Duxembourg. By V-E day
guard against selling such without
New
High in Washington con- Ziegler today announced sale of to sell bonds of this size however, perience in the armed forces, it
John Vander Hill were hostesses. had reached the Austrian border.
issuinga bill of sale.
fusion . . . Some of the cherry 204 parcels of land in Oakland and officials predicteda sharp will grant increased starting pay
Total casualties 21,550.
state act requires anyone
trees blossomed last week!
county. The property, once bought drop in total sales unless greater rates to returning veterans entertransportingChristmas trees to Froebel School FT
for possible highway use but now efforts are made to reach more ing the company’s service for the
first time.
have in his possessiona bill of sale.
British in Washington says the of no further value to the high- small bond buyers.
George M. Welch, president of
In Order to make the act effective Group Elects Officers
Individual sales to date total
wife of Prime Minister Attlee re- way department, brought $151,Mrs. Charles Rich was elected __ .
temporarypolice posts will be essembles Mrs. Truman . . . both 498, $44,286 above the appraised $2,438,000,000,including $651,000.- the company, said the extent of
tablished throughout the state. president of the Froebel school MAJ0R L?AGlT?.
000 in E bonds. The individual the increase will depend upon the
are shy and "stay-at-home’’types value.
Seven Up (2)
There will also be individual in- Parent -Teachersassociation at a
goal is $4,000,000,000and the E experienceof veterans while in
Adler, 571; B. Slagh, 489; (1.
meeting Tuesday night in the
spectionsat work, Arnold says.
bond goal Ls $2,000,000,000.The the armed forces. He emphasized,
Roble, 488; W. Reagan, 576: J.
however, that the practice will not
Blank bills of sale may be ob- school library.Other officers
drive closes Dec. 8.
Dew&ndowski, 531: total. 2,655.
the
eliminatethe element of judgetained at state police barracks, elected include Mrs. Harold BeerFox De Luxe (1)
ment In the Individual hiring of
conservation headquarters,agri- nink, vice-president;Mrs. Russell
C. Looman, 606: T. Malewitz,
new employee*.
Kelly Names Boardman
cultural agent's office and from Kleis, secretary and Edwin Doo485: W. Stolp. 461: F. Demmen,
"The new practicesimply grants
the department of agriculture. man, treasurer.
552: J. Mills, 535; total, 2,639.
Fourth Circuit Judge
Dr.
William
Goulooze,
acting
recognition to the fact that the
Lansing.
Lansing, Nov.
-Gov- veteran has undergone a measure
The bill of sale requires the president presided at the first
White’s Market (S)
ernor Kelly todqy appointed Har- of developmentuseful in the telesignature of two witnesses. If an meeting of the new semester and
Steggerda,518; J. Timmer.
ry D. Boardman, Jackson, as judge phone business while in the armowner of trees is transportingtrees led devotions. Group singing W'as
460; M. Brower. 406; H. De Neff.
of the fourth judicial circuit to ed forces,"Welch said. “For such
taken from his own land, he need led by Miss Margaret Van Vyven,
563; E. De Neff. 534; total. 2.481.
succeed Judge Benjamin Williams purposes, veterans are placed into
only show legal document which accompaniedby Mrs. Beernink. A
Fillmore Creamery (0)
two general classifications:1.
play
about
the
life
of
the
Pilwho resigned Sept. 19.
denotes ownershipof property. In
B. Andringa. 448: D. Bertram.
grims, was given by a group of
Boardman formerly served as Those with no communicationsexsuch case he needs no bill of sale.
474: C. Wood. 468; J. Draper, 431;
Jackson municipal judge and lat- perience but in whom military
Blank bills of sale will be issued first graders under the direction
of Miss Gertrude Altbuis. A solo R. Dieffers,473; total, 2,294.
er served three successive terms service has developed maturity
upon request by the agricultural
was presented by Mary Dou Van
as county prosecutor. After one and certain other abiliUes. 2.
agent
Haan Motor (2)
Dyke, accompanied by Mrs. B.
term as assistantattorney general, Those withi communicationsexperB. Haan, 504; G. Haan, 439; J.
Kuite.
he has continued his private law ience related to telephone occupations, or have had specialized
Refreshments were served by Wecner, 516; J. Peters. 431; J.
practice.
training courses while in the sermothers of the sixth grade pupils. Schreur. 551; total, 2,441.
Boardman
is a past president of
Hansen Drug (1)
vice."
the Michigan Prosecutors associaR. Metzger, 503; B. Bosnian,
tion, past president of the JackJunior Welfare League
467; R. Wilkinson.512: H. Armson County Bar association amj Ann Arbor Prices Geared
strong. 454; G. Garbrecht, 522;
Holds Meeting in Club
is a member of the State and Amtotal, 2,458.
erican Bar associations.
For Workers, Not Students
At the regular meeting of JunHe was born Dec. 22, 1892, in
ior Welfare league in the WoAnn Arbor, Nov.
Hart Cooley (8)
1 man’s Diterary club
Tuesd<>
Jackson, graduated from Jack- William Akers, president of the
Mack. 453; W. Haiker, 484;
night, Mrs. Don Deenhouts and B. Colton, 563: W. Adamatis, 493;
son High school and the Uni- University Veterans organization
Mrs. Gerald Breen, co-chairman H. Slighter.511; total. 2„504.
versity of Michigan law school. at the University of Michigan,
Pvt.
Robert
Derr
8/8gt Richard Derr
of the bazaar committee, urged
Elks (Forfeit)
S/Sgt. Richard Derr and Pvt High school in Chicago and has During World war I he served charged today that "pricesin Ann
all members to have their materwith the 119th field artillery.
Arbor are geared for war workers,
Robert Derr are the sons of Mr. lived in Holland five years. His
ials ready at the next meeting. COMMERCIAL LEAGUE
not veterans or other students at
wife and son reside with his parNew members of the league have
and Mr*. Philipp Derr, route 1.
X. L. Machine (2)
DIVORCE AWARDED
the university."
ents.
taken over the making of lapel
B. Batema 444: R. Slighter.466;
Sgt Derr, who is awaiting shipGrand Haven, Nov. 21 (Special) Akers said a survey in which
Pvt. Derr, now in Budingen, Gerpins.
Bagladi, 481: A. Knipe, 471; J. ment home from Metz, France, many, with a heavy field artillery, —Alice Yonker was awarded a comparativecosts of living wer?
Mrs. John Donnelly, president, Bagladi. 438: total, 2,300.
where he served with the ordnance headquarters battery, entered ser- decree of divorce from Keith studied was the basis of his statewas in chdrge of the meeting.
Swift Ice Cream (1)
. ^3
of a heavy automotive mainten- vice in June, 1944 and took his Yonker, in the Ottawa .circuit
Russell, 363: W. Hop, 369: ance company, entered service in trainingat Ft. Bragg, N. C. and Ft. court Tuesday afternoon. The ; "At a time when veterans are
W. Fischer, 384: C. Conrad, 382; December, 1942, and took his Sill, Okla. He has been overseas parties, both from Holland, have trying to economize,rental and
Copt James Whitaher
N. Unema 494; handicap, 255; trainingat Camp Hpwze and Camp since April. He and his brother no children.Mrs. Yonker was giv- living costs here are higher than
total, 2,247.
To Speak at Trinity
Barkely,Tex., and at Woodbury met at Metz in September and en the Restorationof’ her maiden those of any Michigan town of
comparable size,” Akers said.
Plans are complete for the apcollege, Lo* Angeles, Cal. He they spent the week-end together. name, Alice Jansen.
De Loot Drugs (2)
He said that "even the univerpearance of Capt. James C. Whitwear* five battle star*, the unit He also attended Chicago schools
Gerritsen, 335; Boudreau, 410;
Union of South’ Africa led In sity-maintained and so-called
aker, second in command of the
merit citation, ETO ribbon and and was graduated from Crane
Groot, 481; the Good Conducf ribbon. He was Tech. His wife and daughter live gold production in 1942 with 14,- profit Cafeterias are operating at
famous capt. Eddie Rickenback- Hoover, 489;
120, OCKT troy ounces.
a decided profit "
er plane, Friday at 7:30 pjn. in Hamm, 525; handicap,192; total, graduated from fcrane Technical with his parents.
X4XL
Trinity Reformed church. Capt
, . Felon Service (1)
Whitaker, who tells . a dramatic
!• 1 •
Klom parens, 446; Felon, 438;
story of privation and ultimate
Bakker, 466; Galster,566'; De
rescue,will apeak here under ausNeff, 483: Hotel, 2,399.
pices of the Young Women's LeaRun Reader
gue for Service of Trinity church.
Se&et Decorators(8)
•TATE* PAgSBl,
”,
Mrs. Harold Beernink,organ* H. Doane, 515; J. Van Dyke.
Wten it comes time for Michi Ut, and Miss Norma Albers, pian(DOtw*
Oh
450; A. Bouman, ‘ 472; J. Baldto head out its annual
ist, will open the program with
valuable football* player two numbers, "Adagio, ’’ Beet- win, 438; B. Selles, 479; handicap,
201: total,
^
attention wilf have
hoven, and ''Finlandia,"Sibelius.
Zwleps Seed (!)
halfback Russ ReadThe choir, under directionof Miss
H. Ehrich, 455;
Bouman,
Margaret Van Vyven, will sing 503;. J. Marcus,’.421; D. Zwiep,
excels in passing and
"Praiw the Lord, O Jerusalem.5
He hfHl points Maunder, and "Beside Still Wat- 496; R. LieDers,486; total, 2,361.
Lev
end has completed
«rs,’’ Hamblen, and the offertory REFUSE FRANCHISE
for a net gain of
number will be "Kamennoi OsAlbion, Nov.
—The Al«te KNOWN IW-X?- .
>•. *
!< v
trow." by Rubinstein. Dr. ft D, bion Gas. and Light Co. today
U
Terkeurat, church pastor, win con- (bund itself without a franchise
river, duct a brief devotional period.
1412 ChaihpUin had sent
While enroute to Huronis
after voters rejected a 30 year
yesterday. 4 60 per cent
ha diKovartalake Huron at
Bml 4 to iiva among

cil.

Oscar Peterson, City Gerk.

.
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Mackay

Drills 23

In Circuit Court
—Four

Basketball practice was going
on In earnest at Holland High
school this week, following com-

»

aS&r

pletionof the footballschedule, as

m

Coach Malcolm Mackay drilled 23
first teariT prospects for the open-

ing

Grand Haven, Nov. 21 (Special)
persons appearedin circuit
court Tuesday for sentencing.
Francis De Witt, 38, route 2.
Hudsonville,who pleaded guilty
Nov. 3 to a charge of larceny involving equipment on the Walter
Wldemeyer farm in Zeeland tow-m
ship which has since been returned
to the owner, was sentenced to pay
$25 fine and $8 costs which he paid
rather than serve 30 days.

Team

:•

T'

Hills, Friday, Dec. 7.

Mackay

expected to cut the
squad today or next Monday to
about 13 or 14 boys.
The Dutch schedule is a much
talked about subject around the
Southwesternconference because
it is a rocky cage card which will
see the Dutch battling not only
the first-classconference teams
twice but three other outfits which
have powerful teams, Jackson,
Lansing Sexton and Ottawa Hills.
It was popularly believed a couple weeks ago that Ottawa Hills
would be the only thing close to a
breather on the Dutch card but it
was learned today that the Ottawa
Indians will probably be the most
powerful team in Grand Rapids.
They have a host of veterans on
the team including the sensational
youngster, Jim Montgomery.
Mackay has lost three regulars
from last season's team. His high
scorer, Louie Van Dyke; his aggressive guard, Al Van Meeteren,
and a highly talented forward,
Ken Zuverink. They were the
mainsprings in the Dutch offensive
which took them to the state semi-

m

AUTUMN WEDDING

mums tied Rapids, who also pleaded guilty
with knotted ribbon streamers Nov. 3 to a forgery charge, was
and bows to match their gowns. placed on probation for two years
Patsy Ann Miller,cousin of the and ordered to pay $2.50 a month
costs and pay all outstanding
bride, tl ring bearer, wore a gown

quets of rosea and baby

In an autumn wedding performed Saturday at 9 a.m. by Rev.

J.

M. We.stdorpin St. Francis de
Sales church, Miss Carolyn Ryzanca, daughter of Stanley Ryzanca of Munising, became the
bride of John M. Wlodarczyk,son
of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wlodarczyk. 20 North River Ave. The
double ring ceremony was perfinals at East Lansing.
The two regulars returning are formed before a background of
center Leo Vander Kuy, six-foot- palms and bouquets of baby mums,
four, and speedy Jack Van Dorple. ferns and white mixed bouquets
Coach Mackay's job ahead is dedicatedto the Blessed Virgin

of white with soft pink satin neck-

line and a tulle skirt with scattered pink satin bows. Her headdress of white veiling was held in
place with a tiny pearl headband.
She carried the rugs on a unite
lace satin muff.
Walter Wlodarczyk.brolher of
the groom was best man and ush-

He is to pay back the
amount of the $87 check, keep a
record of his earnings and expenditures and leave intoxicating lidebts.

quors alone.

Mrs. Mary M. Van Dyke, 22,
Muskegon, charged with forging a
check for $14, was placed on probation for a year and was ordered
to pay $2.50 a month costs and
ers were Frank Walenga of Grand
Rapids and Stanley and Peter pay back the amount of the check.
Wlodarczyk.Altar boys were
about the biggest since he started Mary.
Sister Mary Reinilda presented Frank Wlodarczyk.Warren Victcoaching at the local high school
four years ago. He must, in limited organ music and the children's or. Edgar Setter and Kenneth
time,

because of the

four-day choir sang.

and Mrs. William Goulooze,and
family and also Mr. and Mrs.
James Vos on Thanksgiving.Mr.

seminary student.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Morlock,
Clarence Ceasr. 23, 37 Elliott St., 141 Wen 19th St., are leaving
who pleaded guilty Nov. 3 to a today for Pontiac to spend Thankscharge of forgery, was placed on giving day with their son-in-law
probation for three years. Hp al- and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Charlegedly forged two checks, one of les Thomson, and family.
$37.52 and the other for $47.53.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Van Osa
Conditions of the probation are of Castle park, will entertain at
that he pay $2.50 a month costs, Thanksgivingdinner their children
not interfere with anyone else'i and grandchildren,Mr. and Mrs.
wife, leave kll intoxicatingliquors Edward Stillstra. Kiren Sue and
alone, stay out of all places where Eddy, Mr. and Mra. Ernes. ZoarIntoxicating liquors are sold or hof and Sally, and the great grandserved, turn over one-third of hli parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
earnings each week to the proba Klompareni and H. J. Van Osa, all
tion officerwhich is to be applied of Holland.
on the amount of the checks he
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
forged until complete restoration
Mr.
and Mrs. M. Oudemool reis made.
Robert C. Steketee, 22. Grand ceived a cablegram from Bahrein,

*

game with Grand Rapids Ot-

tawa

ard Koppenaal. 139 West 11th St.,
first time in three
years this week at their parents'
home. The brothers joined the
navy together, but John was assigned to a ship which was in the
Pacific for the most part while
Arnold's ship was in the Atlantic
ares. Arnold came home In October with his discharge. John, now
home on leave, expects his discharge next month.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Goulooze, 151
East 14th St., will entertain their
son and daughter • in - law, Rev.

met for the

Sentence Four

'

CaiihtesFor
ifflS Cage
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Victor.

Vos

is a

Sm

Dutch Gridders Win 3, Lose
The Holland High

school foot-

ball team, during the 1949 aeason,

won

three gamee, lost five and

tied one for a percentage of 479.

The Dutchmen were edged by the
oppositionIn almost every department except passing,the statistics reveal.

At the beginning of the season
the Dutch expected to win more
games than they would lose. They
figured probable victories over
Traverse City, Western State
High. Kalamazoo St. Augustine,
St. Joseph and Grand Haven. They
hoped for an upset In Southwest
conference games with Muskegon,
Muskegon Heights, Benton Harbor
and Kalamazoo.
The Dutch had their plans upset when they were defeatedby
an inspiredSt. Joe crew 13*0 and

Grand Haven managed •

tie In
the closing minutes of their game
with the Dutch last week.
Paul Cambum explained the
season something like thla shortly after the Bucs had tied Holland. 7-7.
"We were an up and coming team
until after the game with Muskegon High. We had won three
games, lost one and were highly
keyed for Muskegon. Every boy
Arabia, telling of the safe arrival gave all he could in that Muskethere of their daughter, Mrs. C. A. gon bailie. We got all the breaks
Rodstrom, and children. Charles and the boy* played their heart*
Martin and Robert Edward. Mrs. out to win and yet we lost, 18-12.
Rodstrom joined her husband who It took the life out of the team
has been in Bahrein for some time. and they never regained the form,
Jerry Rose, who has been ac- nor Ihe spirit, they had showed
cepted for missionary service in previous to the encounter with
New Guinea under auspices of the the Reds "
Association of Baptists for World
Cambum probably knows the
Evangelization,will speak and situation better than anyone else
show two reels of Kodachrome mo- and that's the way he summed It
tion pictures in Immanuel church up. And it was probablyobvious
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
to Mr. and Mrs. Average Fan too
Mr. and Mrs. Orlo Barton and that the club never packed the
infant son, 693 State St., are vis- wallop in recent garnet that It
iting Mrs. Barton'sparent*. Mr. had during early season tilts.
Holland looked green but with
and Mrs. Fred Freers In Salem,
N. J.
possibilities when it knocked off
Miss Alys Aldering. 88 East Traverse City in the opener, 3018th St., recently visited Moody 14. They next defeated State
High, 7-0. They were riding high
Bible institute. Chicago.
when they met Muskegon Heights
Mr and Mrs. Cornelius Bauman.
but the team that was to be state
108 East 25th St., have received
champion at the end of the seaword from their son, Lt. Harlen
son won handily Trom the HolBauman, stating that he has been
landers, 37-6.
promoted to first lieutenant.

Few

5,

Tie 1

people, If any, even con-

sidered that the Dutch might
icore a victory against Muskegon. Everybody conceded the Big
Reds the victory except the Holland players, who were kept informed on how Muskegon was
going to nm over them by press
clippinp which Coach Cambum
tacked to the bulletinboard outaide the training room in the high
school gym.
Cambum gave the boys no pep
talk before the game and it was
as much a surprise to him as anyone else to see his gridders take a

WANT-ADS
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LOANS - $29 to $300
No Endorsers — No Delay
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th, 2nd floor
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Edgar

Herein Leave

Lt. Edgar J. Dibble, navy pilot
6-0 lead shortly after the start of
who entered service in June, 1941,
the first quarter and then lead
following his graduation from
12-6 at the half.
Hope college, Is spendinga tew
Despite their valiant efforts the
days in Holland with his wife,
Dutch lost that game, 18-12 and

they might have taken the attitude, “If we can’t beat Muskegon
playing our hearts out and getting all the breaks then what’s
the use?”
They were beaten by St. Joe,
13-0. Reached a new low by dropping a 33-7 decision to Kalamazoo. Perked up enough to lead
Benton Harbor at the half, 7-6,
but finally lost 25-13 and then
tied Grand Haven in the season’s

the former Charlene McCognlck,
and their seven- montha-okl daughter, Const in oe Jean, before they
leave in a few daya to visit hia
family tat Palmyra, N. Y. Dibble,
who plana to remain in the service, la home on
two-month

a

leave.

Dibble, who flew patrol plant!
In the Solomons and the Philippines, was In Manllt on V-J day
and witnessed the mad celebration
from the initial announcement hi
final.
the morning until far into tha
Holland went acoreleaa in only
night when all the ships in the
one game— with St. Joseph, while
harbor joined in a demonstrathey blanked State High and’ St.
tion of pyrotechnics,shooting off
*
flares,skyrocketsand fireworks
Here are other statistics;
of all kinds.
First, downs: Holland, 82; OpWhUe in Hawaii, Dibble mat
ponents, 93.
Dr. William Winter and Dr. KenYards gained rushing: Holland,
neth Vander Velde and in tha
1,598; Opponents,1,634.
Philippinesmet Dr. Albert of
Forward passes attempted: Hoi
Iowa, a graduate of
v
land, 82; Opponents, 98.
Dibble was an aviation cadtt
Forward passes completed: Hoi
for a year and received hia wings
land, 26; Opponents,28.
and commission as an ensign hi
Yards gained on forward passes:
September,1942, He spent a year
Holland, 462; Opponents,398.
kt the Solomonsarea piloting PBY
Punts: Holland, 34; Opponents,
Catalina ships, then was in tha
34.
states for a year and than went
Average distance of punts: Hoito the Philippines to fly PBM'a
Isnd. 29; Opponents,34.
(Martin Marinqpi). All his flying
Penalties: Holland, 28; Oppon
was in connection with patrol
ents, 41.
bombing. He was promoted to
Yards lost on penalties: Hollieutenant (jg) in March, 1948,
land, 248; Opponents, 365.
and was made a full lieutenantIn
Scoring: Holland, 114; OpponJuly, 1944. He wean the Distingents, 147.
uished Flying Grots and the AirLeo Vander Kuy,. rangy end. Jed
Medal with two gold stan.
the Dutch scorers with 36 points.
While at Hope, Dibble was actKenny Kuipers had 29; Bill Hinga,
walloped St. 18; Joe Caravia, 18; Jack Van ive In track and served as president of the senior class hi I9fi
Dorple, 7 and Gordon Barendse, 6.
He also was presidentof the Frit- •
emal society during1 his senior
year.

Augustine.

Hope.

The bride, escorted to tl* altar
A reception for 350 guests was
Thanksgiving vacation which
starts today, built a team that will on the arm of her fatlier, wore a held in St. Isidoreshall. The bridgive a good account of itself on a gown of white velvet fashioned al table was centered with a four
15 game schedule which includes along princess lines with high neck- tiered wedding cake topped with
the top teams in the state. He line of tulle, long sleeves and long bridal figurines and white roses.
Throe new members were electmust have the team ready for a tram. A crown of pearls held her Bowls of white ro«e.> and baby
veteran Southwestern conference long bridal veil, edged in lace. She mums completed the decorations. ed to the board at the regular
The Dutch next
carried a bouquet of white rose*
Out-of-townguests were pres- meeting of the Council of Social
team, Muskegon,by Dec. 14.
Rev. H. J. Vermeer, pastor of
The team w'll definitely have and baby mums tied with white ent from Chicago. Muskegon, Agencies Monday night in the Central Park Reformed church, Is Augustine, 32-0.
council room of city hall. Rev.
height. Leo (the Lip) Vander Kuy knotted ribbon, and a pearl ros- Grand Rapids and Munising.
consideringa call from First
stands 6-4; Bob Van Dyke, up from ary which had belonged to her
The bride wa,s a graduate of William C. Warner, Dr. Lester Rowland Reformed church, ChiKuyper
and
Harry
Berionan
were
the second team, 6-4; Dale Van mother.
Wisconsin High school and was
cago.
Oort, up from the second team,
Mrs. Kenneth Dekker, cousin employed as a nurse in a hospital named to the board and C. C.
Seaman 1/C Jack Mantlng, who
Wood
was
reelected.
Officers
6-2. and Bud Vande Wege, 6-1.
The Woman's Study club met in
Announce Incroued
of the bride, was matron of honor there. The groom attended St.
has served with the Seabees pn
will
be
choaen
at
the
next
board
It will also have speed with Jack and wore an aqua taffeta gown Francis de Sales school. He was
the home of Mrs. George SchutJohnson
island,
Saipan,
Tinian,
Moil Serricc Overset!
Van Dorple and Ken Van Taten- with yellow headband and veil. dischargedfrom the 126th Red meeting. Dec. 10.
maat last Wednesdsy evening with
Mrs. Mayo Hadden presided at Guam. Leyte and Samar in the Mrs. Allan Calahan, the vice pres- Is
hove ready to swing into action. Miss Pauline Ryzanca, sister of Arrow Inf., 32nd division of the
Increasedmail servlet to
Philippines with the 99th battalMackay’s big problem is the lack the bride as maid of honor was army and is now employed at the meeting which was attended ion. is spendinga leave with his ident, presiding and conducting
Czechoslovakia,the PhlUppInaa
by 38 representatives of the varand Italy was announcedSaturday
of experience.
gowned in a pink satin gown with Spring Air Mattress Co.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Preston the opening numbers. Musical
Coopersville,Nov. 21— Esrl Av-’
ious organizations and churches
Coach Mackay has a gang of tulle skirt and long sleeves. MissMr. and Mrs. Wlodarczyk left
Manting, 17 West 26th St., before numbers,including a vocal solo by erill, 57, ptinter and decorator, by Postmaster Harry Kramer.
Mall service to OchoslovaMi
boys out for the squad, many of es Ann and Estelle Wlodarczyk. on a wedding trip. For traveling, which make up the council. She reporting to Great Lakes Dec. 11. Mrs. Floyd Kaper, piano numbers was found dead late Monday in
them good-looking prospects. The sisters of the groom, and Miss she chose a black pin-stripegab- called on each representative,who He enlistedDec. 15, 1942. and by Hope Schutmaat and a vocal the woods near West Branch, ap- has been extended to comprise all
Dutch will probably be strong in Mary Studley. cousin of the ardine suit with black accessories. told briefly of the work of his left for overseas Nov. 8, 1943. His trio by Mrs. Marvin Kaper, Mrs. parently the victim of a hunting classes of regular mails, such as
organization.
parcels up to four pounds six
reserve strength.
H. W. Tenpas and Mrs. Floyd
groom, were bridesmaids.Miss They will reside in Holland upon
Mrs. Hadden explained the op- main base was on Oahu in the Kaper. accompanied by Miss Fan- accident.
ounces in weight, letters and uost
Followingis a list of boys out Ann Wlodarczyk and Miss Studley their return.
Hawaiian
islands.
The
body
was
found
by
James
eration of the council and how it
cards, printed matter in general,
for the first team;
wore blue satin gowns and Miss
She was previously feted with
Births at Holland hospital over nie Bultman. Guest speaker was Scott of Oooperaville,his huntKen Bauman, Bob Becksfort, Estelle Wlodarczyk wore a gown a number of showers in Grand investigate! each agency and its the weekend Include a daughter. G. A. Hansen, instructor at Pine ing companion, who made the printed matter for the blind, comneeds in relation to its connection
mercial papers and samples of
George Botsia, Ken Etterbeek, Bill of aqua satin. They carried bou- Rapids and Holland.
Lake MichiganVeterans Vocationwith the Community chest. She Saturday, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben al school, who spoke on the aub- search when Averill failed to re- merchandise.
Hinga, Bruce McAllister.Chet
Kalkman.
44
West
22nd
St., and
turn
to
camp.
Both
were
memalso explaineduse of the social
Limit of weight formerly applic• Oonk, Ken Oosterbaan. Herm Slaga son, Sunday to Mr. and Mrs ject. "How to trea* the returning bers of a Coopersvilleparty which
served over two years in France. service exchange.
er, ClarenceTer Wee, Jack Van
service men" The talk was in- had left to hunt In the West able to fourth-class matter adPurlin Tanis of Hamilton.
I>ean Milton L. Hinga of Hope
The Unity club held their anDorple, Dale Van Oort. Al Van
Mr and Mrs John H. TJosting. teresting and informative. Near- Branch area at the opening of dressed to the Philippine islanda
nual guest and social meeting at college talked about Ihe Tower
has been restored, such as the 70Dyke, Bob Van Dyke, Mike Van
Ill
East 22nd St., left this morn- ly 40 were present, including the deer season.
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
the home of Mrs. E. Simmons Wed- club, local youth center, which
pound limit for parcels to Manila,
Oort, Don Van Ry, Ken Van Tating
for Dayton, O., to spend some many motheri of aervice men, as
Surviving
are
the
widow,
LuA number from here altend- nesday with pot-luck dinner, fol- now has a membership of 600. He
enhove, Ed Vande Wege, Leo
well as other guests. Mrs. Basil cille, and a son, Van, both of Baguio, Iloilo, Cebu, Zamboai\gA
ed the wedding of Capt. Howard lowed by an auction sale and cake discussed equipment at the rooms lime with their son and daughterVander Kuy, Lou Humbert, Erwin
in-law. Dr. and Mrs. M. Gosling ..ibby and Miss Zultman were as- Coopersville. The body was to be and Davao, but parcels for other
place* in those Islanda may not
De Vree, Delwyn Van Tongeren, H. Haile, son of Mr. and Mrs. walk. The proceedsamounted to in the Tower building, and sug- and family.
sistant hostesses.
taken to the Ksmmeraad funerWilliam H. Haile of Ganges to $43. which will be sent as a gift gested that another pool table is
exceed 20 pounds. Limit of sin,
Ron Fortney.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D Strabbing al home In Coopersville.
Miss Pauline Marie Steinbacher, to the Percy Jones hospital.
needed. He expressed appieciafor parcels to all places is 100
spent the past week-end with their
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Tuma are tion to Mrs. J. G. Van Leuwen,
Inches in length and girth comdaughter and her husband, Sgt.
Steinbacher of South Haven at a here at the home of his parents. director, and paid tribute to Mrs.
bined. Mail service Is now availand Mrs. Gradus Schrotenboerof
nuptial high mass solemnizedat Rev. and Mrs. Tuma for several Hadden and Mrs. Adrian Van
able to all post office* in tha
Rev. S. Werkema has declined Galesburg,111. Sgi. Schrotenboer
9 am. Saturday,Nov. 10 in St. weeks stay.
Putten whose continued efforts Ihe call extendedto him from the is serving in the Educational and Six
Philippines except Basco in tha
An all games party will t>e held made possible the realizationof congregationat Des Plaines. III. Reconditioning sectionof the Mayo
Bataan group.
The regular meeting of the Gil- Basil's Catholic church, South HaMail service to Vatican City
bert D. Karsten unit No. 33. Am- ven. Rev. Fr. Gerald A. Owens of- in Grange hall Monday evening, the project.
Mrs. Jerry Battjes was guest of Geneiwl hospital. while Mrs.
state, the Islands of Sicily and
Nov. 19, sponsored by the Baperican Legion auxiliary was held ficiated at single ring rites.
honor at a miscellaneous shower Schrotenboer is registrar in the
Mrs. Ward Hamlin was matron tist Youth Fellowship.
Sardinia and continentalItaly,
Monday with President Mrs. Marat Ihe home of Mrs. Nick Cook on clinical record office of the hospiexcluding the provinuces of GorAt the regular Sunday evening
garet Schipperpresiding. Special of honor, and Maj. Raymond L.
Friday evening. Those honoring tal. The hospital houses 3,200 war
At least six more local hunters izia, Trieste, Pola, Fiume and
guest of the evening was Mrs. Steinbacher, brother of the bride, service of the Young people of the
veteran
patients.
i,he bride wer# M's*e» Henrietta
have been successful in shooting
Baptist chufch, a speaker from the
Jean Slooter, fifth district presi- served as best man.
M Sgt Howard Kronemeyer, bucks, according to word received Zada, is extendedto compriseall /
Rci
1>ohlcr' Julia Kn,ink- Beatrire
The
bride
was
gowned
in moon- police department gave a talk
classes of regular mails such as
dent. She explained the work bevRf iTvl 5! 061X11 .T>-Wl Elainga,MfttJ|
Elsie Ensink, Joyce El- son of Mr. and Mrs. John Krone- here Saturday.
light satjn with a full-lengthveil and showed picturesThe Youth East 13th St., receiveda
Venemai Dorothy meyer of Holland, former reiidents
letters, post cards, printed matter
ing done in the occupational therJohn Geerlings, 44 , 98 East In general. Letters are restricted
apy department at the Veterans and train. She was given ip mar- Fellowship of the Methodist church
of this place, has been honorably 23rd St„ and his son-in-law,Donriage by her father and carried were guests.
facility in Grand Rapids. With the
Mrr ken^M^N^Nedm’efd!Semi™ Km dischargedfrom the army, after ald Kamp, 24, 215 East Eighth St, to two ounces In weight.
a white prayer book, under white
J.
C.
McGilvriy
and
amily.
sing
Nori
De
Klelne
Vivian
En.
incretsed number of hospitalized
many months of service in the both shot spikehorn bucks the first
orchids with satin streamers.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Schouten sing Harriet De Kleine, Tressa U.S. and overseas
LICENSES
veterans, there is need for more
morning of the hunting season
The matron of honor wore leaf- Youth of Coopers ville
and daughter. Mus Bess Schouten. Veltema, Ruth Meyer, Jerena VeitClarence D. Maatman, 21, and
equipment and material for this
Tiie Women's Church league of Thursday while hunting at Morriswill have as Thanksgiving day'(>ma Winona Meyer Florence the local church met Thursday
Mildred J. Cook. 20. both of route
• work. Mrs. MargaretSchipper and let velveteen and carried a bou- Heads Kent-Ottawa FFA
town.
quet of mums. Nuptial music was
pests,
Gen. and Mrs. J. H.| Tanis, Jerene Meyer. Ruth Tanis. evening, Nov. 15, in 'the church Alvin R. Geerlings of Zeeland 1, Holland; Gerald Rouwhorat,25,
Mrs. Thelma Ver Hage were provided by the church choir. Coopersville, Nov. 20— Lester
Schouten. M m Mayme Buss. Mrs. Miidred Ver Hage, Hilda Kamer. parlors,with Mrs. Floyd Kaper
and Marian Timmer, 21, both of
elected delegates to the mid-win
Members of the immediate families Langeland of Coopersvillewas Minnie White and Mrs. Herman Sara Van Dyke, Sena Kreuze, presiding Devotions were con- got a six-pointbuck at 9 a.m. the route 2, Holland; Lester Shaw, 27,
ter conference which is to be held
opening
day
while
hunting
near
elected
president
of
the
new
FFA
and bridal party were entertained
Hugenholtz,all of Grand Rapids. Katherine Brink, Lorecn Van ducted by Mrs. Richard Brower
route 2. Spring Lake, and Kathryn
it B«y City. At the party which
Higgins lake.
at a wedding breakfaat at Holly’a, chapter of Ottawa and Kent counThree local students hive been Spyker, Elizabeth Nykamp, Mar- and the Bible study was in charge
followed the business meeting a
Jack Essenburg, 466 Harrison DeGraff, 24, Spring Lake; Robert
and following the breakfastthe ties which met at Coopersville nominated as candidatesfor ofian Van Spyker, Grace Vegter, of Mrs John Brink. Jr. Two vo- Ave., and Neal Northouse,202 F. Heyn, 23, route 1, Grand Havfund was atarted for the occupa- newly weds left for a wedding trip High school to organize an associafices in the student election to be Doris Ensink, Gloris Timmer, An- cal selections were sung by Jocelyn
tional therapy project.There will
East 26th Si , both got bucks en, and Helen C. Graves, 22. Port
tion of chapters in the two coun- held or the campus of Western
through Mexico.
na Mae Van Haitsma, Nellie Auke- Schaap and Hester Klmgenberg, while hunting near Prudenville. Huron; Joseph J. Gasses, 25, Grand
be another party in January. Mrs
Capt. Haile, now on terminal ties.
Michigan college, Kalamazoo.
Haven, and Agnes Goodman, 24^
Jasmine Ver Planke and Mrs.
Other officers are Dean Allen of James Walsh Is a candidatefor man, Clarrissa Van Rhee and with guitar accompaniment Guest One buck was shot Thursday and
leave from the army engineering
Dorothy
De
Kleine.
The
bride speaker was Mrs Bernard Hak- the other Friday.
route 2, Fowler.
Margaret Schipper were hostesses
Gordon vice-president of the freshmen
corps, was graduatedfrom Michi- Sparta, vice-president;
the recipient of many beautiful ken, missionary to Arabia for
Earl Raymond Bouwens, 31,
The next regular meeting will be
Harvey Bluekamp, 327 River
gan State college,East Lansing, Depew of Lowell, secretary, and class, Donald Landholm is a eam and useful gifts. She was married many years, now home on furheld Monday, Dec. 3 at 7:45 p.m.
A\e,
shot a five-pointbuck near route 2. Zeeland, and Evelyn
Harold
Cisen
of
Coopersville.
treaentering the Army at the time. He
didate for president of the sopho- Wednesday evening at the Zeeland lough, who spoke of her work in
Roscommon on the first day of SlJhk, 29. route 3, Holland; Preshas been overseas in the Europan surer. Schools included in the as- more class and Marie Van Huix is
ton Morns Rooks, 21, route 3, Holcity hall. She is the daughter the girls' school.Mrs Howard Ed- the season.
Red Cross Cannot Make
theater for the past three years. sociation are Rockford. Coopers- a candidatefor treasurer of the
land. and Margaret Boerema, 20,
of Mr. and Mrs. Bert look. ing was in charge of program arville,
Lowell,
Sparta,
Caledonia,
Mrs. Haile is a graduate of Westsenior class.
Holland; Wilfurd Zuverink. 20,
Mr. Battjes, who is with the U. S. rangements
Far Eastern Inquiries
ern Michigan college of Education, Cedar Springs and Sa. d Lake.
Pvt. Paul Boerigter arrived navy, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Grand Haven, and Helene Maat,
Da\id Cooper of Grand Rapids
No means now are available for afterwardsteaching in Greenville,
here Sunday from Keesler Field, Allie Kooman.
has been slaying in the home of his
17. Holland.
obtaining welfare and location re Mich., and Las Cruces, N. M.
Miss., to spend a 15-day furlough
Mr. and Mrs. John Ensing of grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Herman Lotterman. 53, route 1,
Man
Seeks
Restoration
porta requested by servicemenor
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hamlin held
with his parents. He will report Forest Grove were visitors at the E. Brower for a couple of weeks
Hudsonville. and Jennie Rosema,
civiliansnor for forwardingmea- open house Sunday. Nov. 11, from
back to Greensboro, N. C.. for home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard He is ihe young son of Mr. and
48. route 1, Jenison; Bruce E.
aages to persons in Japan or other 2 to 5 pjn. in honor of Mr. Ham- Of Operator’s License
First
Mrs. James Cooper to whom anEndrick. 37. and Marian DoddingGrand Htven, Nov. 21 (Special) overseas duty. Corp. Jack Boer- Van Ess.
parti of the far east recently lib- m’a parente, Mr. and Mrs. Wilton, 35, both of Grand Haven;
The Ladies Aid society plans to other son was born recently.Mrs.
petition for restoration of igter will spend Thanksgivingfurerated, Mrs. J. J. Brower, home bam Hamlin, who celebrated their
service chairman of the Ottawa golden wedding anniveraary. Mr. the driver's license of Warren J. lough here, coming from Boston. celebrate the 30th anniversary of Cooper is the former Juella BrowSuccessfulfirst-day kills were Henry Swartz. 38, and Harriet
reported Friday for three more Rillema, 25, both of route 1, Jencounty Red Cross chapter, said to- and Mrs. Hamlin, the former Stel- White, 46, Grand Rapids, was Mass. They are tons of Mr. and their organization on Nov. 28 in er of this place.
Mra. Ed Boerigter, 34 East 18th the afternoon in the church baseThe Christian Endeavor service local deer hunters who had gone Ison.
heard
in
circuit
court
Tuesday.
, <**£•
la Newman, were married in AUeSt.
Harold Nyenhuis, 24. and Shirlast ,Sunday .up north on hunting trips. The
ment. All members and former of the local church
,
Requests for inquiry or message gan Nov. 9, 1895. He was a native After the prooft were taken
Rev. James Bruinooge of Zeel- members, both active and associ- w as in charge of V ernon Lohman
lucky men were Warren ley Maxine Heyboer, 21, both of
service to persons in those coun- of Warsaw’,Ind., and Mrs. Ham- the court ordered that White
should submit to a physical ex- and. will deliver the 9 a.m. Hol- ate members, are expectedto at- and Thelma Poll, the former con- Nelson, a dischargedmarine re- Zeeland; Merle A. Neuman, 23,
tries mitat be discontinued,it was
ducting devotion* and the latter siding at 602 Reed Ave.; Charles route 1, Hudsonville. and Martha
amination before a local physician land serrton In Central Avenue tend.
G*n‘“
explained. Current requests being
Christian Reformed church Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Zwier* of discussing the topic, "Re-educa- Ward, route 6. and Melvin Mc- Lu Nash. 19, Holland; Clayton D.
and
upon
filing
a
written
statereceived by home service at Red
Mr. and Mrs. Preaton HoganBride. discharged veteran residing Morden. 28, Fruitport.and Lillian
Croee national headquarters, will camp left Tuesday, Nov. 13, for a ment stating he is physicafly fit Thanksgivingday.. Rev. J. Vander Hudsonville announce the birth of tion for Peace "
Several members of the organi- at 225 West Ninth St.
Katherine Morden, 23, route 1,
be returned to chapters with an ex- visit with relatives in Chicago to drive a car, his license would Zwaag, church pastor, will preach a daughter, Aria Kae. on Nov. 2.
at the 10:30 a.m, English service. Mrs. Zwiers is the former Miss zation attendedthe County C. K.
Nelson and Ward [returned to Coopersville.
be restored.
planation.Replies to inquiriesand lows and South Dakota.
Union meeting in Bentheim church Holland Thursday night with their
Foster Nykamp, 24, and Bernice
A special program sponsored by Tens Van Ess of this place.
n**tejgei previously sent to these
His license was revoked in 1941
Mr. and Mrs. John Westvelt will
Monday night.
deer and were proudly displaying Scholten, ' 22, both of route 1,
countries and requests which may entertain their children and fam- and. having waited four years be- the Senior Christian Endeavot
The Music Hour club met Mon- them to their friends today. Nel- Zeeland;Gerald Edward Battjes,
be In transit from persons in that ilies at a Thanksgivingdinner on fore seeking restoration he is not will be presented on Thanksgiving JCC Auxiliary It Given
day
evening at the home of Mrs. son, who had gone deer hunting 20, and Evelyn Cook, 23, both of
at
7:30
pm.
in
Sixth
Reformed
are* will be forwarded to chap- Thursday. Others who will give required to comply with the finAllan Calahan wdth Mrs. Marvin once before with no luck, downed route 3, Hudsonville.
church. The program will feature State Meeting Report
: tew for delivery to the addresses. family dinners are Mrs. Anna ancial responsibilitylaw.
Kaper presiding.Mrs. H. D. Straba chalk talk by Louis Mulder.
Robert Merrill, 23, and Nellia
buck about 9 a.m. Thursday
BV*n though Red Cross facilities Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Haile,
A report of the state board bing gave a report of the board the
"Behold
I
Stand
at
the
Door
and
with a single shot, the first he McMann, 22, both of route t.
are not available for continuing Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Ensfield,Mr.
meeting
held
recently
in
Battle
meeting of the West Central dis-|evPr shot at a deer.
Knock." He will be assisted by
Grand Haven.
end expandingsuch a service, and Mrs. Harry Nye and Mr. and Hope Glee CUh Singe at
Creek was given by Mr*. John trict of the Federated Music
Ward, who had been successful Harris JS. Veldrtian, 19, route 2,
Misses
Vera
Rot man and Eleanor
Mrs.
Peter
Carlson.
of civilian messages
Van Dyke at a meeting of the Jun- clubs of the state which she and
HHS Ckapel Exerdses
Mokms and Miss Evelyn Beyer,
only once before in seven hunting Zeeland, and Ida Ruth Jelsema,
are still being forwarded to JapMr. and Mrs. Frank Burbank
ior Chamber of Commerce auxil- Mrs. Kaper recently attended. The
Holland High school chapel «x- pianist.
tripe, bagged his buck about three 19, Zeeland;, Owen George Fett.
anese persons in war relocation left Wednesday, Nov. 14, for Chierdata Tuesday were to charge
Mr. and Mrs. James Louis Hill. iary in the home of Mrs. Terry main feature of the program was minutes after the shooting began 24, Grand HaVen, and Helen Jucenten or to a later address if cago to spend a couple of weeks of Mite
Hilda Stegemah’aguid- 251 Lincoln Ave., left today for Browtr, Tuesday , night. She chorus rehearsal with Mrs, ,H. W. when it was just light enough to lias, 23, Muskegon Heights. '
with friends,
they have left the center.
a nee
group with Mias Donna Aurora. IB. to spend Thanksgiv- also gave a summary of a talk on Tenpas directing and Miss Fan- see.
•S/Sgt. John Knox of Atlanta,
Elenbaia u chairman and Miss ing with their son and daughter- adult education which was given nie Bultman at the piano.
Not familiar with the territory INJURED LN
J
ABOLISH ELEVEN BOARDS
Gi„ who it home on a 15-Asy leave
Thanksgiving services will be up north, the two men had turned Grand Haven, Nov. 21 (Special)
Gertrude Wesaelink, chaplain. The In-law. Dr,
and Mrs.
r. ana
mr*. Leroy Hill At tha meeting.
Eleven more war pride and ra- visited his. father,Lewis Knox, for chairman read President
Plana for a joint meeting with held in the local church Thursday off onto a tideroad in the Hough- — Oren Livingston,44, Grand
'
and daughter,
Gratchen.
tioning boards in western Michi- a few days.
man’i 'piankagivint Day procla
ibanda was planned for at 9:30 a.m. The thank offering ton lake-Gadiilac area and stop- ids, waa taken to St, Mary’s
Special chapel exercises 'for ralr^usba
gan win be abolished Nov. 24. JaThe Home dub met Friday af- mation.
and Mra. Larry Geud- will be for missionary work in for- ped at a likely place, with Ward pits! there fallowing mn
cob Zweedyk, Grand Rapids dis- ternoon with Mrs. W. O. Simmons.
Special music was tarnished
*P*!d Mn.' Brower were appoint- eign and domestic fields. #
shooting,his buck a few minutes on US-16 about a half mile
irict £?AJil"<:toriMWHinced to- Mrs. O. L. Ensfield presented the the Hope college Girls
k.GJ" club by Mayor fyax Frego. Misses Jean ed chairmen of plans for the next
later.
of Nunlca Tuesday
day. This will make a total of 20 lesson on “Colorado.
under the direction of Mrs. W. and Janet Snow sang a duet. project Mifc. Robert Gordon pre- TO INSTALL LIGHTS
Both bucks weighed around 150- car Livingston was drlvii
boards abolishedsince October.
Mis$ Virginia Kieman of Wash- Qirtia Snow. They sang “On the
Grand Haven,, ^ov. 21 — The 160 pounds. Nelson's is a four- to make t tom Aftd rol’
‘The King of Love My Shepherd
The remaining 23 boards will be ington, D. C, and Mr. and Mrs. Steppe/’ “A Gypsy. Fhntasy” and ’The
The social hour featured games Spring Like village council votIs.” accompanied by Miss Alice
and Ward's an eight-point
known as price control boards In- Raymond Brddersonof Sooth' Da- "Star Duat.”
Parrott, all Hope collegestudents. and refreahimntein charge of ed Monday night to instruct the Ckl
State
stead of war price and rationbw kota, and two children are WaitMaurice Schepen tang a solo, Mrs. Brower and Mrs. Irvin De Consumers Power Co. to install McBride who left Wednesday post
boards, Zweedyk said.
ing their parents, Mr, and Mrs.
‘Thanks Be to God.” He was acoverhead lights on a half-mile night for a deer hunting trip shot
__ a "HI!
Kieman.
companied by Mias Prudence Hasstretch on M-104 on the west lira- a 200-pound buck Thursday at
ODhunbii’s mine produc.
Plumper, who has recentits. The street committee was in- 10 a.m. near ‘
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cheers die

awayTand

ticker-tape is gone from the

streets. But the grateful heart

knows

If

that the time to

we don’t show our gratitude now by making

Loan

say thanks is just beginning. It knows Victory wasn’t

the greatest bond drive success, we

selves, as well as our veterans, a

given to us. It was paid for with the hearts, the hopes and
If

harm

AMlfan OB

I

the Victory

may be doing our-

as grievous as defeat.

we run hog-wild with our money now, and unloose

inflation

the lives of our boys:

on the land, the word “Victory” will mock us
These we can never pay back. But we can put a down-

payment on

the future they anguished for.

the tomorrows of those

We

can invest

who come home. We can pay

the care of the hundreds of thousands now fighting

grimmest battles in service hospitals.
government the means
of

We

of taking care of those

our

•

in

Americans know

for

to lure us to

their

can give our

who took

days.

to the end of

this.

We’ll need no whooping or parades

bond windows. We won’t need movie-star

kisses

or pleas from empty-sleeved heroes. But, in gratitude and with

humble thanks

care

our freedom.

money

to

to those

who brought

us peace, we’ll use our

buy a bright future for our boys and for

ourselves.
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BOXER & CO.

JVHITE’S MARKET

OUTLET
STAR SANDWICH SHOP

VOGELZANG HARDWARE

CO.

PURE OIL CO.
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CO.

ZEELAND STATE BANK
,

HOFFMAN’S RESTAURANT
A.

BANK
NABER’S MARKET

PATSY FABIANO

BORR’S

BOOTERY — Footwear

HENRt GEERLING3

WESTERN MACHINE TOOL WORKS
CRAMPTON MANUFACTURING CO.
w
H. L FRIEDUN CO.
COOK OIL CO.

IDEAL DRY CLEANERS
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Inc.
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HEINZ CO.

HOLLAND HITCH CO.
HOLLAND-RACINESHOES,

ROSE CLOAK STORE

PEOPLES STATE
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SHOP

,

MICHIGAN GAS A ELECTRIC CO.
DEVRIES A DORNBOS CO.
MASS FURNITURE CO.

C PENNEY CO.

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP,
BOES A WELLING
FRIS BOOK STORE
GROSSMAN’S

BROUWER

BILL’S TIRE
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MODEL DRUG STORE

DRUG STORE

>0RAND RAPIDS MOTOR EXPRESS.
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HANSEN’S DRUG STORE

JOBBER’S

.
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
CHARLES R. SLIGH CO.
HOLLAND LOCKER STORAGE CO.
SPAULDING SHOE STORE
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NORTHERN WOOD PRODUCTS COl
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